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THE SOUTHERN REGION AND. THE ATLANTIC ALLIANCE IN A CHANGING STRATEGIC 

LANISCAFE -- A Prc~~ed Agenda for the fLrst of tt>O Joint IAI - Rl-mJ 

Workshops 

T.');l ~"Orksoop <~ill dbc~s security issue:~ facing the Southern 

Region of tile Atlantic Alliance, <~ith particular eraphasis on challenges and 

requiren:ents flowir..g from the evolving East-West strategic relaticnsl">.ip 

(i.e. , NliTD missions) and tmse ari.s±nz from a range of "out-of-area'' or. 

non-NATO th..--eats 'n and around the t1editerranean. A central thenE will re 
the manner in ;;hich these st...-ategic demmds my 1:::e ba.l~ in the 

formation of future U. S. and Italian p::Jlicy. 

I. Sout.he ... "'11 Region Security Iss= -- .Etx:luring and Emerging . 

. The l".ature of the security environn:ent in the Southern Region ;;ill be 

shaped by developmen~ in t~ broad ar-~ ' each of which srould 1::e 

explored, and the relationship 't::et;;en the two a.!osessed; 

a) Cbar..ge:5 in the character of the ~t-West strategic 

relatior.ship, i=lud~ nuclear and conventiol".al a.rrrl!l control initiatives' 

and decisions on force strooture and strategy. What will be the 

irnplicaticr~ of developments in these ar-~ fer coalition deterrence and 

deferuse, and !l'<)St imJ;ortantly, the linkage 't::etween NATO·~ Southern and 

Central Regions? 

b) Cl'car.ges in the character and ext-"'llt of threats to security 

originating outside the direct NATO - l'/ar':!;aw Pact compstition. bsues to. l::e 

addro..ssed ;;culd include growil".g conventional capability, and the risk of 

nuclear, chemical and ballistic missile proliferation around the 

l'!edi tarr:.tr."'._a"l littoral; thl:-..ata to sea lbes of cc=nication; and tbe 

p~s:;.._~U fer ~li.tical tl...lZII.I.Jil L11 t1-B regicn. E\u·t'b~rJ !-..a~~ rni.~ht crises 

QUEST!'. PU8WC:-:'C:XE E D! PRO?RIETA 
DELL'!STJTUTO AfFARI JNIERNAZJONACI 
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"out-of-area", including toose beyond the Mediterrane=, effect .t;clicical 

cohesion L~ the Alliance generally, and relations in the Southern Reg:on 

in :t=articula.r? vlhat P..ew patterns of crisis nBIJ.agement can 'ce cons ice.!'ed, 

and what are the implications for stratego.r, for= and bases? 

II. Brcader, Security-Related Issues. Developrrents outside 

the militar; sphere, l'.ar::-cwly defined, can be expected to play a central 

role in shaping security challenges and resp:>nses in tba Southern Region. 

The following would be key ~ubj~ for discU$sion: 

a) Political ar~ economic concerns within the Atlantic Alliance 

(i: e. , West - West) , includ:l..n<t b..trdenshari.r.g, th9 future of the Aroori:'..ar.. 

. •COilillitrrent to Europe, the prospec-b for European deferu5e c:::>operation, 

" 1992" and associated issues (trade relations , regional economic 

develo:t;:rOOnt), e!"..ere-.r, and defense-industrial develo:t;:rOOnt; 

b) East-West relations in their palitical and economic di.rrer-..5icns, 

including the question of Soviet .t;clic:r towards the Medi terrane= 

countries; 

c) The evolution of P':)litical and economic relatiol".s between the 

industrialized North ar.d the developing South (e. g. , North Africa) of t~ 

Mediterranean region, and OPJ;Crtunities for p:rorroting prosperity and 

stability. 

III. Security Perspectives. How !IB,Y the strategic 

pe~·.::eptions of the U. S. and Italy with regard to the Southern Region 1:e 

cr.=acterized? Wl'.at a.'"S the unique national characteristics of the 

security de'cate in tri.s area? In wr.at 1w.rmer are dive::;se :security con:::err..:s 

ll-~:::ly -c:: C3 :·::;-:_~r..si..i~:. c:: ·.:alar~·? Lol"'3 '.:i~iiicaj_ly! e::ci fol .. cxa.m9.ia: 
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a) WP.at are the implications o:f the tension 'l:etween Italian 

security interests in the Medi ter!'anea."l and NATO· s Central Region? 

Eetween tile Atlantic ·and European di..'re.."!Sions of coalition deterrence and 

defense?. Wnat would be the form and di_~ion of a new Italian Defer~e 

Mcdel, ar-..d TOJ:-.at sort Of strategic assumptions would l:e. asSCCiate.:i wi.th it? 

'o) What are t!:e likely prospects for U. S. strategy to!Oards ohs 

Mediterrar..ea"l region, ar..d tre perceived balance between NATQ-relat..."'<i :md 

"out-of-area" concerr~? wr.at are the implications for basing and the 

presence of forces? 

IV. Cam:1usions. The worksh::>p would seek to establish 

key elerre.11.ts of continuity ar.d change with regard to security in the 

Southern Region, ar.d. explore options for U. 5., Italian and Alliance p::>licy. 

Issue5 for further consideration !OOuld be identified, with a view tcwa-~ 

the fom.tlation of an agenda for a second series of meetings. 
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2REFACE 

This =eport sw~a=izes the proceedings of 
-··. .. 

on alternative security strategies for NATO~~S~->S9;ithern Region. 
:~:·--.··-;-...-

Participants discussed the various Medit<:;:i;,:~~-~-an f?~rspectives--
_.. -- -;::::_·.::, I . ._-.:-_.-_:;-_ 

North-South, East-West, South-South, and·.--.fie-:S:t-::-We-s_-.t·-7-~"in the context 

of current economic, poli-tical, demogr~-Ji--Zf~~~rJ~:8-l-:6-~ogical, and 

military trends. The fi~dings will be of .·{-~:f{?"~~£t\.-,t.O oolicymakers 
-~-::.~_)::.:>:.~>-:·. -

and NATO advisers working on s~curity iss~es at~~~~ng the 
·;.·.. ···/' 

Medite::a:::~::: ::e t::r::i~~~t~-;¥~~:~t·*fS and recorunended 
Alliance policy actions is preo.!;ent-ect::he-r-B,'·.• Regard ic as a ground 
plan for future .conference se~ti~~~:ji~>~-ell .. as a synopsis of. the 

first meeting's pre_s~_ntacions a~d"~t-~~~~:ussion. The individual 

papers presented;E~~-::·S±~iefly summii-.±:~~d and their authors 
-: ·/<-?S·.·_~::··_.>.:;. ~-- ..• 

identified. :.f;il:e•~s--- e_:;;:pt"e.ssed in the diSC"..lssion sections, howeve.:::-, 

are not at~:_i"j;~~~~~ .?;{4?~-~:;_~-h~F . __ the pape=s nor the ccmrnents should 
:-:.:.·~: ;;.::_: ··:_-. . : ; __ : ~ :_<"_ ':·:--··. ·. i ·:.-.- •. : · .. ,: 

be regarde~~--~~.$~.:t~Pi-§'S'e!'ti~~:~~-- of any gove=:-:.In$nt. or private 
. ":~-:-,:;:-:;·;-_'.-;_;:-__ -.-•• ~- L; 

organization :·.:~::;·.e;a.r:t=iC.ioants and their af:::.lLitiOns are. listed in 

the appendix ... -_··_::;.~~~-~~:~::::~:.~~;~.-: 
·-·.";jr:.:.=?· 

! ) 
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SUMMARY 

:~<:

The first joint R.A..'ID-Isitituto Affari Interna::ional~~: -~-.'-:-: 

conference on the Southern Region and Atlantic Allianc.~~~~~Va:.: ... _ •· -:-: .... ·: -·.:..;·: .. 

::a:::::n::r:::::c 0 :a:::::::e o::::::t~a:~:::::::: jJ,~~~~~~Z~tY>:: ·. ::;:.-_:·_._·-·:_..: 
Mediterranean and surrounding areas. Sessions ... were organized tcr.:.:::-._-~-· 

provide an overview of the various elements di~-~ting NAT'O 

strategy choices in the Cheater and to sur~/~~iJ~~-:-~-:~ide range of 
-~-:~~?[-? -~~-.3.~~-: ., 

topics including: : -: .. 

:::·:::"::,::·: ;·::: _::~::::·~~~:~~~~! jp 

• 

• 

.. ;.;_ 

Political and econ~:~~~;$~~!~~~~:~~>~·-·.: 
The effect: of Nort:n.;:s-,;:i.,.t'ti.'l!e:ta:tl:ons:, on 

Region '~-~~0.k .. ~:I~Wf'~-~~<!-'·' 
Soviet policy toward t~~/(1j;?,ii:er:anean 

U. S. and Italian persp~t~±Jiis 
.•·· • ... - ... 
-~:~::::··: ·-

the Southern 

,yx\1ft'~~s(i,-:: .. ··· 
Histori,dil.ly, ~~-1-y:·s·t.s~ .. h.ave had di:ficulty defining Alliance 

.. :~:(:;~·.;:. :;~-. . .:-;:: (·;:: :.:_ :; . :::.- ...... ·.>: ,. 
policies o:f.;~~€f£.~~:;~9e;._·.~~~--~~;~~~-ente in the Mediter:-anean, largely 

.".":"'~~--'~-~·::F~~·>.~. . '\-~~J ::: ! 
because of tnE(;,:r.emot.eness of the Soviet threat and the nonnuclear 

focus of the r~'Jf";;~/Q~.ecu~ity strat:egies. The scale and 
~~?;~,:·::;:.:.·. 

diversity of the reii~n and its proximity to historical centers of 

.c,:'k'ii','jip:q instability in North Africa and the Middle East have 

o(t~t~~j~1~:~~1:~:~:;:~~:::~;~:~:r:~:~~~~~~:~:::~:~:::::::' 
-~-.:8~~~~~-;::security concerns are of particula.= importance. ?ast 

ap~-;~:~ches to such concerns have lacked an encompassing Alliance 

policy base, as territorial boundaries de:ined by treaty limit 

Alliance involvement to the area north of the Tropic of Cancer. 
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.While the Alliance meets regularly to discuss out-of-area 

problems, such discussion has not led to operational action or to 

a specific definition of the NATO role beyond that of an advi~oi,r \ 

Reduced military budgets faced by all Alliance membe::;_{;{·;;:>: 
---~·;.;_';..~ .·: 

the present era of conventional and nuclear force reduct.J;OtfS.::-~-~111 
:~:.:-:.:.~~:(./·'_'·:~5 :> .. 

'further compound. the problems already associated with):e:~Ghii:tg::~_ei·p:_q. 

'ritaintaining burden-sharing agreements. In the futurJ:?~~~~ ,_: __ :~:·~~-~~::<::_-· .· 
._ ... 

Mediterranean ac.d surrounding areas will require_._.additional 

attention· and continuing U. s. political, milit_~jt·:/and economic 

'Jupport. The United States, however, mav not{·~~;'·~ble to provide 
... ~-~:-.:,:·:_.-::::-:- ___ _.·;-:-: .. 

·Such support since cohesive factors opera$:·~n-.g~:)~r.t _E;:~~t_A-lli·ance over 

time--a well-defined threat from the Wari~~(i~J~{>~i;~- "place at 

the table" provided by NATO member~hip, ar.d·,~~1~'0i.-.:~u.pport for 

the U. S. presence in Europe--may be losing thei·;',;¥li¥'i~g pull 
--~-.~-.: 

both within Europe and across· t:lf~:<it~r-antic. ..-

Conference participants. ig;iJ;':;(:~~~'i.'il/~~:-:.sov_iet perceptions of 
--:~-:---<~·.-:;: .- .. -.-.'.~:- ~ ::._. ::.=~·-. _:_-·::··::_:·. -~ 

the region especially difficul6;iJ:;":a, ti.;;;e':c.<rre:l\>com:nunism' s fall in 
-;~~:·;--~-::.--·-//:~;~/: -.· . '• 

Eastern Europe seemed to be obeyi:n'<f;·.w_nat cr.e participant called a 
. .. ::·.-.:·:_·.: 

\\reverse domino" effect. More th~;~~~{~= before,_ the SO'"Jiets view 

.the Mediterranean _qj:-~~~:·h\e::saic rathei-.::hhi!n a unified flank, a fact 
-· Y.-/;<;··_:._:·:: ;~~-~:·. . . 

that may explai!}:·'tJ:i(i;. al:i:~\!n.ce of a defined policy toward the 

F;'Whern Regfu;~;,:·g:i~~;~i?~t.·~~,,~~~.•.a:ching Soviet objective for the 

area led pali:~->,~P'!PJ.t')(;to'· .. ~,;ni;:Elde that the Soviets will probably 
\ 1-. ~'il -~"";~~-:.::~):~::::;~:~-:.~.':. • ·-.·:::_:: 

.. --.. 

continue to in'io·l¥€F~hemsel ves < n the Medi te=ranean only on an ad 

:. ;:ii \ 

1

: ':·f:\\:n\i~\ b::::~-south. :':;::0r~ct;fecti~g cha souchern Region added 

' ;eci,i~\{;t:~i:ertainty to the discussion of f'-l::ure security 

t~e way of North-South 

context. Trade 

political ties in the a=ea, and the 

of economic development ?lanning makes defining 

the:::~S§Iibmic-military-political relationship between North and 
·.:;.· 

South aifficult at best. Resolving these difficulties will add an 

additional dimension of complexity to futu:e Alliance relations in 

the Southern Region. 

, 
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Italy and the Un~::ed States have somewhat divergent 

perspectives on Southern Region securi~y, and the gap bet,,.,een 

these perspectives is likely to wiC.en. Italy has demonstrat:ecr :9-n 
···:···· 

increasing w_illingnes.s to support NATO actions in the So.~~;~~.L:TI· 

Region, but friccio.n has a:isen when U.S. and Alliance . .-ji.b,i:~·G;~s 

:::t::t a:::::i::: a ::~:t:::y::t::::i::c:::a:::i:~c:~Mt:i::if:-~:L .. ~ 
with resistance from other Southern Regia!\ merry:t~.J;S as ·..rell. 

Alliance, 
' . '' ::' .:.·>·/·•·· 

countries may find .it e·ven· more di!fic:.:lt ... ~t:q./-:?;9"ree:~on area 

;;;;~~~:::~~:;~~::j~~;~~~:i~;~~j:;1r~~!J{~~::,~::"'" 
specific concern is the SixtP,.:~¥'1.~~~:;·:··~:-: .... .n~cb. has pla.Yed an imporcanc 

role in Southern ~egion sesJj~~,;~1~~~';Wt1*~_az II; without it, 
the strength of the Alliance w.®ld: g.J:eat-=:y--d,iminish. The United 

:·~ >-~_.:·~·.·:_.;··.-:_,.·· 

States steadfastly adheres to i·f.5~~~~.t~.:~§ c::mmitmentS, but vie~s the 
·:·· 

Mediterranean,. the Middle East, ~·r-:d>·:Sl::n:th·..;est Asia a conti:mum of 

vital u. s. intere~W:~\~:ri_q: consider~:~,~;-~·a.!. armS control in c::e 
/. .. ·- · ...... 

Mediterranean,:_~;~:.:th±-·e·~·~·<t6 overall area security. 
'·'·:}:;~·i:> .:·:.:.:"";.:~- ·.:L. ·.:-:.,._. . . 

In th83:..:t".:-;-·.:...:nal .. :3.Ut.emen._sr,· oa=-:..:..c.:.::ants co_ncurred that the 
.~·:·\~i~f.~;.j:\ ,~; :.~::,::/t.\:i::::: ; .. :::_fi~.":·: .; ·. -

pioblem O:J;<·.S'Q.U9.Ge-rn·~~eg:l:'Q.n··.:~ecur~~:y s"Cra~:egy needs attention but 
~-:~~.:::.\:.:::.:::::<~·.; ' ·.· 

reached only a/:.t~t.ar.iye: ·agreement on ha·..; such a strategy should 

be· create?!· J'k~~f~.'~f~::""lfi~ prcblema~ic components affecting the 
are~/~· ,securi.t:y:,- :=.inc'J;Ud.lrig the impact. o: changes in East-West 

_,~{j~J~\l~~,f;t_rs, wHl undergo :ubst:n:ial :ransformation in the near 
.. ~:·,:~· .. :.:·_:t!"erm. ·.:.:~~~1-(·~part~c~pants precucce_ ._r1a1: :!le changing face of 

iR~f~i~iJ!::::;:::::::::::::::::::;,::: ,::~:::<:::::::::::::~: 
iriS~~Utions will be ext=emely difficul~. 

•,,. 
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I. Cl!ANGES IN THE EAST-WEST STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIP: IMPLICATIONS 
FOR TliE SOUTHERN REGION 

----~ -.:-;; 
-~ ~' · .. ·· .-_- .. ... ~~--~~---

::-:·.:--~::.-:.: ·: 

futur~a:m::::::c:x::o:::o t::. :u:::::n o:f c:::g::u::e:~Ji~~!~~~}~j_>. __ 
1 st·:t:ategic relationships. Two maJor trends are sign~-~i-~'antl~--::_~-.--~: .. ~:. ·. 

changing East-West relations: the ·evolution of::~--'bolitical detente 

and parallel developments in conventional a~:~~¥~iear arms 
..-,::-:._:'(·.~:.;·' .. 

! ! •c:o:ri}:rol. These trends are unlikely to sh_~i':~~;@ajo_~--~~~-liance 

attention southward, but developments i-l:(:i-~~--.C.~g~i~:_i-· Region will 

definitely_ affect the Mediterranean are~->~::i~f:?j%i§~~l·~-~--~-- _ 
The paper and discussion that followed --~f~Ji~~~--~ized below. 

-::,;·•··,··· .~. 
·~.:_.\; ,• . 

.. ;..: ,._. :··/:~ 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF SOUTHERS::_.RS~IQN .SECURITY 

. In the past, the follow"f~~~-J~~-~~~~j~~-~~:.~~.de de-fining 

character of deterrence and ct~i~te iri·~zJ.~;~s·~~~hern Region 

the 
particularly difficult: '<):~;:{{":' . 

'~ 

··.:·:·.:.:. 

Perceived:.dl~ff.~seness and·~~:~;6teness of 
. : /: .. :.::~:;.: ::"::_- ·>:·; ;:_: 

the S.Q~±:~~· .. t.t~:~~-t. 

Unl..i'~i;'t:~~tr.iJ::~:~h-!:iit>e, the Southe:" Region has no 
:.:-:;.~; ·:~.?~ ":;~~-. . ) ~ .::..:~:-."._:.: .. : ·.:::_._.: ~::·~~·:.::':: 

s?e.G;}.~'I;::~;:·-~Qrti"~f1lti3-d area of vulnerability; as a 
·~·~~-::.:;~.r;.::_:~:/·-~ ., ·-~.:-~· 

resul4:,.._:,·n~~~Specific Alliance policy defines area 

strate~i~~~\/~~-~t-ional and regional approaches to security 
~·:·;;?~~:;·.·· 

matters have.>t:aken precedence in the Southern region. 

of nuclear exchange. 

about the Mediterranean has focused 

This is not surprising, given the relative absence of 

concentrated vulnerability and the perceived remoteness 

of the Soviet th'~1at. A conflict in the Southern Region 
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is much less likely to escalate to the use of nuclear 

.,.,·ea pons. 

Special significance and distinctiveness of the Sout;.f1'€:r.n 

:>.egion. 
The scale- and· di·1ersity 

proximity to historical 
in North Africa and the 

:~:-_:.,.~: 

to the region's security af:airs. Thi~,-... dime'nsion exists:-.<::::._~·.> 
::~-- .. -:: .. :.; independently of East-West competiti~~0.~fd. is likely to 

_,. :.·. 

continue to do so. /.~·:)i.:~f/_.·· ,>:.-_ 
Relationship of the Souther:t Re_giiri..:::tp_ th·e,-:/.qriited Staces. 

:::e::::e: f s:::e:a:::u:c::~:::::i:~~;l~~;;,~ a:: ::: 
linked Central and Southern region secu:r:;:~-1"~-~::· The U. s. 

;..· .. ··: -- .. ·: 
has also helped meet .. 1;:f.ft·;::S:<:::Ilt;hern Region' s"needs for 

:::e;r::e:::t::: :::~~!~~i~~1¥~!~tt:::t:~i:~:::~gh 
Overall, however, the Urr~.ea?-·:--$.tates has acted to cement 

diverse Southern Region ~-~~~~;~_scs . 
. . -~-.-· 

:.-:~--;-~.'·-; ;:.-:·~ ;.:: 
TRENDS IN EAST-WEST:;;S'fRATEGIC RE:.A.T!ONSai?S 

._._;,._;·.;·::· . -:·:.::-·· 

J?olit·ical;f~:~;{ht~<~ci~~fi .. _.p_rovide the Southern Region with 

opportuniti,e.~~~~ii~s~tj~;~~~~e,'Jic~nificant role. in~ernationally. As 
adversarial t:~'S'i:ons:··~in the··.central Region relax, the focus of 

Alliance affai·;~:~f:~\fJ;;;";Southern Reg:.on •.,ill shift from the 
military component. :":?Jf);::g>.~olitical aspect: will then come to the 

:.;·· 

fg~~:t~Wif:9.Y.iding a milieu in whic!'l Scu-chern Region countries are 

:/i0J~~~~!.i~::e t:r:::::c~:::e p::::::~:. de::n::~ ::::::~:er 
·.:S&:0:f;'~9s.sibH${lil for E:ast-West trade sugges'C Italy's role as a 

. -: ::;.~: :-::;p;-:~·:·::f:)- . ..:;~;-:-::_":, :::.: : 
··-:;,f.i)~ft~Y4~_.e.g;.~;-~:fterlocutor" in dialogues bet·f'ieen West ·and East._ 

···;:;:;~:~M~t,~k~ other hand, changes in tb.e Central Region will not 
... , .. _ •.. ,.,. .. 

nec~~;~~~·;ily mean increased stability in the Southern Region. 

Resources and interest presently de~..-ot.ed to the Central Region may 

shift to the South, but we have no guarantee the shift will happen 

' 
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in an even, predictable way. In fact, as the risk of military 

confrontation in the Central Region diminishes,~ the Southern 

Region may experience neglect through "ma.!"ginalization." At:_.~ t~ 

same time, many opport.unities for potential conflict. exist:./f~;~he 
.: :':·:.::.: ... ·_.· 

:::~:::::::::::::,::::::::.~::~::::::~:::::::: i~i~~'~i: . . _ ....... -
Similarly, as the East-West balance shifts, fr~.;l~1;ion may flare -~~(~._-:_:,·'" 

--~-- :-·;. : 

between Greece and Turkey--friction that ha~_:J'l.\i~· held in check by 
_, .. ;; ' 

::::::::::: ·::: ::::,::::::-:::,:::· .;i(~iC :::·· .... 
control will clearly affect East-West stratag,$.q~·-;r~~-l~:t_ionships ·as a 

whole and will have distinctive.consequences f~~{ft,~:'{lliance 

::::::· ,:::':: .,::':;:· ,:i't~~l~~;::· :~: :.::::, 
negotiations on Alliance relat;l:!iil;i: a~<.d·::~1:ia;:."gy will be felt as 

strongly in the Mediterranean ~i~'·i~~;{~-~e. Negotiations affecting 

the nuclear component; of flexibl~·'\f·~~nse will be especially 

sensitive for a~f~~!if~;:~n allies :-:~.'.~li~ South's long-standing need. 

to preserve b?.~fl,·:··.:~tS.-':··~f-:·-'couplings--the s::rategic coupling bet·,.reen 

Europe and ;-,ti:};1IK~teJ~d~£i2'.~S:··.:.~~n.Q. the coupling between deterrence 
,-;·)>~;.::~:.:.~>.- -:~; .. :.~ __ : . .-... ~:}:< / :;_::._._:_·:,-,_:·' 

in the Cerit;t'i1;1oi@:4':'.tili:e·'soU,tMrn Regions--combined with the 
~-::?::~':-?:,:.\::-:~~---. <:.~. 

existence of vll:i;;j::<lu.$:~.specific out-of-area concerns reduce the 

likelihood that. ~~~~o:£-~ome of current negotiations will entirely 
----:3:-::>~-. 

satisfY. Sout.hern Regii;n members. 

::St·ffX~f~~,~,t~'"~symmetric conventional force reductions could 

~-~~~~-··.:·(::~vora~~~-~-~"f-fect the EaSt-West security pic-:ure, the impact on the 

oij~f~iif~:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::·:::::::•::::. 
red.~i;_~·ions and improved security is less than automatic in the 

•,,. 

Southern Region. 
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DISCUSSION 

.1\.11 participants agreed that the Southern Region has an ·· .. 

important. place in NATO policy. They displayed varying deg.r~'~·;;:>;f 
optimism, however, about the future role of the Allianc'~:'i~~).':t(;;\.: .. 
handling Southern Region affairs~ The a:ea' s ongoing_,3E~~t~'i2~~--~~:·. 

importance was emphasized again and again; as one· paif{~i'~a~-i~:~~-~-\:l;·:_. 
•.- ':,·:.-- . ·_:: 

pointed out, the increasing rate of arms accumul~tion in areas on 
the southern rim of the Mediterranean, combinect;/Jtiih accelerating 

disarmament in the Central Region, make it q,if;:~(·{ikely that there 

may one day soon be a higher concent:at:!.?fl.~::~~-~,~n~~~~-~Onal fire 

power in the Mediterranean than in Centr~fo'iL~Jiit>·;This does not 

bode well for Southern Region secur:!.ty. ·:~:_··:)·l{~~~~~;3,~~:~i(.',:-.. 
Elements within the Eastern Mediterranean ·-~'i.~:;:~ijfd the 

potential. for threatening Sout~~f{~-~~git;n security .:~-:J'~ugoslav:~a 
.· ';.: ·.-·:_:::-.·: .. •, ~-.:--' <.;. ~-- ··. 

was mentioned repeatedly as a\l'.i:'~e:.;{'~il'u.i::C;~:~:e,r.egional ethnic 
• :;~-:-; .. :: .. -~- .. : .-.. --_ .~.~,. <_:~·-'_--; -.~::·:·:,·;·::.:·· 

unrest in the increasingly unst'if'iil:e:·.sa.Hat;;·a:,r:~:a~ Within the 

Alliance, Turkey and Greece wer~·;'~;{~i;:{~X'~ut -~s possible trouble 

spots. Turkey has strong historic~:t';o:_',~eligious, and psychological 

links to the Arab ~iifi~nd to vola2iii''Azerbaijan, links which 
.- .. ~·-;:.:·::·~-.:·_:_:::<:::··:·. ::~· 

will become eve~;,)~·'9te-:-:~!J!tP'O.~~ant if' :!lnda."nentalism in the area 

::::i:::: ~:~~~~~:~zf!~'.i~i:::::::e::a :::i ::r::n::n a:::~::;:~ 
Participatlt·~'}:<~i1. discussed how· the Allies collectively and 

Italy alone caul~ ·{;~~t}~#ovide political, economic, and moral 1 

.. ·. ":3:-:: -~:·;· 
support f.or former comiRU"nis't. counc:=ies. While some preferred :a 

P.~{~£:0:problem incremental approach -,.,ith little or no formal 

.&b11.{$';{M.i£i~~i.nt, most preferred the 01otion of using the existing 

o;~,~~~::;(f::.:: :::.:::: :; ~:::":·::::~::::.:::::':: 
·.;;~~·!;:i>m::.'S:tiiope reduces the level of aid to member nations. 

-~-:.:f:~):-:-;:-.:~::~)::;. 
"·oOi''c·.'t!iioughout the discussion of changes in the East-West ·-.:--:{· 

strategic relationship, conference participants stressed two 

themes: 

·<: 

j I' .. , 
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The mult~plicity of issues facing strategists 

in the Souchern flank. Changes in Eastern Surope, 

perceptions of a declining Soviet threat, regio~a"i; 

allegiances, area 
·•.· ~· 

ethnic unrest, arms cont=-:JJ..·::~:·_._·>:-:-~-~
.: , .. _. .. ::·:.- ·_. 

demographics make forecasting NATO strati~f:·::'sc·$M;;ib!i . 
in the Mediterranean more dif:icult th~d~-::~~~~-r b-~:i6~~--~:r-·: ... 

. :.-

The need for an Alliance poli;:y .;;~\t._~~e these 
<-·: 

.;·. :; ; 

issues. The Alliance lacks a., __ :ih~~~f6d -~~trategy 
-.. .:. -::(:-:· <~-:.:;-: 

for maintai::ing security in_::fF-~~~5~!-!~~-e:r:n:· Region, 

::i::::g:sc::n::s::w:::e::~·I:~:~\~t~:~:o give the 
will be prcbler;tatic. unless analys~-~~i~-~;i~::.;~_;_:~-cornorate 

::::: ::::· ,:::~~~~~~iEJ'::'··;:..,".;"" 
: --~.--.:._..,:.: .. 

:· '• ----~~-:. . 

·: ... ·· 

.. ;·· 
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II. CHANGES IN THE CHARACTER OF OUT-OF-AREA THREATS: 
IMJ?LIQTIONS FOR THE SOUTHERN REGION. 

Stefano Silvestri emphasized the importance of inct{~:~~-~ting 
.. :-/-::;·~::·,:=-:·.:-

recent political trends and ongoing area developmei'lts.:;l:~t$/·.c·~~:·:._. 

existing Alliance patterns o_f out-of-area crisis matt_*-~~~~-f~:~-~;~;~~~~~~-~\: 
First, he considered two international political tre~~~: -.-· /:. __ ... -:. 

Global integration. The NATO memb.~~;:~~fions are no 

longer relatively in!5ulated, as .:-~-it~~:p~·ere~/in the past. 

·rhanks to recent developme~ts :{~~j .. :~1~ti~L~-~{~on and 

information technologies, incre~::~&-~:If~-~~:~·~_ational trade, 

and trends in Mediterranean oooulat~~-~X~f1L:·~±aration, 
out-of-area countries ~~a-v.~ _b~c~me incr;~,~;fd~~; integrated 

::::a:::. global coi~f~·t~~~~~-;G04t:~~~ally, ir.co the 

Shifting power configli:.pa,~~:$--:(;.-·As "'integration occurs, ·.•·· ...... "' . . . .. - . 
more and more countries ··.fii:~:.a<idition to the superpowers -. -~··· ' .. 

are takinq-:~P,~_:::.;ncreasingl:/iJ~Portant roles in 
:~:··-=-··-~· .. ···::~:: --·-·-

internat(t0ii~1:-~..:3.f.fairs. ·:.~·· 
. -:::. ···~-- _: .. · ... • '··:- -·.·,. . . ·.::-;· <.:.~.:: 

:::':'~!~,:::= ~''"""" .,, ·-""" 
. ::.;,.::->·;·· . 

...... Th.ase changing p~ftterns must be met •..rith changing Alliance 

,::JfJ~;f.~;~~~\Lo crisis management. Old ways of crisis managemenc, 

,':','·'·.,·.'especi·"'.fJ:y>·~hose employed by the United States and the Soviet 

~t@fl>fii~,,~~:::::~:::::~::;::::~::;::::::: ·:~:::::::::· "' 
oth~;t.~:}>·Uperpower. These st_rategies often failed to take into 

accou'nt the actions and perceptions of local players. If 

continued, the old ways of crisis management pattern will 

undoubtedly lead to further difficulties and the increased 
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likelihood of psychological, terrorist, end low level/low 

intensity conflict initiated by out-of-area forces. The three 

most likely models of crisis management are: 

The U.S.-led status quo approach; 

The current U.S.-led manner of resolving 

conflicts. no longer works,· and maintaining the, ~t._a_tus· qUo under . _._._ 

U. S. leadership will become increasingly diff~~~::.- An attempt to 
. . ._·.-:'-/·'· ,· . 

establish bilate=al agreements between eac~_:::~i:l'~.CpeaiJ,.:... ally and the 
_,.:,:::·;;/;~;· -~:.:.::-: ., 

United States would tend to strain exist;i._:pg·j·#~~-t;$;:~~:1::-diffe:ences 

among the European countries and between\!~~~~{iii: United 

::::::~in:~~c::::::~gt:: ~~:~ :::g::::sw:~<::~iltrl~::::~ 
''- '"m'•=->od ~~f!~j~:6J~~~ ·• 

Recent experiences involvinc;f>_.l:O'Ciil:.: ··conflicts in the 

Mediterranean have d_e.!!',q~strated. t~'~fj~~fopean forces are "probably 

seen as "less thre~i.erti:n~!~- or \'less··-Lhi::-erfering." than American 
-:.:"/;:{/:>·:;·>.~;-~::: -~· ·:~ 

ones." Yet, tl}.a:·C:J;:;j.<t'op;,:~.ti.~· have approached the initiation of a 

European-led:~1:fit~;:~t:~~~~~j?i~t-::.;~aling with out-of-area conflict 
. ,::·::.,~:l~:~-;-~;::f . ;).~';: ~ .. ·::'":-::~::->:.~ / :-::~ ~.-::--.::: 

cautiously ·tn!tl~-'~:i-g;>Ou·s·ly.;·.a,;d· ·no purely European organization has 
. ":?: . .:.;.:::-~.:~:)::-~~~:__ -. :.. ,-.. 

provided a more';·_,.;t~t~>illternative forum than NATO for 

coordinating. ·poli~l~t~i:{;~t:arting. from scratch to develop a new 

organiza.tion or integr~ted group of ·organizations, or creating 

.. ,_. 

new structure from existi~g institutional 

Moving from that task into the 

of defining a political agenda for 

crises would be even more difficult. The 

European military budgets would further 

the realization of the European-led model . 

The incremental approach. 
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The third class of solutions presented would create alliances 

whose poli'cy initiatives would be able to deal with small 

conflicts but not much more. The obvious .benefits of flex.±~fi1..ty 
_:.·:-··'·~:; 

and appropriate strategy choices do not out·,.;eigh the di-?.~~.?~fages 
presented by alliances that are unable to provide the ~--s~~:¥_~h4;t·~-- or 

:~:a:::: ::n::P::::l:::~ed for anything of more co~f:t~~i;~e;:~~-
.. :;:.:..:·;, 

OUT-OF-AREA CRISIS MANAG.'lENT STRATEGIES FOR .$;fuTURE 
-:.~.:;_.:~'·;· 

Obviously, none of these three models-,~);-~~-~~,:;-~is~s management 
._-;-':';·.:;:{:.;::- .--~-·::~: .. 

offers a reliable or universal solution~·t-cr:/t:he p~_oblem of dealing 

:::·::;::::::::::::::::::,:::;::· ,:~~~f:~W~~::::::·:: " 
conventional ways. Doing so _ . .--~\$...4:::~-~pw policyrnaKe=s to create 

new coalitional approach. ;;t;~?B~(?.}:'~~-·:w;{~:;')\',}· 
Ideally, a coalitional apri.r:O:a.ch -Wo.Ul·a:::-~Aable the European 

nations to develop ways to us~~{~'fiit2J~~--~~~ .. ~-ance structures in 

more political, less military w~"}~-.:~X:~l~t would allow decision 
--- •.:. ~- .... 

makers to dist:ing~$~:::;~~t·,.;een mor~~,~~nJ less vital out-of-area 

interests, to .:d~.d~/~i:li:a-_D.ce conce=~~-- by assessing what crises are 
"' .. : :.--~. . ;-· -~- ' . : _.. . _.. : .. --. 

likely to pr.dV:e:_-;;.iost--:·.~;i:·t"l~a_.l_,_ and to decide where and how the 

'"'··::,!t~~~:~£~:;·:-::::,::::::·:;;,,.,, ,,,,,.' 
·:~.-:::--;·-

Move toward...::-a· reliance on preventive security strategies 
. ' 

_-_;·;?/@t~~~{~;~j~~~;;/:~-~-a~ take in':O account local and regioilal interests . 
. -;:~:.:_.;_;~--.J·:~-:-:.;.~:-'"·:-_.-: -:·:A-v-o~d high risk operations. 

'~~"~;, :~~:::~.: ::::::,:::'::.:::·::' ~:: ,::·::::::::· '"" 
.• ,=:-,.····::-: ·~::-:~.-;:-·· ._,_:·Cr~sl.s management s ..... rateg __ s. 

·-;_:--'.::.: -/:-.:..-.:::::-::·:· ; 
-~~(-,;.::.:_-.~~~:::~ Use the UN and other existing organizations to resolve 

·-.:-:-.::.· 
out-of-area conflicts with or without Alliance 

involvement. 

Encourage direct U.S.-Soviet negotiations. 
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Give greater consideration to local players' strategies, 

and use appropriately scaled approaches to meet out-of

area threats. . ~---
· .. .- --:-:.: 

.:-:<·::_: .. ~-- . DISCUSS:O:ON 

The discussion of Silvestri' s paper fell into thr,~:J~¥&i?,4;;,.·. 
categories: '~.:=:~~-:_/ ,.·.~·::~~-~~;-;_::;:~-' 

The nature of current and potential .t,~:eJi:re 
... :.;~:~_:·.~--

:::-::-::::o::::~i;:s about defi;S;~~:~~~st~l~ 
future solutions to thes: ~~:~f±~:t.ft;j~32£:' 

•. 

The ~riability of a new c ..... aJ._.__cna_ a_Q:p:"'-;:'~C"P: .. 

::: ~:~~~-~ .. t~:t:~/ff'> . 
· .. 

A.l."Tlost all. pa::-ticipants agE~·a_·:_:.;:.!}ac t~e basic. : __ S~ta.=t.:..ng point 

for dealing with NATO issues £A'i:{i{~;;:'~o'i..Bli'efii·.:Region at the 
;~;:':::.:._~~~- -~ .. --~.::- ·_: _;~~ -:·~~: ~-;-: :-~·-'_.\<;;:: -:;·:-· 

conference was that the United·:Sea't;"_,s··and.-·'the>.'Soviet Union will 

stand down in Europe. But, as ~A~.J~~-~b.{~e~"t'pointed ou;:, in 

considering 'out-of-area issues, th~\-P..~ien.:ial stand-down in Europe 

means little. The, __ P.~;,s~±-~_;i.pants' de~~~~·~(~on the nature of out-of-

;":~,::'''"i/ltJ;:~v,;oo r;, , ........... ,. ,,,, 
• Althoug:h"".tl!e·· -threat>from the Warsaw Pact is declining, 

- .. ;-~ -.-.··· ..... - . 

the po~e~'f£iH:&~,;: out-of-area threats is increasing. 

The United ·Sf~b~s and the Soviet Union will continue to 

d~rrs~r~J::::::::·:::::::::::::::::·::::::,~::::.::'::"', 
-.:.;.!:i:.~;.':;;::;.-:;.~.:-=... .:p.it·ed'ict •,..hat future Mediter:=anean strategies will be. 

''"~tft-~::::: ::::.~'";,:·~. ·::::::· ,:::::' ::,:: ::::·· 
America; for France, Tunisia; for Belgium, Zaire; for 

Spain, Morocco; and for Italy, Turkey and Greece, the 

Balkans. 
' 
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The second topic of discussion--how NATO might best cope with 

conflicts in peripheral regions--b=ought on ev,en more debate, 

especially among those .,...ho disag:::-eed aboc.t NATO' s abil~ty eo- ... 

negotiate solutions shot.:.lc! problems in any of these mer:1be·~·~;:.:~:>· 
~ , • . ·~"},_·:·:..tl~·>-.:·· ..... nations' spheres of concern develcp into a '""u .... l-b.l.own .. c .... n..~....:.·:..c---. 

Participants offered no rock-solid ;olan for Allianc;a_' .. £%iih:;,~~r!(,. 
in out-of-area conflict but generally supported the ···ffij··cion o·f·<·: 

moving into the realm of political consult:atiQ.!¥-~ Invoking a 

consultary status would obviate the need fo"'.i'~i::{fNATO agreement 
·.:· :; . 

·.· .. ;'·/·'·• 
and (possibly) allow for greater flexibilit:fi'·.i:i·f re:.ponse. 

::.::<·:,;!_.;."' ... ·~:->:: .... 
In his summary, the speaker p=esent.ed.7~·.n.e~.-c~s-a· .. for f=a-ning 

·; ... ·... ... ~ .• ..;.; ... ."· .. 

::: :::~~t::::lt::p::::ha:ss:a::i::i:a~o~::1'~J~~J~::~k:nt::i::ed 
in out-of-area conflict resolucj.gr. ·,o~ith t!-.e su~6~;;~\:;~f fello•,o~ ... ··.·~;. .. ... : . 

member nations. He advised .. ¥.J.~:~~;~---~·i:~.~}:.=.~ct:ing co.~flict 
-~·.:;:: _r;~:<: .... :.~}:· ::·~::.::::~:< ::- ~ .:.::.~.~ · .... 

resolution to the "oNeakest--i·:..-e---~-·'·t:h."e·.:~TJi-ta::::,y:~.~.component and once 
·:·:::·::"'::·\ .. ;_ .· .. ·.>;~/':.:: ";)·:--..·::~·-

again encouraged conference p.i.;:it.;i~~t?- -:&;:take a global t;iew of 

possible NATO and non-NATO sol~-{~~~~-~-)~6 ;:=event and resol~,e out-
... ., 

of-area conflict. . -.--:.,. _ .... 

:;.:.:;;"·::::/ ... ~ . 
. ;_. ·.,;. 
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III .. POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ISSUES OF THE ALLIANCE : FUTURE 
BURDEN-SHARING AND THE SOUTSERN REGION 

James Steinberg, in presenting a paper coauthored b-:;j_·:~C~:i~les 
_.):.\;C:.;.·:·_·.-. 

Cooper, outlined two opposing secs of fo=ces operatin4:-:.;G\:/~.?J..TQ.·: . 
. . ;:_ ·::_'~;:.- ·::. '--:-; .. _;:_·-:·<:-_::-~-~:·, ·.: 

burden-sharing debates. Of the t_·..~o countervailing,_~~9-~_ges; ::_;·h:;:,_.:::.~._ .. _,: 
cohesive factors have always exerted a stronger uni-~§-;L~g pu.l'{;~;6rt>~:-.:~_.--:~--
Alliance members than divisive ones. Des?i~~~~[:f0-ted debates, 

member countries have in the end managed t:S(-~-~e:a:Ch a consensus on 
_:-.:·-.:?~·-;~:.;' : . 

economic issues and, in doing so, have s~p_~<;thel}.~.9: .~lliance 
-~-----·-··~·:· .. • .. :• ·. ·. 

bonds. For reasons detailed in the stej:~.~.~~~~~§~p.~·~ paper, 

::::::::::::~::::::. ::':::::::. ·:: :::~~~~~;::: :: .. 
:·:'·=~~"='~:!~,!~;:··;,., "''"''''" 

The econo~ic f~_t.1:1re of the .. l:F1i:~ce ::.inges largely on its 

membership's ab~.~-~·y:j:,:~.::_agree on ·S~·~den-s::aring. Three 
:'./..:~~·:·;:::_;·:. :··::. ~... . .. 

centrioetal. f.Or.t.'e·s· .. have:::·encouraged past ag=eement: 

. ~liJ/~ .. ;~;,."r' ,.,,,,. , ... ~···' """" 
in NA1?\!g~··J;he purpose oif defending against the common 

··.::::::!~~:-\<. ·=}·, ·~ military:·:lil{re·at· posed by 'the Soviet Union and the Warsaw 
··.:.;.r_:.,?· 

Pact. ~-:·· 

. ./~·fi'l(f.l.i}~·::fc(}!>,e legitl-1\ating element. Membe=ship in NATO gives 
~~':~(?Y:::~· ·-·.···7:<.:.;:>,;"~·~:-~Q.ividual natiOns both legitimacy and a forum for 

·:\1:{i~~f.:'~;~•· ., .. _._~(-~~:::::l:::::n:~d:::::~s:~ e ~~ : _·:::::e E::o:::n t:::e." 
·•,::<£:}}i;~)-;..:·:.: ... 'c··:·Support for the U. S. presence. The common agreement on 

'··::·~·~}~.:~~·;{~>=.~· the importance of a U. S. presence in Europe has linked 
• .. 

members and helped overcome pote~cial transatlantic 

frictions. 
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Defining the na:.ure and level of t:te U.S. presence ;.oil.!. 

become the pivotal pain:. of future NATO economic relat.:.cr.s. The 
. ~·-· 

most divisive cent=ifugal forces within the Alliance have 
.. --~ . 

historically been economic ones involving the United Stat~{~:~::-:::·~

Current ac·count deficits, rnacroeccnoinic policy and traq.~:;··:i~~*;~;·:> .. . . ~--~- ... ,. . . ...:: 

have been especially contentious issues. The anticip~i~d .. ·:i9-"9~~-;~·/ .. ~:~:.· · 
·: ""'' .. ; ... _ .. 

integrated Eur~pean market will could further power to t~e 

divisive· elements' pull, requiring analysts to c;Oils.ider: 
. ~:./~_:?::·:-~· :·; 

affect Alliance burden-sh~r-+:Pg:~ .. -d.ebates? 
.·-:-:··, .... _ .. ··:· -· 

; :. .. ·-
;i.f'~'-X': .... ·._:_=;:>.· 

Possible .. ~;-~:-~a:Oxet structuie~. ';oiill u. s. and :::uro9ean 
: .. ~· :_:. 

manufat.~-;~-;s·<.rJ~~bond to the need for greater efficiency 

:;~~~l4f~~~:i~:~!:~::p::t:~th tougher competition 
... ·· ... - . 

?olitical''};_f;;i·ions of EC integration . If 1992 brings 
.. ;•. 

of) Turkey's, will Turkey 

'oiilling to cooperate as a NATO partner a·s fully as 

in t~e past? 
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BURDEN-SHARING A.~ THE SOUTr~~~ REGION 

The Southern Region and the Alliance as a whole view tn~e-: 

debate on burden-sha=ing.di:fere~tly. 

analyses have focused on arguments over 

on the potential for wealthier European 

contributing less than their fair share 

~ _,.-·' 
Traditional burde_,./:iiiafing 

.:,·.--:·:.·:.-. 
comoutational meth6Hs .. and .. . ~--.;·-. ', ... ·. -·;.;·· :: 

::u::::::i~£,~w:::~t~~~!:~~-"- ·.· 
good of NATO security. In the Southern Region.~ ..... however, some o·Y:' ,_ .···. 

:::-:.:_~,. . .. 
the poorer Alliance countri.es who have tradj.j{i)5~~lly paid a higher 

relative proportion of GNP than t:heir neig~B:~f{ta-.the North 
. ' ~ ' . _-. ",'· _--~-~::·;;~:_~,,- <.~::F:·: ., 

contend they are ncic get:ti:ng· _t",he·~:r mon~¥tf~-~ .. ~~-~:;~,=;,/:-_ .. _.·· 
Despite the fact that. the Soviet~·:i;~:~:;~:l~~::f:i{:·greater threat 

to Northern and Central than to Southe=n ~~·j~~~g~~~~~tries in the 

South have sought strongly and ,repeatedly to ~;;F~A~,i;'~d as 

legitimate and fully contrib1,1f[d!ic:mem.o:ers of the Alliance. 

Examples of support to NATO{~~;Ji~~.}~f-:~~~~A"'"n Region states 
. ·:·:; ::.~~<.-.;:· ~ .·. ·_.:·~ ;:· .. :'f:."·:: ';- :-:..:~/:_: •. -

include the Italians' recent Wi.-tl·i·nglreS;::r: t'a:,_.accept basing 

responsibilities for ;...me!:"ican -~fJ1X~?~t~si;~s and for the F-16s of 

the 40lst Tactical ~_i_ghter Wing .··'::8_;/~the other hand, Southern 

Region members, .11-k~:-~:=o:ther Europe~;~i::~~mbers of NATO have been 
: /<{:3: ~:·,: : ~-;. ·:_·. . _,· 

reluctant to .~J.PP6-rt ~:.t~.i:e;·:·Unite_C. States in its unilateral milita=y 

cut-of-are~j!S~:·~~~~~~~:/'-.:.:}"r~ , . . 

F ina.J:..l:·i';~;·J::l)i'0·1l~'i~Io[>i,n<t: .. NA'!'O. ;a,,t: tit ude toward out-of -area 
i , . '~:~::.(>:{-':::::,-': ~ifi!:':: •ii~ :'f·:~'l,, H\i, ! :: ~i 

conflict Wl.ll·.=:·a."f-:feCit·,·-:'.the· econom'.l:.c · :c:uture of U. S. bases in the 

Mediterranean :~7~:~~~\]f.~-~:ese base~. a:::-.e important to the burden-
. . : ·-:~;.'."::~~·-;·. ·:·>, , ;·· 1;,1:: . L ii• 

sharing calculati.6n ~iti.'d :'ci:mt:ribi.it'e1:!to local economies. If the 
-~-::;.:~:·~--.:~·-\::.. ;i,_:,:,.,f_,,,_,,_. ·,,;_ ._·i.! ':!:, 

.~;SO:a:th1a~·p,:~Region host:, countries' 'flm::::Ose greater restrictions and 

these bases may 

to cause the United States to scale back or 

rapidly unfolding changes in the Central Region, combined 

with the possible long-r•Jn emergence of t!le European Community as 

an alternative security forum cast serious doubt on the future 
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equilibrium of Alliance burden-sharing. ?a:rti~ipants fo=ecast 

analytic and administrative difficulties. As additional economic 

variables for def1.ning the responsibl.lit1.es of burden-sharl.~9' ... : ·:_·_, 
.. :-_. 

create more sophisticated. equations, the difficulty of re~~·~Y'g 

consensus among members on these more complex 

requirements will increase. 

economic _.-~.:':/~---<:{~>-:·, .·. 
:i ;~: ... ·:. ' .. :·,..:_. --7.·:· .. 

,._, .. :-·-

Furthermore, factors that encourage cohesion within' the 

_: .- :· 
. ;_:.."':_::: -· 

Alliance areweakening. Discussants predicted tf)'!t as the ........ 
economic ties linking European members' tighten/:'i:'ii~· possibility 

;; .; :; .. - . 
. ·,'---:-,:-•: .' 

for u. S. exclusion will become more and mo_::¥/;:S~-'al. )!_est 
··-. .. _.,.._._· ·.·· .. 

participants agreed that an integrated Eu.i"~~~li:-~--~-~k-_~·t· will block 

::o::::::::::· ::::::::: ,:;::::::::i';;t~~~~!;c: :: "'' " 
"~~:'~~~;,;'~tr 

";:{:~~.'7:~:y~t:_~:~{; .' 

·-\~::··· .. 
·: __ .· 
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r:v. SOVIET "i?OLICY TOIIA.."-0 THE MEDITE.RRANEA.'< 

. '-·. 

Robbin Laird defined the classical Soviet approach t.O :··t_l)·e _4:.·- ,. 

Alliance as anticoalitional, not only because the So~~~:{~)t:.::.Y to 

:::a::s:n:e:::::r:::: ::::u:::w:nc:::i:~:~:::r::::.~=~J~eb!~~~~#~: '" 
years over the effects of changing coalitiona~,., ___ relationships 

bet·.;een Eastern and Western Europe. They h~l~{~.l:.ti-ied to obstruct 
Eui:'opean integration efforts by unde=mini:t_g.:·1f:a.Tiou_s condominiums . 

. :.·7:-.:;( .. ;-:- ----~·_;-::: .. 
The approach changed aft.er 1985 into wh.at:~YL-a:ird--Ca·lled the 

--~_::·J: -:~:-·_::.:.)!:;[:>:. 

"Gorb:::::. :u:::::n ~:d the discussion t~~~(::~~~~~f~&. are presented 
-~--:"-- , __ :··:.< ::~. 

bel c.,. . ·:~:~;;·(;~;...,-: :: -· 

:, ' 

Recognit.~-cri;::.:that the wari~;;.iJPac-: presence binds the 

Allia.q~~~:~;i~;;~:~~er. The ~~·~~ sees increasing e~ridence 

~~;ti~t~tr~F·::::::: ::::. ·::< • :::,:::·::. 
App~·~:~-£_-~i_fd~·:··;ef the common civilization. Europe now 

provide;:~};~ .. ~~lcural att=action for Soviet youth that 
-·:·· the United States held in the past. 
to Europeanization. Today's Soviet leaders 

'·""''~"::L'4're far less "Americacencric" than those of the 1960s and 
thinkers are far less 

frameworks as opposing, mutually exclusive alternatives . 

• 
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Development of more sophisticated diplomatic policy. 

While the Soviets have not given up bilateralism, -they. .. --' 

have· become mere skilled. in· multilao:eral di9l<Jmacy ~·:_-_:'-.·_~:~?-· .... -. 
~- -:: . 

. -· .. ·.::"..-

The "Gorbachev :nutation" does not directly affect _.~·JG·:~~:~-;-6:>_: .. 
Region security or Moscow's perception of the area· as/~{~~-~·i"~~~x:->~··::\·; 

. ..;. ... ; -~ ... -:--~· 

The Soviets do not see the Medi :erranean as an integraied regiori/ ·. · .... 
but rather as a mosaic of separate states. A gr_q;W~-~_g body of 

·.:: .. :: ·.~ .. ·. 
Soviet lite=ature s:.!ggests that as the Cantrai~~~iiO"nt!::b"e:Comes i.ess 

. .::·::::---:~::-~:: :.:..-
impo=tant, otte= sec:1rity issues ·..;il.!. -==~·e:.:·t_~i:tt'.e .f._c_=e:, but 

.:··-; ~-;::-.:-.. -.::-._. :_ ·:· 

nothing suggesr;s that the Soviets e:<pecr;··/~!~·ft_O;;l~h:#~~-d-:-Shifr; of 

Alliance attent!on. The Soviets yiew Ital~:/~.,~:~~:i~;·:,a:1d :ranee as 

pr.L-:tary A.lliance players and the. fact that th~~;~~~~#~-f.~~--'>nations are 

cooperating wic~out 3:::-itain, t.h~; :Y:t:L_..i:.Jed St:ates, or· '~.e'=:nany, makes 

the Mediterranean an increasix;lg~~::.-~£~~±.~:i:i:n~·->~ea fa:::- the Soviets. 

DISCUSSION "t~~<.~;c·;y;·. ~~t}\:• c 

Soviet pe::-,::epti=ns of the s~·J:~~~}-~f·;·egion are not easy to 
'·. ,._, .;_•. 

discuss at a time whe~ ... conununism' s .:~~1\t·~.in Eastern Europe seems to 

be obeying ~o~hat ot_'le;~~~~~~j~ipant call~~--~ "reverse dcrnino" effect. 

More than e~.rer , ... ~f:~g·J}~b:¥f~:~:~- objecti~1es in the Southe:::-:t Region 

appear vague, :~-~~-:~~fo._d~.:~_:_:?~iiis· . .-_a resul';, conferees quesr.ioned the 
... .-:·::.,:;;~~.:_:-;_·:::-: . ;/ :' .. ~.r-:~::--·.-::: / :.-_,: ·_-.=.-. --~.-

wisdom of pi~1~l~i9:-:-:.t.~c-o-~·mUCfl~.;w_e:fght on the importance of Soviet 

perceptions o;?;fh:~:.:~-~~~-O:p_ean~~~· vs. Atlanr.icist debate. To most 

present, the. Sovi~:~~~:3~.~~±n a military t~=eat to be countered but 
:J:: -: ;· 

they , .. ~o.uf.d not agree ;{{'how the Soviet th:::-eat is manifested in any 

analysts, the Soviets 

stability in 

no more than a 

corridor to the Central Region." In 

rea1'i:b.,Y..~~/howevett, Italy has in the pasr; had to deal 'Nith area .... 
crises affecting non-NATO interesr;s, and to act as peacekeeper in 

a capacity outside its Alliance role. Thus, the Soviets consider 

Italy unique in the area, as it is not merely a part of NATO, but 
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also an independent actor -..;ith its own pOlicY ·requirements and 

needs. 

While the Italy-France-Spain coalitional possibilitie_~: ~Oq_ld 
.····-· 

gi'-~~ nev·• political and military significa:1ce to the Sou~:,~-p~~:·· 
... · ---· 

Region, some sa·"" the coalition as little :nore than '""is·~'rii>>~~;-_;-.. _ 

:::::::g~nt:t~~: ::::::. ;:~:::::i::e o:n:::e B:::::~1:ii~;:~::~~~t;·. 
Europe and on the effect of recent changes th~i:'~, ·on the Southern:-:· ... 
Regicn. One participant rejected the Atlan_t;.:.i:Ci~{ vs. Europeanist 

.,_;_:;·:./i:';:-
pe.f?~Pt~i9!}; p£ Soviet strategy entirely a~~-.:·~g-ge~~~~-~ that the real 

',· ., I . ;·.,.:":'..;. ,~(.·i' ,. :_-: :.: .: .. .' 
concern' should be for the absence of SQ!):~~.€-i.S.-t~a"!:·egy for the - .::-~.;-.. . · ... 
Mediterranean and the Soviets' "entirelt>-:aa:-:-~-O~C~.:~z;~proach to recent 

strat::y s::::~. :articipants w~re able to ·:~;:~~-,o:k;t;nly the 

follcwing points: q~i~::tf.··i!~.,t:(::;~:;f,Ut:· . 
Soviet perceptionS':/P-'f~t~ _}!~"c.:. t-ei:-ranean 

are ill-defined and--~-~!{£:.;i;~-~- ':O incremental 

;, ' 

: ~-:-::-~·:-:-approacil,..s specific to'·.:cl"~ particular Soviet theater 
of n;~;~~~f~~:;operation~':·;~ :-
~_e:c·~-~"t··-c~:.;\~g.es in the overall Soviet foreign policy 

,.~t!.Wt{",~fJt~f~t~~tation") ha·:e not addressed 
··-~--~::~h:e:~-s:out.nern~-:R~lon or given it much .importance. 

I.-:?';~.~(-~<:-~-:~~~~- ·· .. :--
' S6V~re-t:~:.;·p:olicies with respect :o the Southern Region 

do n'~f!~di~~}.t:itute a cohesive a;:>proach. 
The lack·••of an overarching Sc•:iet objective for the 
Southern Region continues to sripple Soviet analysts 

attempts to formula~; a forward-thinking 

to the Mediterranean. 
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V. NORTH-SOU'rR RELATIONS SOU'rH OF WESTERN EUROJ?E: L'!PLICATIONS 
FOR THE ALLIANCE 

.. --·· 
;~·.>:::-'::

Roberto Aliboni began the session by characte.:-i:i.n:g:_: .. ti~:E/.past _.,.,_·_.,,. .. · .. -

Alliance role in North-South relations as limited. )~~f··~t~·}?{;.~r 
placed a primary focus on resol,ring North-South or ,:9:e~-'¥.opm:e~t.-~;~.:~< 

questions south of Western Europe, and lacks cornpet~-~~:~ in ~~:;;:~ .. ;---~--
issues. Furthermore, the relationship bet·,..e~:;/~::~urity and 

development is fragile, tenuous, and diffic~l~~--*'6 define, 
.. <··_:.~·~.:·.~:.:'. 

especially in the Southern Region. The AJ::l:":iia:nce -~11 p:::obably not 
~:-:-::-~_:;}/~~ -·- _:;·.:.-: :._·: 

undertake any major economic coope:atiO~ifOX.:~:;;:!:'h:'2$0u:::h 

development" programs in the future, Put '·~;}jif~_:f.~~~d{eo consider ... #··-· ·- .. ,•\·. 
North-South relations in formulating st::-a:egl-"~~-:~f.dk(t·ne Southern 

Region. A summary of his remar.J<.s..- __ and the ensui~~~rJi:~·='..lssicn 

follows below. '~:~4~tf1"~M'i.g-~?;iA:J\9 · . 
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF NORTR-SQ~ir. RELid::i:dNS:"> 

Threats to the stability ·~'2:[.z~:·J~~:.te~·ranean in the 1980s .. .. .. - -~-: ... ,_ 

stemmed mainly from North-South ·6·F.'s:6~th-South dynamics. The 

Islamic revival ·~lii~:~:;;:ii~·se from t~~/:~:f~es of 1970s nationalism 
-~----~~:;:;<·:;. -··-:---·:· ·;•' 

thrived on th~;;,t_a·il-ti:.e<;a; the Western nations to integ=ate the 

Middle Easte~~;.~~~-n'=~-i-:~:r>i-rij:·9"·-·t.t:le economic and political 
.:-!~--~~-;{::_./·: . --~~:_;(':~::_:._::.;:.:--~-~-_:_·:_~::<._:· ;. 

mainstrea.Itr.~-~-~«-~·.tJte,j~U~.eq-o,_e.n-~·--failure of :hose count::-ies to invest 
"''"::~;:;::}::.:\:-~;_-_"~- '"<::_:: 

in \\political'.:sa:cc-e-s·Sr: human and ciYil rights, and economic 

welfare." The -sdJ~~~-ftal effects of the failure vdll continue to 

trouble North-South relations . 

. /ftfJ:JfJ!¥f~f:mditerranean economy lacks bala:tce. It invo.!.·,es middle

:}:.;';:":~_::~"flC"O"nte",:-co-Uteeries who ha~.;e succeeded reascnably well at industrial 

'~~i;~;jf~ ':0:::::, ~::' ::.::< :::::~::,::,::::::":::::·:::, 
·-·~;·:'·.';t:~e"--j::t;:.:~~-~:··unbalanced, as well; the Medite=ranean area has little 

"'='·-~·:;·::i}~--.. ~~:;:_:::; 
iiru:iorta:nce for the E:C but depends on vital trade •,;ith t!:e -·--:·:·.:_:. 
community. With the fall of oil prices a~ the end of the 1970s 

came a decline in the area's prosperity. The resultant debt, 

while not on the order of that felt in Latin America, is 
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increasingly burdensome to the South-ern Region countries. As a 

result, the !1editerranean countries wi!.l require inc=eased trade 

from the North to reach economic equilibrium and will place 9=~~ .. ':1: 
; . -~ 

value on EC trade! agreements. . ... :.··· 

Looking at specific North-South elements of trade ;-::;:._i:~~ift~'--
.-.:·- ·:_· -·/,-···-: ·-_. 

Mediterranean countries and T..within the So~thern Regiott>i±:sel!>>.; ... ~ .... 

gives a strong overall sense of the economic irnbalanc'~)-:'-~-~'~f';:-_'Y-:. 
·. · .. ,· ··.-·· Germany is the top trading partner of Italy, Greece, Portugal, 

France, and Turkey; Italy is the top trading oi~~1er of Libya, 
'>.:::::: >;-:-- :'· 

Syria, Lebanon and Cyprus--the most radical,.,.:C~@~tries in the 

region--while the United States provides -~:~~~~~~~mfi:~j-;_.!?xternai 
market for Israel, Jordan and Egypt. Th-~J~{t~d_it-~;~s-d~th economic 

~~:k:o:::~:g~~o:::;~1:~P~::::::~i:~:~P::~:~·::~~1~r-~~~:n::f~:c:he 
-,.·:_·:~ ::· 

South-South dimension, as wel~.-t~?-~_?/\:~·::;.-.. ::;-__ __ ... 
In addition to the econozril;C-::ar.:.d_:<P.o.rlt-l-~-a1 _aspects of North-

South. relations south of Wesc-~t~2t;~f;fT:fli!~J>l- described 

relevant demographic and en .. .rirorLil.e!)~tal<:t::-ends. Migration will 
. ··--·-· 

bec::Jme a political issue in 1992 ·a:s:._::~~te southern Mediterranean 
,_._; .. 

frontiers become i~.!#.~·~:S:~ngly per.ru?~i;) __ l-e·~~ The population expansion · 

will exacerbate -cJ·f~4Y;~;:;~-~vere er:.·r:.;}~_-ner:.-:.3.1 problems and. growing 

pollution of t:h~~-'~i~i:t:i£f~nean Sea will place the Southern 

=::~'~t~itr'Efii cb>. 

Questions on i:'h:<;);~lationshi? bet·,;een North and sbuth in · 
":~<· 

eCOif"9.~iC:.~nd security ter.ns have r:.o easy answers. The discuss:ant.s. 
'-~~_;;:_-~!~:<;-~:~;·~~~:;;; 

.i~~e·eq:;:~·:h.tJW~ver, that Aliboni' s pa?er ?rovided a useful framework 

c£/lf~::;tJ "";::::,:·::::.~;.:';, ~::::::,::: ::: .... , 
··":-:-:o:c-. .:.n:cegrat:,>:cm:'.-comohcate the task faci~g analysts looking at the 

--,;e'l~~:i':j~s[t-~t'~~rop: in 1992 and beyond. Population pressures from 

th~:~~~{h and economic competition f:om Eastern Europe's light 

industrial sector also make future North-South economic scenarios 

difficult to predict. Oiscassants emphasized a strong preference 

:. 

'i,. . ' 
! i ; 'I 
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for increasing North-South economic cooperatio.ri/ but expressed 

skepticism about the effectiveness of traditional direct foreign 

aid in .easing the integ::-ation. :/:.7.:-:·, 

Participants identified the following Mediterranean .t~-~.ti~f.e 
''.·.::-.·· 

spots: __ ·:. :~.:~.~-~_:·:~~: ~(;-, · .. 

Turkey: Loyal membership in NATO may 

;-i; .:~:·~:··~; ~ ~-:f ;_.: S>·~~~ ~ .. 
1~~-r::{:s :~1~~~< 

if Turkey's EC.membership is oostported or rejected. 

Without Turkey's strong prese~ce_._;,i~~:\~:_:,:-·dernocratic 
bridge to the Moslem world, scab:'ti'ii'y ill the Eastern 

::::,::::::::::::::,::::::~;~l~&:,:•::::u '"'' 
sources of potential. ,;:ransatlantic ·i~tdtf;n. As one 

participant point~J",:d_~'/\?:H of Libya~' trade takes 
<::: ~; ~~-: ~~~(:~ ~~;:_:;: ~--~;-~ _: :.--~-~ ~ ..... ~.; ... 

olace- with EC coun-t"!;'ie,S:-~_·.:·,:;;Tt~.:!is:'".~S:l:l.'QO-orts the view that 
- ·:·~-::-.:~:.:::,·~- .· .. :·:· ';:,;·::::' ·; :>:'.-/:_:~-
the European side O':if:·.:a:e At;·:i:~.tic'.will not match the 

::::ha::.~:t:::~ :::;~~;}~~:::: ::::::~ion growth, 

socioefti~b-~i.~ oroblems, ·~,~~d reduced U _ S. aid, com.Oined 
--;:-.. :.:;::--~>--· ..... - ... 

wi}lh\.:_·~:h·e-:l:'-.JiP-_q.~rtance of its central role in a nu.1n.ber of 

{~~i;,~2:~t~f~~,e~~-~ -make Egypc a candidate for crisis. 

None of tl're_~:~~~ys_.ts present -...-ere able to progress from 

diagnosis to pre~
7

6f}~g~.{~~:S. There is no institutional plan for 

the .. e.copomic develop~~:~:t component of fu~:.:re European strategy, 

.::J.~;~jtfY~.;~~lt, coordinating secu:ity and development is 

;_~;·::~_',:<.diffi'c~J.;~:~:.":~-:~ilateral trade patterns do ::at: always mesh with 

'~@:~~~'j''~~::,::::::::::::::·:::::~:::::. ::::::::::::::::~:: 
·. ··.· 
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VI. THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA IN PE:<Sl?ECTIVE AS SEEN FROM ITALY AND 
THE UNITED STATES 

.. ~-. 

from the Italian perspective, Mauriz~o Cremasco f~X:f,~c;ff·~':tle 
reason to believe that the Alliance attit:.:.de toward ~-ti~::;saUt'ti_§i_rn_ 

Region will alter its current course of "=ational n~fj£j;~~~·;~-~~-~-~r~;:;;:·~~-~):~:-
despite the changes that have occurred i:1. the Italian point ~f). 

'· 
view in recent years. He called the Alliance/~'GiS:ture "rational"·. 

because it allows the organization's merr.te_F~~;~~f:.~~joy all the 

geostrategic and military benefits of a _s'£~~~~g M~Iterranean 
presence without the area's requiring riigt~;~~#:::2~Qi~al attention 

or support. To date, the effects of sue!: ,~~:l:e:qt;:/~ have been 

minimal, but the future offers no such g:.:.a.::~~·f:~/}~:~f~e following 

summarizes Cremasco' s caper and:ith..e. disc::.ssion th":,it·: followed. 

THE ITALIAN PERS?ECT~ :;f~f~~)-f~·-,:i1?:~~i::iiJ':;,:;·· 
Since 1979, Italian foreii;,Il:'jXl;l-ic.¥;"-aS''·reflected an increased 

willingness to assume and expa~~f."~~~l~e:1ts, both military and .·.,,· .. _;_•. ·,. _ .... , 
political, both ins.id~. and outsici"e::-t·:~~ N~:'O framework. These 

commitments inclA~fi .. f~'t_\. . . 
;:·.;.'~·.'.· . ... . . 

,: -~·:--;: .· .:· . : ·.::-~ ::~·:.:·:·: 

J~t.~~f~t~jyf,.~t~;·.~~f~ayment of G.S. cruise missiles as 
·:.~:~-:; . .-c·f·.·~n ·ov.era·11 moderniza:..:.on of nuclear forces in 

~Jf~~i·b·:. .,., 
Invidifg.~~Jie' redeployment of 72 F-l6s in the USAF 

.. . .: .. · . . -.:; 
• 

40lst Tactical Fighter Wing ==~m Spain 

Mine. hunting efforts in the ?.ed Sea and Persian Gulf 

a rapid interventio~ force 

Intervento ~apido, or 

a modernization of ~~e Italian Navy and 

eXDdriS"ion of the Air Force, reflected an :.ncreased Italian concern - .... 

for the possibility of extra-NATO ccntingencies. Chemical weapon 

proliferation in the southern Mediterranean, the Libyan purchase 

of Soviet SU-24 Fencer fighter bombers, c~n·cern about the 
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implic~tions of plan~ed CFE force reductions, plus the growing 

possibility of long range surface-to-surface missiles. in the area 

fueled the Italian strategic concerns. 
. ·.; .. :. ·_ 

THE AMERICAN l?ERSPS:CTIVE 

The United States sees the Southern 

to "engage and confront the Soviet Union 

international competition and regional influence_,:.:._" The Sixth 

Fleet represents both a peacetime instrument -~.:J{;X;~:~--. policy and an 

element of Commande:: in Chief Allied forces .S<l~j:!iern !::u=ope 

(CINCSOU'!'~) operaticnal strategy in the -=~~ffl?/6'f a>~iro-;.;arsa·,... <' -~·: }.::-_~;:-~~.:: ~-: .. ·-.. . .· 

::::0::::::::::::::::0:,::.::· .:; ';.:::: :::::~it~~::· 0::: .. "' 
in the Mediterranean. The crue_·:~_;·_:§U:-:·in:cerests go bEiY'~nd NATO 

Southern flank secu=ity to th~:;~jwf.~~%~s-s;:;~~,,~~rth Af::ica. 

Although Soviet forces in the a:t:e:a:~·~re :11o:t:·:·._::W.;i:~:l):drawing, t:he impact 
:::~~::-.. ·.~.:;.._._..;";; .. ~:-.:~~- :-_._.<: . 

these forces ha,.re on the future u-."=~~::::/.:t.o~e in the Medite==anean is 

declining over time, especially aS::~ti;·~~Of-area conflicts demand 
·:·-·-,,- : .·: ·· .. :. 

:::: 0~~~!~~·.:;;:::. :::,::. ,.,.,.,, , .. " ' ""' 
Th'e.·•·<.f.';S';:.:inilitary• aid and economic support to 

Eg~~--:~~iji6~~:~:4eo, and Tunisia 

The U. S~-~:6;\~.JO,~ontational attitude towa::d Libya 

,,~;~~~"~:::::; ::::' .::::":':,::::::' 0:::·:::·::::. ·::·"'' 
,--:7·~;~-(:.)~_;a;S:ing in:'C~E!~f· Mediter=anean. Several NATO countries (Italy and 

·.i'(';i~;%~&~~~t?~ocallyl have clearly rest::icted the American use of 

ba·~e::~t:::~o:;'-RATO concerns only; several non-NATO countries have .•. ·.; .· '···· 
limi~-~~:- the use of U. S. bases within their boundaries to 

situations in which their own national interests are at stake. 

Lo_oking to the future, Cremasco forecast: 
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The value to the United States of crucial geostrateg~c 
.. -

basing advantages in the Southe=n Region will no~:~--~·:·.:~;-:-? 

decline. ..:-?:~~:::~·--::: 

Finding ways to converge Alliance and Unite~\~;~~i;f~!r: __ 

interests will become increasingly diffic~~:;·<~,-- '::_··~:·S-;:· .. ::~_- ... 
American out-of-area interests will grow ~~~~~mina~~- -::NATq~-~ 

:: . ' 
concerns and the United States will a.6't.· .less as an 

Alliance member and more as an indJ:-iftdtfi~ national force . 

. 
:.-<.··_)~_.:.:;~,(;"?=' -~.:-
- ' ·.:._ .-.. ;·: . 

DISCUSSION ., ·'"'·c, -. · -·:.· 

Participants agreed that a major ~}{{~:%d~~~~h'd-~rnization 
effort in the Southern Region is unlikely, "c!{~':;:.~(~yygisagreed 
about why. They listed the following problem;':'tJ.'~':··.fh~ 
Mediterranean both from an I~.J.{1k·:and:. a U .S. poi·~{ of view: 

··;;~Mig<·,·s4:f.:·::-~:JD , '" -
The presence of i"Ci'~~si,'}gl?c bJ:nd:ing economic 

-~-~ ~--:.~-:·~ .· .. --.·:_·' .. 

constraints on the '·Qit·i·f~_C(::,·Sta~es and Europe members 
.- .. ,._, _;• 

Recent decline in rta:~~/:'-~3;,-~mili.tary exports status 
. ": ... .-:: ·-· ; ...... 

Relac::fvet~<m:ore harmful,-~:::·effec~s of CFE I and I! cuts 
-.:1::<.-t:~----:::·::-.~--~::·_----;-_ ' --~ 

oo;;_countt:-l.·es:.l.n the Southe!"n :lank 

.,;~~~~~~c~;~;·;.;~j-~~t?::-~::~s~e 
ThroughOii~t·::t._~•:J::;~scussion, participants expressed concern 

about the diffic~iJi;3:.Q:t,creconciling the possibility of a nuclear
-:~:;·_;:·;-. 

fre_~ Mediterranean w'±t.h Alliance security requirements and U. S . 

.. /~S~0~~~~~;,e::::: ::r t:::r::::o:u:~o:::~::n:0::~~::T~r::n:::cts 
-<~:~~~~--;;_:);:.;_on a p~~~~i~:....by-problern basis, with the ?rincipal powers construct 

·c':>i{.;;=~~;':;}#),ning~i~~ort. One participant expressed hope that force cuts 

, -~,·:i:fi~?f.Jf~~f-~~i-:~-$~:~:thern Region, ·.vith or without naval ·arms control, would 
·---~;·~-~~: ~-~~-;::/=.-. 
le:a.~:~;,~-0 an increased emphasis on readiness and sustainability, 

with.·a resultant "leaner/ more effec~ive ?resence in the 

Mediterranean." Equally likely, ho·,.;ever, is what ana the.:-
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participant called "a downward spiral of Western military 

capabilities in the Medite=ranean." 

-.·.'· 

.·.-.. ~ .. 

i' 
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VII. THE FUTURE OF U. S. STRATEGY TOWARD THE MEDITE~'l 

Sixth Fleet commitment to balancing NATO and 0.\\-:t.~of-area 

interests. Pointing out that the Mediter=ane~c;i·h)h_·g.g long been an 
;·.~-;·_·j.::,;:::c 

area of strategic importance to the United·,j~t·a:.t"es ,.-.·Admiral Train 

·<: 

:.::::::~t~/· .·:;.}7~-: ·, : :; 
presented a historical perspective on t!lS.:\~s1b:ure:->~an.p.· _signifiCance 

of maritime conflict in the Mediterran:~f':ih~#it~-,:~~~ld War II and 

reminded conferees that \'while the war co~i~-:;~~t:_~1k::v-.e been won in 

the Mediterranean ... it conceivably could have·•:J~~¥}1:2st there." 

:,:::::::·:' ::,~1~C~~g~~~:,:,· ,M, "'' 

In the period following Worl,'ii.\~~-;_. I!, the Mediterranean 

threat has never Q.e.E.O::ie>;clusively'·Sii~fet. The Sixth Fleet, 

the::efo::e, ha}.fj~;~1.::~.·,mo::e than~•~J.mply a Warsaw Pact deterrent 

force. Othf;1t:~::t:fi~-son~~-:~~:O.:;-:;_~:i_ntaining a strong U. S. force pr-:sence 

in the t1eq2t~~t.f.s~~~~~&~~::._;\~·~~st 40 yea::s include: I,' 

... 

• Stal:i1&#Ii9' the oil-bearing regions of the Middle East 

Prote::'f£;~/~eographic access to vital adjacent areas 

Maintainirig the tenuous balance of peace between 

and Turkey and enabli~g U.S. friendships with 

U.S. economic interests and keeping trade 

routes open 

Providing a force-in-being and the elements of a 

multi-national operational s~=ategy to an area weak 

in Alliance organizational s~:ucture 
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Providing capabilities in support of Israel's 

continued e:-dstence as a free and independent. state .... 
. ·.-. :. -~ 

4:~ .. ·: ~--" 
By and la=ge, these vi.~·,...s reflect U. S. interests i:t:~~~::~\:P~~t 

of, but not necessarily in conflict with; those of the,,~·?;l:~~F:~;:CX 

The key difference bet·.¥een U. S. and NATO is one of per~:-~.~tiV'~:~_~_:_:, · __ ;:.· ,. 

According to the speaker, "While NATO tends to think abOut: and · .· .. 
discuss the Mediterranean as NATO' s southern flai1k~.-- the United 

._:-~:;:.:·<::· 

States, .,.,hile steadfastly adhering to its NA'I:<i~:.<;.O~tments, thinks 
-:"::·-_:.:·~:·.;:.: . . . 

of the Mediterranean and the Middle East a.1~~::~?Ut.hw:e~~t-. Asia as a 

:::t:::::i::e:. :~ ::;:l c:::::::~s ~:t ::::~~~~2~~:~:~E:t::::::n:s 
and maintains a NATO focus, reflecting t~e de~.ii~~.if~:~~:-~;~Dvid.e what 

··:~' .. _._. -:.. 

Vice Admiral Ballantine of the U:.;!·~:i:·>-:Favy called "a·,:·~hge upon 

::::~~::::::.:' .::::: ::·::~!lt~;:~~=;:.:, "'" ., ' 
vital component of Al_.1..~~-nce streng1:1f;}~_n:.·:t:"le Southern Region, bu1: 

once again the expe~~~:}~,#: .. of ar:ns ~~~:~~l reductions and budget 
' .. ~. ·._: ·:" ~ :.:. ;·.~-- .. :·: ::: :.-~ 

cuts drove the ):\i·1.$~U-!~fs·i<fri:;/: Participants noted the potentially 

destabilizi.ng.;~~~f~~~-~s .. :-~-:~:~·:A:i~·~:f~--Arms control and voiced concerns 
... :-~:..:~.:.~.:\::::-.:- :;.~~:~-j_./};::.-">-~ :·-·· ::.::_.,~:-~:·~_.· that the in~·are'·f<ir<:e•·r'ediicti'i>ns ·•ill ac~ as a catalyst, inviting 

'"=?;.::::.:~(=~--';:·:·~~~--- ·. ·. _. 
the possibility -·Of·~~-~~~:P,u_t-of-area con!lic~. irivolving the Alliance 

forces in the Medi·~-:~ff1i_~~}1. Their recorr..:nendations-- for 
.. ;;.;·,· ~ :·;·· 

maintaining a viable Ailiance presence in the Medite=ranean 

•,;• 

operations. Planning for an inc=eased 

on flexible operations in the Mediterranean 

would allow a qualitat~ve shift in force structure in 

response to quancitative reduc~ions in number of 

forces present. 
Greater choices. More possibilities for ad 

hoc non-NATO solutions as well as new Alliance 

·<: 
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approaches to ongoing problems ~ould expand the range 

of possible solutions i~ the ~editerranean. 

An increased emphasis on readiness. As the nu..~~~~,·:·nf . .. _., 

available troops declines, Nrl.i'O and the Uni~:t$_~~:§fFates 

·•ill have to improve remainic.g forces' r~t~·~::±.rf~e,~~. 
An expanded view of the area. A greater-:·po.t·erl't-i;U.::o .. 

for Black Sea and Persian Gulf conflic:··.:.:~i{l r~~~~4~\:.:-
the United States and NATO to ret~~k Sixth Fleet 

·.:::.::-;-~:-.:. 
responsibilities. .,.-..:. . .. _-_ .. ·, ... · 

· .. ,·.:-->~--~:.;· 
.-:::_;}~(/" -··· ':·. 

, 'ijP;,;_".~_.:.•. , 
·~---•'--

•,; .·' .. 

. -·~ .. -., .:·. 
:- .-· 

. •.·. ~ ~ .. .-: -·'·. 
·:.~· 

·: .. 
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VIII. CONCLUDING ~~~ ~u DISCUSSION 

.· ... 
;.,:-:-· ·"-' 

The first. RA.J.'JD-IAI -::onference add::=essed the need f:J-;:::·i/ .. :~~-:--

cohesive Alliance strategy to de,fi~e· Souther:> «egion ~~~J.it·i .. >n a 
changing European landscape and to frame the multifac'<!l·;;:dO·;p?~E'di;m. 
facing Alliance policymakers. All agreed that NATg.~:,:?d· th~'c:~~f~:~~-'j· 
States will have to address th.emselves to 

defined NATO policy on the Mediterranean, 
the ~sence of a 

<::: •. 
bu.t~\::-t·h~-re was no 

;·- .. _7.":j~:-~. 

absolute consensus on how· to d·o, so-.. r:-ut.u;;;~J:-.:fo.~€ti~gs of these 
: _.:"~_.: ·: ·_':-.·_.~::·:r_:,~;- --~~:.<_.. 

Southern Region analysts '""ill rieed ·-tO CD~¥~e.:: .~1:,e ;.problem's two 

""'"" :::

0

::::' "' 0"''"'' '"""'' ~~:!~?j0,~""'' .-;.· ·:.·,·; 

look like? 'il~{~~:~·(S'if;1·;};\i,~~:;:;:: ·• 
NATO is basically a Cent~~1::.-·-E.u::o'Oe:ar~· .. "':9.t-ructure wit:.n a heavily 

northward focus. Its goal ha~·~7-$~~~{{J>~·=ov.~de security in the 

face of a clea:ly defined War3a.)::~i6f~:. threat, and its attitude . - .. . .. 

toward the Medit~~~~:an has· been ·~~~~~ ... -of "rational neglect .. " 
:, /-.. :.:·;:~::·:' _: <·;.:·~:'-· . ;~· 

Before the Al,l;i'~~:Ce·:cao:.:~devise Southern. P.egion policy i.:1. any but 
': .... . . .. . . :-:.-;··:':· . 

an a!:tific~i;:7;~t, .;:t~~·::~·~;~,i .. _·';~~-~·e. to redefi:te overall NAT·:J 

strategies~:t~~:~--~;;"ilf;~\-"i-;!:.2\i,f!i!, .!,l ! ! 1i i • • ' ' :i '! \\ 

How wilE·:aia<}g~s in . . the overall Alliance security 
. ·.~;:• >·;·., . ' li![li ~ :;·: ~: L I ii < '\: "!'·, 

structur'e a:E:f'eC:t.: the( Southern :.Re;...:i·on? 
.•••..• •• :,:,1 : 'i•: ~ll' 

A1}\~~::~ar::::~:. "::::, :~·:, ·::.:~::.·:' .::::::::"~ ::: oC 

· ·~;:~.~;~~:_:;j: .. ~.;·;t::S~ues.:>f:al-ling '"'ithin a well-defined territorial region. The new 

. · . .-.)iJ?j~~1!~tti:::~::::n:::9 i~:o:;~::~~ r:::::::: :::t e:~::i::u::t h::e 
....... 

been'· dismissed as irrele~.rant and outside the ken of the Alliance 

can no longer be separated out of policymakers' perspec~ives. 
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Developing an Alliance policy for the Southern ~egion cannot 

be done overnight nor can "it be forestalled much longer. To keeo .. · ~ 

.. ~-. 
t~e Mediterranean a peaceful sea :-equires "rock~ng the boat"_ ::-·.:, 

· .. ·, -· 
vigorously enough 

throughout Europe 

greatest strength 

keep up with tremendous political chang~_:;-~~:<·~:·· 

:::h:::d~:::::l:~g::e:f i::e a::::t::;l·[:~~~?:~~f[S;. ;: . 

ballast, anchoring Europe and providing institutional and milif-ity.'> 

stability.. One participant· suggested a four poi#t'- agenda for 
. .;:;.<::·_:.:.-

:.:-:--::<~>-smoothing the Alliance's transition: 
.:/:::-s:~r_!' 

- ' '- . '~:..-

1. Define NATO' s overall security. stf¥~~~'\'):/;_ 
.. :;?:.;{~-::#~}{;~~-:~: ~~; .. 

·rhe overall security structure ques:.ion ~~-~-i/i~~-]_).::;e resolved 

fi::st. Without a well-defined Ce.n.t::al Region po{lJ,i:/'~naly.sts 
will have no way. to link secur;i:,l:9.(4~\tbe'.~lltral and Southe::n 

Regions, to incorporate East-i~~~2~ki~~:~{;~Qb.}lorth-South 
dynamics, or to meet increasing{~~:i~;:~I~~]~~-i~~d·~~-b:~~aphic challenges 

in the- ~editerranean. 

.. -.~_::-_: ·:~·:-;~.:_:·;·.'_-.::-· . 

:-._. -
2. Examine ~~}~~~?-1 probleJ:':;_~ the Southern Region more 

closely . .:-~:;\.':\::r'-· ·}}·t/(~-=:· 

.,d~~:.;t.L_/}h,:':~><Y;-· 
There a·r·e.~~-Uia.:±--pr·ohl;e-~·s· in the Mediterranean whic11 need 

attention. The·,·z;:~~ec,!jf;,~ n~t set up to handle merging Southern 

and Central region ·c.~EF.~J:'iis or the growing problem of out-of-area 

thre.a.t:~·•-•: .Mediterrane;~-:-member nations ;;~11 need to particioate 

.... 

:i:t;:_~:"~;-.";;.~?~/~:;:;:. ~ 
.:~i:ve-l.Y.':'i'!.'i.d03fining Alliance policy. affecting their own political 

future of the entire area. 

the problems of defense economics. 

problems of the appropriate defense strategy., 

programmatic structure, basing costs, and industrial policy dur.in_g 

a period of reduced budgets and growing ~C integration will 

require Alliance attention. Overall tension between economic and 
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military components affecting the Southern Region need to be 

worked out. 

4. Prepare for upccming naval arms control. 

. ~- .. .. _ 

::.:~·=:, 

-4•' •. -· 
.: ,· .. ·:.:·:.- . 

......... -. 
:>L~·(:;~:,;: .. :.~~-.:~-:.. ·-.-

The RAND-IAI group needs to begin preparing f~i/:·#&-,/ai::::*:f#·S~.:-:·· 
control negotiations by creating analytic construct~ ~--:-~omparing>' 
differences in the nature and magnitude of d~-~i~~P.ilizing effec-ts --~ .... 

Adequate plandi_h~~;;~-~r t:J.e- futu=e resulting from va=ious cuts. 
._·.-:-'-/·''' 

will equip analysts ·,..rith solid oolicv rec'~~ri-dati:6ns made in 

·'···::.::,:·:' ":::::.:::.:·:::::, ·::r!~!f'"~'', 
disagreements about the role of-:-: .. tb.e Alliance in -~~Ure Southern 

':' :· : ~ 

Region secur~ty policy, all_;~~~#~~~!J-~·:S:~·~qt:eed completely on one 

thing: by the time of the ~~~5¥?~;j~BE-~~~-Re;;ence, the E~ropea~ 
landscape will look very diffe~$;t~·~.-::-~;~~--e· suCcess of Southern 

Region security strategists to ··:i~~t.:~~~-~e viable strategies will 
··-:· · .. :·. 

rest on their abil.i.~Y.-::;t.o plan fo~~-~fb\f::ne·..; landscape, to operate 

within the exi~cii;£:.:~~;:~ctures -,...hi·"i~--.· sir:n~ltaneously interacting 
·." ._ :-: . . ·-... -' :-·.. . 

'Nith newly de:~~~-di-lii~<{:;~-e.s, and to build a Mediterranean policy 

:::::a::~~i~f.ifl~~!~fuit:iiF':~:n:::t:e::o:::::~ :::··:::-::::k::g 
' suffering th~'::~66~i~~:eu.ces of ad hoc, pol-itically driven de-:isions 

made without suf·;{'gi;~tft:-~onsicte'ration fo:: the long-range future of 
·--:·-

security. 
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New Threats. 

OUT OF AREA THREATS 

ANO WESTERN COOPERATION 

(Problems tor Europe and tlte Medi terunean) 

by Stefano SilVeHtrl 

Vhen a Libyan missile almoo;l landed on Lampedusa, Italy mlqht well 

have invoked Article 5 of the Treaty. Art1cle 5 might also nave been 

invoked by the US when its aircrafts were attacked by Libyan fiqhters 

flyinq outside Libyan ten-itorial waters. Ttle United States and Italy 

did not seek to invoke Article 5 nor really contemplated having such 

.an option. It is not clear, however, if the failure to do so was 

motivated by the relatively low level of the threat, by the 

willingness to react alone Without strings com1ng from the Ailled 

perception or by the sheer conviction that the Alliance would have 

turned down such a move, or by a combination of all three these 

factors. 

The onqo,inq d6tente between Wasb!ngton and Moscow 15 spreadin<] toward 

local crises and conflict, with beneficial effects. Tile· Soviet retreat 
' from Afghanistan, the agreement on Namibia and Anqola, the growtncr 

possibility of a Vietnamese ~etreat from Cambodu, have also been made 

possible by the better climate established between the Superpowers·. 

The crisis in the Gulf has also benefit tea trom ·this new era: the 

ceasefire aqreement and the establishment ot a United Nation· 

l!upervision was brought about by qreater cooperatiOn between the US 

and the USSR, 

Economically, however, the growing poverty of many countries, linked 

to a..-ricultut·;ol failure and{ or bad economtc management, is widenmq 

the 9ap between industrialized, newJ y tndustr ldli ~ed and under 

developed countnell. Demoqraphica 11 y, nuqe overcrowded ci tles, tull of 

OUEST.<'\ PLJBBliCAZ!O~<E E Dl PROPRIET.A 
DEll'ISTITUT:) AFFt,RI INfc.~NAZIOt-.!All . 

P: 1 
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young, relatively literate and unemployed dwellers, WJ}l prOmote 

inatabilitythroughout the Third World. Socially. tne destruction ot 

traditional structures and the inability of either Occldental or 

Marxist programs to help underdeveloped countries will lncreaae forms 

of fundamentalist refu:>al of foreigners, Politically, ethntc or 

religious conflict and the emergence of new Ideologies which cannot. 

always be implemented succe:mfully are 1 ikP.l y to develop dangerous 

paths of foreign and military policies, leading to dangerous tensions 

ad well as future cr!:~es and wars. 

£qually impressive is the growth of the Third World military 

potential. Excluding all Allied countries, the states of the 

Mediterranean and of the Middle £asc are fielding more tllan 2 million 

soldiers (plus about 5 million of reserve nnd paramilitary), more than 

1.500 bombens and fighter-bombers, almost 1.900 interceptors, 35 

Bubmarlnea, 45 major navai surface combatants, about 150 miSSile armed 

5hips and boats, around 24.000 tanks and 2.500 SAMs. A technological 

weapons race Is going on, with the acquisitions or mediUm and 

Intermediate range ballistic missiles .• sophisticated airplanes like 

the Tornados, F-15s, F-16s, su~24Ds, Awac~, etc. 

This .arsenal is largely 'related .to ·local war 'scenarios, but co.uld also 

be uaed to confront,outsfde military pressures or to widen and 

escaiate.regional cri5es. We Bhould.add to that the demonstrated 
I . 

capacity of some Third Vorld countrleu to work out less conventional 

. strategies against their perceived foes, supporting terrorists or 

utilizing indirect economic pressures and inducements. 

Local eonflicts in the Mediterranean, and the "ear and Middle East, 

have a tendency to become internationalized through indirect means it 

the direct ones are not available. A case in poini is th~ use of 

terrorism against We~tern (mainly American) objectives located 1n 

Europe. 
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Vital and not so ~Ita! 1nterests 

Decreasing military controntation in Europe and contlnuinq wars and 

crises in the Third 'iodd miqht signal the beqwn!nq of new p1oblems 

to be managed by the Alliance, 1rreop_ect1ve ot its willingness to deal 

with out of area crises. 

The major military problem probably lie5 in the competing requirements 

for the relatively scarce resources (l:>oth financial and military) of 

the west, This problem might be exacerbated in the future.by the 

increasing costs of new tec:hnoloqies and by the obvious political 

difficulty of gathering ·enouqh dome at le consensus for further 

increases of the Western defence budqets. 

This problem could undermine the solidarity among Atlantic allies. An 

. eumple of this can be drawn from the si tuatlon in the southe·rn reqion 

of Nato, with respect to out-of-area contlnqencies. 

One of the main problems for the Europeans ts·definlng the "vit.al 

interests• defended by the Alliance. Accordinq to tile traditional 

behaviour of the Alliance, cent<al ~uropean interests have been 

considered somewhat more "vital" than tile southern European and 

Mediterranean ones. It is al~o true, however, that , at least 1n 

principle, the Southern European allies are currently <JUaranteed by 

the concept of "vital interest": thl~ ~~ the key pilla< of extended 

·deterrence for the Southern Region. 

Out-of-area interests are 01ore "opin.,ble" than "vital". ln 1983, the 

South west· Asia Impact .Study of Nato stated thiJt no "conceivable 

continqencies• in the area were bound ~o cre~te unmAndqeable ~ecur1ty 

problems for the Alliance. A policy of greater Involvement in overseas 

contingencies, resultinq in 4 ~e fd~t~ ltnkinq of the Southern Regton 

of Nato with out-of-'area criais management - even for simple reasons 

Ol: qeoqraphic prOximity - will inevitably blur tile ::;trateqlC 

d.lnnHstillleUL u.C what. iD •vital to dnd whdl ia '"opir~able"' t d1min1shtnq the 

:~trategic Importance of preaent diat1nct1ons. 

P:. 3 
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It is also true, however, that out-of-area crises are qrowinq 1n . 

strateqic importance anyway. Thus, NATO will have .to deal with the 

settinq up of many strategies ·~ la CMte' without losing Its 

political and mi 11 tary coherence. !Ji ftertnq perceptions and alternate 

priorities of arms procurement will grow, straining NATO internal 

consensus and eff.icl ency·. 

The •let us do the best we can" and "it ~omcl>ody wisheu to do more let 

him" attitudes on out-of-area ifisues were already present in the 1~67 

Harmel report: •crises and conf.licts arising out.side the area may 

impair its (NATO) security either direcr.\y or by atr.ectlnq the glob~\ 

balance. Allied countries contribute individually within the un1ted 

Nations and other international organizations to the ma1ntenance of 

international peace and security, and to the solution of important 

1nternat1onal· problems. In ac.cordance with established us.tqe, the 

Allies, or those among who wish to do so, will also continue to 

consult on such problems without commitment and '"' the en se may 

demond." 

The consultative mechanism Is fin~ ~nd generally well a~cepted: lt 

exists, it can be us.ed and it 1\as be~n IIB<!d, lt does not con,tltute • 

problem within the Alliance. Dtscuss1on of .out of area problems taka 

place on a regular basis within the Alliance. tt~~ional experts meet 

twice a year and submit reports of a high quality to the At !antic 

Council where, in turn, they are reviewed. Tnese report,; dl~ mainly 

uamined in terms of what is happening in dHferent parts of tt•e world 

and, by and large, it is reported that a remarkably hiqh level of 

· aqreement is reached. Discussions clo not usually go beyond what _1;~~. 

Alliance as such should be· doing about the problem. 

The que11tion Is: what does consultation really mean·? It' stands ror 

discussion and exchanqe of views, and should not be confused with a 

process which requires that an agreement be reachednor an a<.:tlon t>e 

taken. Such a process nets a "tand~rd for consultations which often 

cannot be attained, especially when dealing with out of area 
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quest ions, On the other hand, consult at iun ·should not be confused w lth 

informing Allies after the fact tha~ unilateral actions h•ve been 

taken. 

Despite the cautious and ambiquous wording, however, the language on 

·the out-of area problei!l in the N,no communiquP.s hall constituted the 

framework within which it war. f.ormally possible and politically 

feasible for the European countries to establish bilateral ~greements 

with the United States on the utilization .of l~uropean facilities by 

the American Rdt and on 1111litary compensation mea5ures if AmertCiln 

forces ·are taken out from Europe. 

The Allied lllilitary cooperatio~ 

While the All1ijnce has been .2.£li!.ically absent from overseas cri se~, 

it has been operationally present, and very much so. The most positllll! 

experience has been the coordination between We:;tern naval f.orces 

present in the Gulf and around it. 

Poll tically speaking. each country wus followi nq a different p•t.h. 

ltitly, for instance. was maintdlllinq relatively qood dtplomattc 

relations witli Iran, while France was committed to austa·ininq Iraq 

militarily and the US were clearly suspiciou" of rr.an (ell.en if the 

only direct military attack against un Ame.rican military vessel was 

performed by an Iraqi airplane). F.ach country, with the notable 

exception of the US, was engaged in protecting its own merchaul 

vessels, or those showinq its flag,· and the only aqreecl common 

operation. has been the clearing ot mines from international w·arerways. 

Even the rules of enqaqement of the vo~rloll:'l Western Navies were 

markedly different. 

As a matter of fact, however, the general com;ensus Is that the 

cooperation between local commanders on the spot has worked admirably, 

that communications and information were exehanged rapidly and 

effectively, that misllnderstandin<J were avoided and that the lt'e~tern 
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naval forces on the whole were perfeccly able to act together at any 

qiyen moment, sharing tactical inf.ormatton ond in acc:ordanc:e with 

common operational lines. This pos!ttve experience was made possible 

by the eJtisterice of Nato common .rrocedunw and interoperable 3Y5temu, 

established for the North Atlantic ~nd the Mediterranean, but also 

working outside. 

In a way, tile cooperation in the Gulf did even exceed Nato eatubl1shed 

experience. This cooperation has worked prlrtlcularly well between 

French and American forces, alnng the line5 of a general military 

agreement existing between the us and the French Navies, worldwide. 

The United States, France .and the.llnited Kingdom ·.already benefit from 

sharinq •out-of area• intelligence 011 the MiddlP. East (on the b~sis of 

the UK-USA agreements ·as far as tt1e British are concerned, and on an· 

ad hoc ba~is for tile French), even 1£ there nre a few limits where 

Israel is concerned: this Information is !'ot .normally circulated 

between Nato alliea, on the basts of the "needto know• pnnciple. 

Tl\e re 1 at 1 Ye cuaoou" ot the Gulf npPr ;tt, inn, hllwevvr, should be 

confronted with the bitter failure ot the Beirut operation, where tile 

same Western Powers were engaged ( l·eus the Benelux count.riea). 

Political differences·and operational commonalities were more or less 

the same .in both cases. In Beirut, however, the key deployment was 

carried out by land torces, completely 11bsent in the <lulC There wds, 

therefore, a difference of. vulnerahilit.y. In t.he Gult., the problem was 

to protect naval forces against easily identifiable military attacka 

(or mines, equally identifiable, given the right ter.hnological means). 

In Beirut, the problem was to protect the men in the tleld rlqatnst a 

murky array of direct and Indirect threats, and the moat tragic: losHes 

came from the use of terrorist tactics. While 1 t was possible to 

maintain a strictly defensive military posture in the Gulf., the 

protection of the Western forces ln Beirut required offensive military 

actions (retaliatory and preemptive): the decision of the US 

government to initiate a number of air raids and the naval shelling of 

some military objectives on the hills surrounding Beirut nas rapidly 

undermined the Western consensus, hastening the end of the entire 

exercise. 

P: 6 
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Similarly, while US and llutopean gavernmentn were in apparent 

ag-reement on the need to curb interndtional t.err.orism and to exert 

strong pressures on the qovernmentG suppor.ting it., the American raid 

aqa1nst Libya was supported only by the British government. 

The reality of operational coopP.ration between llestern forces out of 

the Nato area,. therefore, ia· only " limited asset and cannot 

compensate tor the absence of more coatplete (nnd complex)·political 

aqreements. 

western overseas military activities have been "mult1-bil~teral" 

operations. functionally, a Kind or star-shaped structure has been 

formed, with the US forces at the cen~er, relayed with each separate 

Ally. Intra-euro~:>ean cooperation W<lS mainly possible thanks to the 

interoperability each of them had established with the USA. 

Moreover, only the US had the kind of staytnq power and retnl1ator·y 

capabilities needed to guarantee d ~;ecure deterrence againat unwanted 

or excessive escalation of. the contlict. While the us forces were 

greatly profit'inq from thc.help of. the A!Ues (utilizing some ot their 

loqtstical assets, asking them to tdl<.e up some of the military roles 

vacated by American forces previously commltt:ed to Nato or even 

compensating- for some of its def(t:iencies, as 1n the minesweeping 

operations in the Gulf),· the European presence would have been. simply 

impossible without American help .. 

This. same conclusion can be drawn al5o from other more ltmi ted 

experiences, albeit with a few qualifications. The French enqaqement 

in Chad or the British war in the Falklands hdve been largely national 

affairs: in both cases, however •. the IJS strategic backhiq has greatly 

eased the European burden, mlnimizin<;J t11e rinkB and allowing the 

Allies to take the necessary risks. The European Allies can stl\1 play· 

a critical role in determining- the succean or fiiilure of US out of 

area actions In many out of area contingencies. tJS ability eo rapidly 

redeploy forces and equipment from ltaly, the nw and UK may be 
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critical. So may the ability to dr~w down the tnvent•>ries of Nato 

countries temporarily with key items of supply or combat equipment (as 
wa11 the case during the Vietnam aild thfl Yom Kipp;lr war:~ as well). No 

single Ally actinq in iB'Olation, however, could oblige the us to 

reconsider its course of action, whlle the US opposition could 

nffoottualy kill any ~•ropR~n 1nitiat1ve. 

The practical problem is that such arrangements are best handled 

quietly and on a bilateral basis, between the us·~nd each concerned 
-

Ally. Few contingencies, tf.any, can be expected to induce an 

Alliance-wide cc.msensus.· Therefore, no real and urqent pressure is 

felt for establishinq a multtlateral framework of consultations and 

decisions, while many reasons exist for keeping them all at. a much 

mor-e discr-eet and fragmented .level. 

Military considerations, however, should be checked against political 

requirements. What has been working dt the specific military level 

might be seen as largely 1naufticient at a wfder political level. 

European problems 

A better policy of crisis management has to confront squ~rely the 

problem· of dift:ertnq perceptions and interests, and of possible 

"divisions of labour• between European~ and Americans. lf the Alliance 

as such cannot decently deal with a problem 3o intimately linked with 

·tts overall security policy, than a case has to be made for other ways 

and means, other channels ot communication, other coalitions for 

action. 

The emerqing European tendency to deal ·with out-of-area 1ssues, has 

been underlined in some European Parliament reportiJ, namely the 19Ul 

Diligent Report on the protection of maritime lines of communication 

in the Mediterranean and Persian GuH an<l the 1982 llaaqerup Heport on 

European security poll~y. 
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E:achWestP.rn European power (with the exception of the Federal 

Republic of Germany} is preparing its .armed forces to operate with 

enhanced rapidity and increased f.lexibility f<lr from the natioMl 

borders. A rather optimistic description o( these forces can be found 

in the table dt the end of. thi3 text. 

The creation of .rapid employment forces. has its rationale more in the 

need to adjust the military instrument to dP.fend national territory 

a9iilnst the changing threat ·environment, than on the need· to perf.orm 

overseu missions. The French FIIR, for instance, has been conceived 

with its priority employment on the F.uropean central front in mind. 

However, enhancing the moblllty of some uni.ts, establishtnq a.sl<eleton 

structure of C3 for the force, and plannl.ng for integrated tratnin<,! 

exercises means creatinq the capability_- and the mentality- to 

employ the military instrument rapidly, selectively. and with 

specialized, mission-oriented forces. These are the relevant features 

needed for many out-of-area military interventions in future 

continqencies. 

To some extent, the European RDFs are more shadow than substance, 

especially In terms of long-range air transpon capability •. logistic 

sustainabili.ty and specialized armament. It would be riaive to bel !eve 

that they can effectively be employed in an ovP.rsP.as continqency 

different from relatively undemandJnq pca~tikccp!ng operations, withnut 

being strengthened and supported by other national forcco, much less 

mobile, and without adequate train!nq. The almo~t complete ahnence ot 

·adequate traln!nq qrotinds and staqinq area:J is as important as the 

other material shortcomings, if not more. Even the mere posoession of 

.a force which can be rapidly employed outBide the nationd ten!tory, 

however, can have a beneficial political etfect on the resolve of 

Vflstern qovernments, and on their attitude tu tackle overseae crisis 

oi tuations. The main ri6k is that poll tictans ml9ht underestimate the. 

shortcomings, while the Jnil i tary lP.ader:; miqht miderplay them ln order 

to carry out operations deemed pol.Hic;,lly necessary, erc<~t.in<f a 

situation of qrave concern. 
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France and Britain - and Italy and Vest Germany to a lesser deqree ~ 

possess Naval forces capable ot fulfil Unq the role and the misaions 

typical of out-of-area operations requirinq a maritime component. They 

have the proven loglstical capacity to sustain limited naval forces at 

long range regardless of local resources. But, apart from Britain, 

France and Italy have inadequate long-leg air transport·capacity, and 

airlift over lonq distances will either. require the utili~ation of 

staging facilities en route to the crisis area·or the use of the 

American air transport assets. 

Logistical and transportation problems, sustainab!lty and stayinq 

power, as well as the need to have the back1nq of sufficient 

reinforcements at hand, and of being protected by an overall credible 

deterrent posture, have required ln the past, and will require in the 

future, the European overseas interventions to be shouldered by some 

form of direct.us coiMiitment and/or acceptance. This necessary.help 

doe sit' t come free, however, • tor it generally complicates the political 

picture of the crisis management operation itself. No E11ropean 

military presence in Beirut or in the Gulf would have been possible 

without the presence of overwhelming American forces in the same spot, 

capable of decisive strategic intervention, thereby guaranteeing a 

much needed deterrence against escalation by the enemy. This presence, 

however, was badly resented by the local actors, and immediately 
' 

propelled the crisis to the heights of an Eant--Vest issue, 
compl icat1nq its mana9e111ent. Any os presence, ·moreover, comeP .w1 th it:s 

burden of previous ~erican commitments and long established alliances 

and political decisions, obscur!ng'the carefully weighted differences 

of political posture t)lat the Europe~n allies ·wmlld prefer to stress.· 

Recent experiences, h'owever, have reshuffled the European tr'adi tional 

ability to deal with the local problems involved with overseas crisis 

management, and the existence or a better diRpositton of local actors· 

toward the European forces, probably seen as "less threatentnq• or at 

least as "less interter!nq•. than the American one. And of course- the 

relatively greater European dependence on <dW materiala and energy 
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sources located in some of these regions, and the qreater Ruropcan 

share of trade with them, make western Europe loqically suited for 

takinq more overaea11 COIIliDitments. 

The enlargement of the European Community in the Mediterranean, with 

the accession ot.Spain and Greece, bas increased the need to work out 

an overall approach toward this area, taking into account the. problem 

ot Turkey, whose entry lnto the Community is practically excluded for 

the time being, but whose role for the de(ence and security of. Western 

Europe remains vital and abould be insured aqalnst any "i11lamic" drive 

of this country, born out of a sense of isolation and frustration in 

its dealing with the ~est. The strict lnterdepence existing between 

the Co11111111n1ty and countries such as Morocco (whose K1nq even aaked for 

its admission to the EEC), Algeria, Tunisia, Libya and Egypt (not to 

mention l&rael) create.an obligation for Europe to work out a better 

and overall crisis management approach to the Mediterranean as a 

whole. 

Demographic developments might become crucial. As far as Europe is 

concerned, the Mediterranean Basin, Africa and the Near and Middle 

East are experiencing d fat~ of increase of their popul•tions 

completely at odds with that ot Yestern Europe, where we expect the 

population to remain relatively stable, and become progre5s1vely 

older. 

Presently, considering the EEC. together with the other riparian 

countries of the Mediterranean, the population percentaqe of the EEC 

is about 61,5,. By as early as the year 2000, the EEC lot will decline 

to 53,81 and ln 2015 to 47,3\. The y<;~ar 2015, therefore, will aee 3l2 

million non-EEC Mediterranean people, as opposed to 333 million of 

relatively rlch Western Europeans. 1n these tev yedrs, while the EEC 

population will grow by about 13 million, tbat of the other 

Mediterranean countries Will .grow by over 170 million. Four countries 

alone, Turkey, Egypt, Algeria and Morocco will have a population of. 

about 270 million: generally younq, unemployed and et ry dwellers. 

P: ll 
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Direct and indi~ect th~eats ·to European .secu~l ty comin(j from overseds 

include the proliferation of armaments ( includinq the possibility of. 

nucledl l'lullfo:idl!uu, ~uupl.,J with ui=W lilt~~ill! pst~nti,\1). the 

redislocation of US forces, formerly standing in the area, and now 

redeployed elsewhere accord1nq to other ·atrateqi~ priorities; the 

steady USSR policy to support its military presence on the fringes of 
' 

its &lllpire by findinq new allies and new suppo~t facilities (most 

recently in Syria and Iran); the possibility of war scenarios startinq 

from the many "soft bellies• located overseas and spreadlnq to 

continental Europe. 

In qeneral, Europe will have to weigh the risk of beinq •squeezed" 

between the bilateral game played by the two superpowers and the 

qrovinq political ~nd strategic importance ot the coun~rles overseas. 

With re5pect to technoloqy, European forces could also experience a 

dual disadvantage, In that they are le~s advanced than the Americans, 

and have fever numbers, and possibly al:;o less determination, thnn 

their likely foes in the Third Wurld. A lot will depend on the Western 

European capacity to maintain an acceptable technoloqical lead, 

avoldlnq the risks·of a slow decline of the·technoloqical content of 

. their weapon systems. Without such a lead, in fact, they could have to 

withstand much qreater risks than their American ally. 

The answer to the future Eu~opean contribution to crisis management, 

has mainly to do with the workinq of Europ~an and allied institutions. 

The new ·experience of the WEU Special Workinq Group should be 

remembered here as wen as the potentialities of the EPC (European 

Political Cooperation). While the former has the advantage of 

u~ilizinq both ~he Foreign Atfair5 and the Defence machineries ot its 

European members, .its major shortcominq is that of its inclusion 1n a 

International organization like the WEU, with no clear t.uture 

ambitions spelled out. The latter has the advantaqe of a clearer 

institutional setting and of Its linkaqe with an International 

or9anization relatively stronq and vital, with qreat European 

ambitions, but without woc·king ellper1ence With the mllitary and 

sufferlnq from the susplciona held by the national governments aqalnot 

European supranatlonal integration. 
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An obvious compromise solution r.an be the utilization of the \/Ell 

system while wa!tinq f.or its eventuill !nteqration In the wider EC 

settinq. In order to make it work, however, the VEU shOuld be 

strenqthened and reformed (probably alonq the lines suqqested by the 

recent paper prepared by V. van Eekelen for the European Strateqy 

Group). 

Problems arise, however, when concrete steps have to be decided and 

implemented, mainly bec .. u<Je the political framework Is still very tar 

from .clear. Take for in~t.:~ncc the Delqian propo&U tu 9ather a 1!.1nd of 

standinq, or on call, European naval force in the Mediterranean, under 

the V£U flag. Thia propo5al has found stronq mtsqivinqs in Italian 

foreign pol1cy circles, motivated by the difflcul ty to work out a 

clearcut relationship between this liEU naval torce and the analoqoua 

NATO force: should the C irst become an a 1 ternat 1 ve to the latter'/ and 

in this case, would not that siqnal a decrease of t.he European 

interest in the us commitment to NATO (the US beinq present in the 

NAVOCFORKI!!D, but not in the WIW torce)? l might personally think that 

these concerns are qreatly exaqerated, but they are the direct 

consequence of the poll ttcal contusion and tncerti.tude of today's 

s1tuat1on. 

In any case, therefore, we.sbould stress the need of a iL~!>.al 

strate9tc approach to crisis management, includinq economic and 

political leverages, as well as military. The EC alone has the 

competence to deal with the demographic problem<~ of the Mediterranean, 

the diversif.icatton and security of energy supplies .• the "quest tor 

industrialization• of developing countries, and so on. While the 

revised Bruxellea Treaty o.f ·the WEU .explicitly considet" economic 

security, no economic 111anaqemei1t haa ever been carried out throuqh Jt 

(while the EC iu Invited at least to the summit of the Seven): " 

further re~son for goinq toward a merqer between the f.C and the WEU, 
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The case should be made, therefore, for a number of reforms of the 

ex1st1nCJ institutions, for seriously discussing the enlargement of lJEU 

to Turkey, for the establishement of a complex and important 

Mediterranean policy of the EC (particularly adressed to 1'urkey, 

Eqypt, Morocco .and Alqeria, and favourinq reqional inteqrations in the 

Gulf and in the Maghreb) ,_ for the strenqthenin9 of. EPC. lJe could 

- usefully draw some ideas from a previous paper on "The European 

Community: pro9ress or decline", produced by five European institutes. 

Meanwhile, no sensible European choice can ignore the necessary 

relationship with the us, especially where overseas problems are 

concerned. Crisis mandgement qoes hand In hand with other 

transatlantic problems like burden sha1lng and the future of US 

milltary presence in Europe. The Atlanti.c Alliance, however, cannot be 

considered as the best institution for deallnq with the~e matteru: the 

economic dimensions of crisis management are almost as important as 

the military ones, and are practically excluded from the competences 

of the Alliance (even if they are theoretically· included_ in the Treaty 

and receive some attention in spe_cialized committees of the Atlantic 

Counci 1). 

Some technical_decis1ons could help to umooth and speed up the 

consultations: the allied political coordinati_on could profit from 

stronqer links between the hi9h level crisis management centers , 
created In ·each Western country.· Thei.r connection with the American 

centers throuqh technologically advanced-communication means would 

allow for rapid transmission of infotmation, qulclt consultations and 

real-time coordination of military initiatives. In the poat-Achille 

Lauro affair, when American F-14 fiqhters forced the landinq of an· 

E9ypt1an aircraft with Arab terroriato on board at the Sicilian 

airbase of S1qonella, the CODIIllUn!cations between \lashinqton and Rome 

were far from perfect, and reportedly were complicat-ed by translation 

problems. The po:u;ib1lity for the Lup declsion-makinq bodies ·of the_ 

Atlantic Alliance countries to communicate directly and fully, outside 

the e><1St1n9 N_ato fraa~ework a" well, would enhance the badly needed 
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consultation and coordination process, tnus indirectly atrenqtheninq, 

at least at the "technical" level, the Welltern re:~ponse capacity ·to 

out-of-area crises. 

· We can aqree on the need to overcome some of the major ohortcominq!l ot 

the European armed forces in terms of equipment, training, transport 

capacity (especially airl1tt) and sustainab!lity. The idea should be 

ot overcoming them throuqh a joint investment plan and not throuq 

individual countries acting alone. common procurement coordinated by a 

European agency would be the optimum . .Short of that, we could atress 

the need for more standardization and interoperahility of the European 

equipment needed for overseas cant ingencies. The var lous Europecln 

rapid deployment fo~cea could train together in 5pec1fically devised 

exercises, in a way similar to the training conducted by Nato Ace 

Hobile Force (AMF). If the poosession of a rapid deployment force 

increases the capability to deter anrt to intervene overseas - even 

within the operational and logistic limits previously outlined -

common traininq Will facilitate a coor<Hnated military response if and 

when it becomes politically fea~nble. In the long term, the Europe~n 

rapid deployment· forces should become the harrt core of a tn1ly 

•European• 'military intervention capacity in overseas contingencies 

involving vital European interests . 

. Other thinqs should be done, moreover. The European countric"· should 

intensify their intelligence collection effort In out-of-ared regions, 

thus demonstrating their seriousness toward overseas commitments. 

This would be particularly useful tor fighting tnterndttonal terrorism 

and fo~ copinq better With peace-keepinq forces. A European 

satellitary capacity vould be important: France has acquired a qood 

capability for high-resolution photographic survey ot areas of 

interest with the "Spot• satellites. European countries 'could joint 1 y 

develop more sophisticated military reconnaissance satellites (both 

optical and radar). The present agreements between France, Italy and 

Spain on the Helios satellite are a atep in the right dtre<Olion. 1'he 

joint European develop~ent of a new satellitary capacity, involving 

optical, radar and coDIIIIuntcation intelligence would be the obvious 

:second :step. 

P: 15 
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The futu~e of crisis manaqement 

Present trends ~uqqest the development of new criats· resolution 

patterns. The identification of these patterns is essential for any 

decision on what to do overseas .and how. At the present stage, we can 

underline the followinq poi~ts: 

a. Crisis management operation5 rely more frequently on slow, 

homeopathic strateqles, than on su~qical interventions. 

b. There is a tendency to avoid hi~h risk operations (involving a 

hiqh level of military commitment and h!qh visibility of the 

!orces of outside powers), in favour. of relatively low risk 

oper-ations. Ground forces are more rarely put into action, as the 

preference is for relatively less visible and less vulnerable 

Naval torcea. Ground based alr force~ are used for transportation, 

warninq, intelligence collection and command, control and 

communication, more than for actuAl combat. Sea based <llr torces 

.are used to support both the navy and the army ashore in their 

military enqaqeQents, when available: their actual utility In the 

Beirut case, however; was ~reatly disputed by many. 

' c. There is a need (and in some cases a clear attempt) to use a 

better combination of various leverages other than the military 

ones tor crisis manaqement. Tile economic levera<]e In particular 

has been tried various times, with mixed results. Vhile economic 

sanctions were apparently Ineffective, at least in. the short run 

(in the lonq run, in the case of Iran, they miqht have had a 

significant Impact) economic aid proved to. be of some 1mmed111te. 

Importance to help Iraq withstand the Iranian pressure. The hope 

of aubstitutlnq the military presenc~ with an economic one of 

equal eftectiveneus w~s not succeusful. Nevertheless, the need to 

work out a better 9lobdl strategy encompassing economic, 

fmanciul, trade and military elements <ot: the same time seems t:o 

be.9enerally accepted. 

p: l6 
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<1. There 1B the idea of strenqtheninq and enlarq1nq the present 

policy of prevention of crises, with the aim of limiting damages 

beforehand and simplifying the followinq t~sk of crisis 

· Jllitilaqement. 

cases in point are, !or instance, the agreements worked out among 

the nuclear countries exporting nuclear ·technology, for increased 

limitation and circumscription of the rinks of nuclear 

proliferation; throuqh a combination of restraints and 

inducements. A similar instrument is the Missile Technology 

Control Reqime agreed upon by the Seven most industrialized 

countries in April 1977, and soon to be applied in order to 

attempt curbing the development of a new Argentinian-Arab 

middle-ranqe missile. 

Like many other agreements to limit the trade of weapon systems, 

however', the l'lisslle Reqime also face:; the major problem of 

lnclud,inq all the relevant producers and exporters in the draft. 

The recent Gulf experience h not encouraqln<J: when a Chinese 

missile developed with Israeli Lechnoloqical help ends up in Saudi 

hands, every attempt at controllinq.technoloqy looks rather 

!arfetched. In another case, the mixed results obtained with the 

application of COCOI'I's "''JUlat!on5 to curb the export of 

m111~arily relevant ~ethnology to the Communist countries left the 

matt~r open for further con5iderations. The fourfold increase In 

the number of countries holdinq chemical weapons and the spread of 

nuclear weapons.technology to Third Vorld countries, is another 

case in point. The attempt to strenqthen and streamline thone 

regulations, however, has been ·made, and miqht ledd to better 

results in the future. 

Other means of crisis prevenUon, or at least of setting up a 

better framework for dealing with it, include the renewed 

attention to the Geneva Convention '"lainst the u5e ot chemical 

weapons, .and the neqotiattons for d new Treaty f<>r chemic"l 

disarmament. Also, some Western go~ernments are showing growing 

interest ln the possibility of increasinq the respect f.or the 

P: 17 
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extstin'l inten&dtlonal lawa·of war and neutrality' indeed, the 

main leqal justification of (he lfestern military presence In the 

G~H was the decision to obliqe the bell iqerants to comply .with 

tbe Internationally recognized rights of neutral countries and the 

principle of freedom o! innocent paa:;age in· international waten. 

Crlsi:; reduction centers between. the nuclear powers ao well as 

agreement:; to avoid accidental confrontations and to manaqe 

posSible accidents peacefu·lly (e.g. the one between US and USSR, 

on navdl incidents In the hi<Jh :;eas) are qoinq In the same qeneral 

direction. 

e. There Is an increased tendency to utilize the existin<J 

mul tllateral machineries, in particular the Ull, a11 u:~eful tools 

for •savin<J. face•, as frameworks tor dlplomattc exchanges and 

negotiations·, as suppliers of peace-keepinq forces and observera 

and, possibly, as impartial instruments for fact gathering and tor 

the assessment of relative responsibilities. The importance of 

this development should not be underestimated: it is worth 

remembering how., a few years aqo, the simple idea of uttlizinq the 

UN machinery was regarded with a mixture of scorn and suspicion by 

the US. The change has been Important and should be underlined. 

The Ull should not be.overe6timated, however. Its forces are able 

to ol)serve peace; but not to keep it. Its "objectivity• is more a 

function of skillful diplomatic compromises than respect for the 

actual truth. Ita usefulness as a diplomatic framework ia a· 

consequence of the better relations between the USSR and the US 

more than or its Intrinsic value. The face··savin<J role of the Ull, 

however, together with the possibility of handlinq various cnses 

at the 11ame time and to dispatch time-qainlnq mediato~5 easily · 

accepted by all partle11 are unique features whose importance we 

should reaeeber.· 

f. Great&r emphasis i:s put on the. direct negothtiona between tt&c 

US and the USSR, not only on their bilateral questions but on 

regional crlseB aB well, from Afqhani:stan to Anqola and Kampuchea. 

This positive tendency miqht h"ve neqative etfects, however. The 

P: 18 
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idea of the superpowers decidinq the tuture of other- countries at 

will was ~ever very well received by the qovernments concerned. 

Thill miqht be considered trivial when the receiving end has no way 

of opposinq the diktat. The picture chanqes completely when a 

stronq opposition is possible, or when the will of the superpowers 

has no real means of imposi~q itself on the local actors_ This 

seems to be .the most co~on case today. 

Nevertheless, the utility o_f the US-USSR neqotiat1atinq framework 

should not be underestimated, and will continue to be siqnificant 

in th_e future. One should not think,_ however, that bilateral 

aqreements of this kind.could suffice without important local 

backinq and multilateral support from the allies. 

q. The need to take into account the·perceptions and ac~ of 

the local players (or at least of the more powerful amonq them) is 
now more evident than ever (see the point above). Local powers 

sometimes have their own crisis management and intervention 

strategy, and this is to be taken into careeul account. The b<miqn · 

neglect showed by the Vest towards the repeated Saudi attempts to 

destabilize the Horn of Atnca, In the name of their brand of 

islamization and arabization of the local governments, ended up 

with dire conGequences and with a direct increase in civil and 

1nte~national wars, belpinq the Soviets to establish a firmer t1old 
',' 

on Ethiopia. The latter is s\mply one eltample amonq many others, 
' even 11ore disruptive, such as the Eqyptian-Saudt war in Yemen, the 

Vietnamese invasion of Kampuchea or the So11th Mrican heavy-handed 

policy towards its African neiqhbours. 

The objective of enrolling local alltt:s sho11\d, therefore, be 

tempered by a careful consideration of the objectives sought by 

these sue allies, and by a corrP.ct assessmP.nt of _our capacity to 

influence or restrain their ambitions, ir need he. ' 

In qeneral terms, no_crisis·manaqement Wlll be possible in the 

future without greater consideration of. the local forces and 

wills. 

p: 19 
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h. Finally, the need to combine difterent kinds of leveraqe; the 

ability to deal with the other superpowers and with local 

countries at the same time; the necessity of enrollinq the allies 

in a co10111on strategy to be pursued bo.th locally and 

internationally, both 1111 i tari l y and ttirouqh other means, can be 

SU!IIIIIilrl~ed as the capacity to me~nage a •coalition strateqy•, 

completely different from that of the relatively simple time when 

Great Powers could do it alone. 

\. 

; 

P: 20 
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Western European Forces available for out of area operationa-
This table (taken from A:H Cordesman, Use of Force in the Middle East, in J.L 
Coffey " G Bonviciit1 (eds.) The Atlantic Alliance and the Middle East:, 
KacHillan Press, 1969) has to be considered largely ~~-

Country 

Belqium 

Denmark 

France 

Vest Genaany 

Greece 

Italy 

Netherlands 

Land Forces 

_l Paracomm. 
reqiment 
2 Motorized 
infantry bn. 

1 reCJimental 
collbat tea11 

1 Parachute 
division 
1 Air-Portable 
marine division· 
1 Liqht armoured 
overseas int. bqde 
1 Motorized 
infantry bCJde 
1 Infantry rgt. 

l Airborne 
division 
5-10 special 
security/comaando 
bns. 

l Pauco~~~~~ando · 
reqiment 

· 1 Airborne 
bqde 
1-2 l'lechanised 
or motorised bqdes 
2 Amphibious 
btns., 
Mise. he1os sqns. 

1 Infantry 
bqde 

Mise. Helos 
18 Mirage 58 
fighters 

1-2 Col!lbat 
helicopter 
reCJlments. 
Up to lOO 
Jaguar, Mtraqe 
UI and Mirage 
5, plus 25-:-50 · 
Alpha jets 

1-2 F-4F FGA 
sqns. with 
20-30 tiCJhters 

1-2 F-5A/B or 
Mirage F-1CG 
sqns. wtth 36-40 
fighters 

2-6 Attack and 
light attack 
sqns with up to 
72 fiCJhters 
3-4 Atlantic 
MPA 
1-Z Interceptor/ 
recce sqns. 

18 NF-58 
Mise. Helos 
1-2 MPA 

1 Carrier TF 
1 Helicopter 
TF 
80+ naval combat 
aircraft 
6 Submarin·es 
2-10 Atlantique 
and Neptune MPA 

Hobil itY. ~·orces 

12 C-130H 
2 Boeinq 727QC 

3 C-l30H 

48 c-160 
. 13 C-l6011G 

6 tankers 
6 loqisttc ships 

6 Assault ships 
590.Naval Commandos 

3-7 Frigates and 
Destroyers 
6 Type 206 
Submarines 
5~10 Minecrafts 

J-5 t'rigate" and 
Destroyers 

1-2 Helicopter 
or VSTOL TFs With 
5-8 surface 
&hips each, 
1 Marine inf. 
qroup 
4-8 Minecraft 

2-4 Destroyers 
frigates/corvettes 
2 Amphibious 
combat CJroups 

P: 21 

. 
2-4 tloeinq 
707-320 c 

3-4 C-130H 
5-7 LSD, LST, 
I..CT 
5-10 LCU/LCM 

8 G-222 
3-S C-130H 
2 Tankers{logtst 
ships 
4-9 LST/LCM 
2 LPD 

Z Fast colllbat 
support ships 
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Spain 

Turkey 

UK 

l.Commando 
rgt. 

· l Special Forces 
bn. 

l Paracommando 
bgde 
1 Airportable 
bgde 
3•5 Infantry bns. 
1 •rercio" Foreign 
Legion. 
Mise. command and 
other bns; and cos. 

l Parachute bgde 
l .Commando bgde 
7 lntantry bqdes 
? Other units 

3 Parachute bns. 
l SAS rgt. 
1 lnfantry ctnd 

· ar11.oured Recce 
bns. 

IAI · 

a-20 G-91 
t.t. Attack 
fighters 

10-30 F-~A/Il 
fighters 
Mise. ttelos 

16-36 F-5/Rt'-5 
fighters 
? F-1000 OCU& 
Oqhters 
Mise. Helos 

45-72 
JaguarfBucaneer 
Hanier attack 
fighters 
18-36 FGR-2 
(F-4) Tornado 
AVX 
? -'EV/MPA 
aircraft 
Mise. Helos 
l-2 Rapier 
rgts. 

3-6 Friqates 
3 Marine bns. 

1 VSTO!. TF. 
with 6-8 
surface ships 
l l'larlne rqt. 
5-JO Minecrafts 
5...;10 Patrol 
crafts 

5-8 Destroyers 
or frigates 
1 Marine bgde 
5-8 Patrol boats 
6-12 Mlnecrafts 

l-2 He lo-VSTOL 
TFs with 6-16 
surface ships 
each 
1 Marine cdo 
bg<!e, 1 Special 
boat " ~ Mctrtne 
raiding cos. 
3-6 SSNs 
5-8 ss 
? Ot-ers surf~ce 
ships 
7-20 l!inecrafts 

Ill 004 

l-3 C-130\1 

2-) C~l30H 
2-4 KC-1308 
4-7 landing· 
crafts 
2 Attack 
tranport 

2 support ships 
5 tankers 
2-5 C-lJOE 
3-5 LST 
? l.CT{LCU/LCM 

ll VClOel 
15 ViCtor 11-2 li. 
14. CP-1 tanker-.s 
2 LPD assault 
5 Lilndlnq &hips 
2 support shipa 
? Tanker ships 
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Every seasoned conference goer has learned 'to expect;. (with a 

mixture of dread and ennui) the obligatory paper on the crisis in NATO 

and the problem of burdensharing. An outside observer might easily reach 

the c?nclusion that handwringing is the-favorite form of physi~al 

exercise for the NATO pundit. It is a testimonial to the sturdiness of 

the alliance that mos·t of the predictions of woe and doom proffered by 

the authors of such papers never come to pciss. 

Nonetheless, the problem is persistent, and contin~es to arouse 

passion on both sides of the Atlantic. The hearings last year by the 

specia~ House Armed Services Committee Panel on Burdensharing are a 

reminder of the important place that this issue continues to play in 

trans-Atlantic relations. While the dizzying pace of cha·nge in EaStern 

Europe has seized the headlines, many are already beginning to think 

about the implications of cha~ge in Eastern and Western ~urope for the 

future of the Alliance. 

Most serious students of the burdensharing problem have come to 

undertand that assessing burdensharing is more than simplY a question of 

toting up and comparing the defense expenditures of each alliance 

member, or even deviSing ever more cle~er and complex indices to weigh 

the nature of each ally's contribution. Rather, burdensharing turns out 

to be a shorthand for a whole web of poli~ical and economic relations 

between all'iance members as they attempt to ·reconcile differing views 

of the purpose of the alliance and the appropriate means for achieving 

those goals. 

In fact~ the burdensharing problem is·an inherent part of an 

alliance that consists of 16 sovereign a_nd democratic nations. Although 

the allies influence .each other (individually and collectively), 

ultimately each nation's policy must be set with.< regard to its own 

domestiC constraints. The Alliance per se has no coercive power over 

its members' policies, and a democratically elected government that 

consistently ignored its own electorate in. favor of the ,wishes of its 
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allies would soon find_ itself the "previous" government. What is most 

remarkable about the burdensharing debate is not its persistence, but 

rat·her that the alliance has learned to live with it; as it has evolved 

throUgh many different -forms and transmutations. This attitude of 

accomodation.is a pre~requisite in a non-coercive alliance of 

democracies; it has also proved a source of the Alliance's durability. 

In this paper, we will look at the burdensharing issue in its 

broadest dimensions. We begin with a brief review of the underlying 

sources of tension within the Alliance. The second section then turns to 

an examination of how recent developments in East-~est and West~west 

relations (especially conve"ntional arms control and the movement toward 

a more integrated Europe as symbolized by 1992) are likely to t.ransform 

the burdensharing debate. Although the rapid and unpredictable course of 

.events in .EasternEutope over the past several months makes any 

prognostication perilo.us, we attempt to assess how the general trends 

that are now emerging are likel~ to 'affect Alliance relations. In the 

final Section, we will eX:amine more specifically how these. forces. are 

likely to affect the Southern Region. 
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WHAT BURDENSHARING IS REALLY ALL ABOUT 

Over· the years, there has been a tendency among American 

politicians to view the burdenshari.ng que·stion as simply a matter ·of 

figuring out a fair way of divvying up the cost of baking the NATO pie. 

Implicit in this model is a belief that we know (and can agree on) how 

big the pie should be, "and what it should be made of. Most of the 

arguments center around issues such as how much credit should be given 

for providing t~e oven for baking pie and the attendant disruption to 

other·household activities from having the _pie-baking going on, and how 

much credit to give those who volunteer Grandma to do the baking as 

opposed to those who hire a pastry chef. 

Given this model, it is not surprising that the debate has focused 

unduly on· the extent, if any, ·of "free riding" within the Alliance; and 

has accordingly degenerated into simple statistical exercises such as 

comparing the percent of GNP each nation spends on defense as a measure 

of "burden". 1 Although these indices certainly bear some relationship to 

the cost or "burdEm" associated with NATO membership, it is clear that 

the relationship is a partial, incomplete and at times misleading 

indi.cation of the contrihution that each ally makes toward the common 

defense. Even more important, such simple analyses assume that all the 

members of the alliance agree on the level and type of effort required 

(in our analogy, the size and flavor of the pie), when in fact this has 

seldom been the case. 

A number of analysts have examined the techni_cal problems with 

indicators like percent of GNP as a measure of burdensharing (tangible 

v. intangible costs; monetary v .. ·non-monetary; on budget v. off; 

exchange rate fluctuations; output v. input measures). It is not 

1In a recent RAND R8port, this waS termed the "fundamentalist" view 
of burdensharing, see Cooper, Charles A. and Benjamin Zycher, 
Perceptions of NATO Burden-sharing, RAND/R-3750-FF/Rc; June 1989. 
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difficult to see, for example that increased British expenditures for 

the· Falklands war did not enhance NATO security, even though it raised 

the share of British GNP devoted to defense. Similarly, a nation that 

spends more because of ineff~ciency and waste in defense procur~ment 

will appear to be doing more (carrying a larger "burden") even though 

not necessarily enhancing collective security. 

A whole literature has sprung up attempting to correct these 

analytic difficulties, from partisans (like the Eurogroup) and more 

academic observers. On the whole, this literature has tended to show 

that the disparities between NATO members are nqt as great as might seem 

using cruder indices. 2 Indeed, despite the fears expressed by some 

members of Congress at the time of President Trurnan's commitment of US 

troops to Europe, the Alliance has proved to be quite successful in 

generating large force contributions from th"e European allies 

--notwithstanding the diversity of pOlitical parties and philosophies of -

the various European governments over the past four decades. 

But such studies have done little if anything to quell the 

political controversy about burdensharing in part because the 

argument over burdensharing frequently masks more fundamental 

disagreements over the Alliance goals-and the means to achieve them. We 

turn now to examine briefly some of the more persistent sources of 

conflict within the alliance. 

THE POLITICAL/MILITARY DIMENSION - OR HOW BIG AND WHAT KIND OF PIE? 

NATO has held together for forty years through remarkable changes 

and often_ great· stress because the sixteen member nations have shared a 

over-arching common goal and purpose -- the need to act together to 

resist. the potential military and political threat posed by the Soviet 

2see, for example, Cooper and Zycher, op. cit., secs II and III.; 
Steinberg, James, "Rethinking the Debate on Burdensharing",Survival, 
Jan.-Feb. 1987. 
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Union and its Warsaw Pact all~es. The strength of this common resolve 

should not be underestimated: it has allowed the Alliance to overcome 

de.ep and potentially acrimonious divisions and created a climate that 

favors compromise and conciliatiori over confrontation. But this. shared 

general sense of purpose masks important divisions. While all agree 

that the Soviet military capability and international behavior require a 

common effort to maintain collective -security, there are significant 

differences on the two sides of the Atlantic (and among the European 

members) as to.the nature and the extent of the threat, and the 

appropriate means to cOunter it. 

On the whole, American policy makers and analysts have tended to 

view with greater alarm the conventional" force disparities between NATO 

and the Warsaw Pact, and have tended to place ,greater emphasis on the 

need for NATO to take steps to reduce those disparities. Although some 

Americans have argued that the European view stems fr.om lack of 

information on the nature and extent of the threat, 3 the disagreements 

in fact stem rather from differing assessments of Soviet intentions, of 

the strategic significance of disparities in forces, and the appropriate 

NATO posture to counter those disparities. 

The impact of differing assessments of Soviet intentions is 

obvious. Even large force disparities are not necessa~ily destabilizing 

if one has confidence· in the other's intentions. But even where (as in 

East-West relations) the intent is ambiguous or even hostile, the 
1 

presence of force dispari~ies per se does not necessa.rily guarantee that 

the stronger will seek to use its advantage. Although Europeans and 

Americans may all agree that at some level, disparities between East and 

3See, for example the testimony of former Assistant Secretary of 
Defense, Richard Perle, Defense Burdensharing: The Costs, Benefits, and 
Future ~f US.~liances, Committee on Armed Services, House of 
Representative, H.A.S.C. No 100-111 (1989).·, p. 86: "I believe ... that if 
a-llied officials has the same access as their American colleagues to the 
steady stream of intelligence pointing to the unrelenting buildup of 
Soviet military :Powe_r, they would react much as we- do -- with concern 
and apprehension, and possibly even money." 
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West military capabilities may be so large as to threaten Western 

security, .th!are would seem to be rather significant differences on where 

that threshold is located. 

Moreover, the nature of the threat"posed by these disparities is 

also the source of disagreement. For some, it is a threat of outright 

invasion. ·But for many in Europe (and increasingly in the US), the 

prospect of a Warsaw Pact invasion has seemed implausible for sorhe time. 

Instead, the concern is that military advantage· can be used to coerce 

the policies of Western governments in a way that would. advantage the 

Soviet Union (the "blackmail" argument_.) 

These differing assesments of the nature and type of threat feed 

into further disagreem~nts on how NATO should respond to the threat .. For 

example, a military posture that was adequate to give Western European 

nations confidence against Soviet political blackmail might not prove - ~~ 

adequate (or appropriate) to assure the defeat of an actual invasion. 

Ever since the end of the period of the "New Look" and massive 

·retaliation, the United States has pressed the European members to place 

a greater emphasis on conventional forces and conventional defence as 

the focus of alliance military_ strategy, which the US believed necessary 

to maintain the credibility of deterrence. 

Europeans, by contrast, have tended to argue that increased 

conventional-ization of NATO strategy tends to undermine deterrence by 

making war more thinkable. Only by emph~sizing the near certainty of 

·nuclear escalation can war effe~tively be deterred. This divergence of 

view. was an important fac,to_r in the French decision to withdz::aw from 

NATO'S integrated military command at the time the Alliance was adopting 

its strategy of flexible response (MC 14/3), creating perhaps the most 

profound crisis in NATO's history. 
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This difference of view has two distinct consequences for the 

burdensharing debate. First, given the high cost asso'ciated with 

maintaining adequate conventional forces for a robust conventional 

defense, the US position has led the US to push for increased defense 

spending, an argument bound to prove less than fully persuasive to 

allies who believe that strengthened conventional forces are not only 

unnecessary, but actually counterproductive.- When American political 

and military leaders accus_e their European counterparts of doing too 

little, one can almost hear Europeans mutter to themselves "perhaps yo~ 

are doing too much". Second, the disagreement exposes the most 

intractable element of burden (or "risk") sharing -:-- the costs 

associated with the failure of deterrence. The Americans' preferred 

approach, with its emphasis on direct defense, seems to many Europeans 

to increase the possibility of an unimaginably catastrophic conventional 

war fought on European territory with mainly European casualties; while 

the Europeans preference for a lower threshold seemed to Americans to 

run an unnecessarily high risk of strategic escalation that would 

threaten the American homeland. 4 

Over the past decades, NATO has "resolved" these differences in· 

perspective in a time-honored fashion: a solemn decision by NATO as an 

institution to respond to US concerns about the need for more effective 

conventional forces (and thus more spending) (LTDP and the 3% 

commitment, the Conventional Defense Initiative), and in practice only 

modest (at best) changes in Europeans' defense plans (both spending and 

composition of forces) as a result of that decision. With the prospect 

of significant reductions in the Warsaw Pact's conventional capability 

4From the American political perspective, there are two quite 
divergent ways to respond to these various di~ferences in perception. 
One is to argue that the US should reduce its own efforts to match the 
Europeans, based on the European perception of the threat -- "why should 
we care more about Western Europe than the Europeans? The alternative 
is to accept the differences and argue that higher US expenditures are 
justified precisely because the US values the product (e.g. higher 
confidence of deterrence, or higher confidence in the ability to resist 
a Warsaw Pact attack without resort to nuclear weapons) more than the 
Europeans. 
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(through unilateral ~nd negOtiated reductions) and ~· gener~l easing of 

the East-WeSt political confrontation, a whole new round of debate over 

strategy and the role of military forces is in the offing {we will turn 

to this topic in Section II). 

Differences over the nature and extent of the Soviet threat also 

have an important out-of-area dimension. During the early years of the 

Alliance, the United States (although it sought broad Western military 

involvement in Korea through the United Nations), was the most forceful 

advocate for limiting NATO's activities to Europe, out of fear that NATO 

would become embroiled in colonial wars. Over time, as the US has grown· 

to see conflict"s in the developing world as an extension of the 

East-West conflict (a view that reached its zeriith in the Reagan 

do'ctrine) American leaders have argued that the outcome of those 

conflicts· are relevant to security in _Europe, and therefore worthy of 

appropria~e, concerted NATO response". Europeans, by contrast, have been 

iilclined to try to isolate conflicts outside the. region from Europea_n 

security concerns, seeking to limit the likelihood that conflict in the 

develpping world will sPill over into conflict in Europe. 

In some cases, the European allies have been persuaded that out

of-area threats are appropriate for a more collective reponse (the mine

sweeping activities in the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, and 

coordinating responses.to terrorism). But even in these cases, there has 

been a reluctance to use NATO as the forum for the common effort, with 

many European governments favoring ad hoc arrangements or more 

"European" institutions (EC, WEU). The prospects for a growing out-. 

of-area role for NATO is discussed at greater length in the second part 

of this paper. 

Obvio"usly, the differences betweeJ!- the US and Europe on these 

issues are not absolute; nor do all Europeans share identical attitudes 

(nor do all Americans, for that matter) . What is commonly agre\)d is 

that NATO must maintain significant capability; that some significant 
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conventional forc·es are required but that conventional defense alone is 

not enough; that some contingencies outside of Europe require response 

by NATO. Nonetheless, the differences between- the U.S. and its European 

allies in this area are sufficient!~ great··tha~ they have.proved a 

persistent, underlying source of conflict over several decades. 

THE ECONOMIC DIMENSION 

The second critical element which has driven the burdensharing 

debate over NATO's history has been economic -- specifically, the 

periodically flaring trans-Atlantic economic tensions over trade and 

macro-economic policy. It is only a slight exaggeration to suggest that 

the degree of vitriol in the burdensharing debate can be mapped 

isotonically with the state of US-West European economic· relat-ions. From 

the balance of payments crises in the 1960's and early 1970's that 

spawned the Mansfield Amendments, to the over-valued dollar of .the early 

1980's followed by trade and budget deficits, economic relations have 

deeply colored debates over the fairness and adequacy of .alliance 

~embers' contribution to common security. 

Some of these difficulties are explicitly linked to the 

burdenSharing problem. To the extent that US economic difficulties are 

. linked to balance of payment problems stemming from overseas 

deployments, or budget deficits driven by increased defense spending, 

adjustments of the burden would appear to offer relief (e.g. through 

substituting European for US forward deployed troops, increased host 

nation support or compensating increases in European defense budgets to 

allow reductions in US spending) . This element is less pronounce~ than 

it once was i~ part because the U.S. current account deficit is so large 

that the direct impact of overseas defense activities on it is 

relatively unimportant and in part because Current account deficits are 

more tolerated than they once were. Nonetheless the US Congress still 

continues to push fo.i- costly "buy ~erican" provisions, such as the 

inSistence on using US coal in Europe, provisions which are justified, 

at least in part, as a means of reducing overseas purchases. 
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Another aspect of the trans-Atlantic relationship closely related 

to the burdensharing issue is defense procurement and the two-way 

street. For many years, European concern about US dominance of defense 

procurement in the Alliance was as endemic a~ US complaints about 

Europeans not contributing their fair share of defense spending. This 

dominance was manifest in the large imbalance in defense trade across 

the Atlantic, favoring the US at its height by as much as 6-7:1 (higher 

by some eStimates). However, in recent years, more concerted efforts by 

European governments to "buy European", and arrangements with US 

manufacturers to reduce the defense trade imbalanCe (eo-production, 

licensed production, offsets) have served to narrow the gap. 

Despite the improvements in trans-Atlantic defense trade, the long

term economic consequences of defense spending (especially in high 

technology research and development) remains an area of considerable 

t~nsion and mutual mistrust. When the United States first announced the -· .... 

SDI, many Europeans worried that the massive infusion of funds into key 

technologies such as sensors and data processing would seriously 

disadvantage European civilian-R&D (since Europeans feared that they 

would be shut out from sharing in the technology as a result of US 

security restrictions.) These fears not only led Europeans to try to 

find a means to participate in SDI research (through government to 

government memoranda of understanding) but also spawned a number of 

government-led European efforts on both the civilian side (the most 

prominent being EUREKA) and more rec~ently, the military side (EUCLID, 

the European Cooperative Long-Term Initiative for Defense sponsored by 

the IEPG) to counter the perceived US advantage. 5 From the US 

perspective, the growing European interest in maintaining the European 

defense industrial base has led to a concern that the US would be shut 

out of the European defense market, a worry fed by incidents such as the 

cold reaction to the Secretary Weinberger's suggestion for American 

participation in EFA (although, of course, the US offer did not include 

an offer to actually purchase any of the aircraft!) 

5 (Ironically, US scepticism concerning the economic value of 
military-induced r&d has increased in recent years. 
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Other aspects of economic friction (such as ~isputes over trade 

barriers and macro-economic policy) are only tangent~ally related to the 

security relationship, thoug~ acrimony engendered in the economic domain 

tends to spill over into the security relationship, as Americans (who 

sometimes seenl to view the us· commitment to Europe as a favor to 

Europeans) are tempted to retaliate in the security domain. for fel.t 

insults in the economic relationship. Periodic trade disputes {such as 

the recent Controversy over EC limits on imports of AmericaiJ. beef with 

growth ho~mones) have ultimately been resolved reasonably amicably,. 

Whether this coriflict will become more or less manageable· aS Europe 

moves toward completing the internal market as part of "1992" is 

·discussed in the next part of this paper. 
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II. THE DEBATE TRANSFORMED 

In the first part of this paper we argued that the NATO-wide 

consensus in support of_ a collective response to the. Warsaw Pact's 

military threat has been.a powerful unifying factor that has tended to 

modulate otherwise divisive forces within the Alliance. Recent events 

(including a general warming of East-West relations, political cpanges 

in Eastern Europe, unilateral Soviet force reductions and the prospects 

for a conventional arms control agreement) have served to reduce the 

threat .. Coupled. with the growing momentum behirid European integration 

symbolized by "1992" '· it is no longer farfetched to envision a time when 

the political landscape of Europe will be radically altered from its 

Cold War contours. Will these changes bring new harmony to NATO or will 

they tend to unleash conflicts which until now have been muted by the . 

need to maintain consensus in the face of a common, heavily· armed 

adversary? In this second section, we explore the impact of these 

·recent and impending events on NATO and "the burdensharing debate. 

The Po1itica1-Mi1itary Dimension 

The past year has witnessed an-enormous acceleration in the process 

of conventional force reductions in Europe. After a decade and a half of 

stalemate in MBFR, the Soviet Union has not only accepted in principle 

asymmetric reductions leading to parity_in forces and effective 

verification, but has moved concretely through unilateral force 

reductions a_nd more forthcoming negotiating positions to demonstrate its 

interest in reaching an agreement. Indeed, although a final agreement 

has not yet be-en _reached a·nd important issues remain, many in Europe and 

the US are already beginning to discuss the objectives of a second round 

of conventional arms negotiations (CFE-II), leading to reductions of as 

much as 50%. 
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At first blush, it would seem that reductions in WP forces (either 

unilatera~ly or as a result of arms control) would take some of the 

steam out of the burdensharing problem. Whatever the proper level of 

defense effort by the West, it must surely be the case that less is 

required if the adversary has less -- although how much will likely be 

subject to dispute.· As Soviet forces are reduced, the burdensharing 

argument is likely to be transformed from who should do how much more, 

to who will reap the benefit of having to do less. 

This could prove very important in the current fiscal climate, 

since for many of the NATO allies, there appears to be a significant gap 

between the planned military program and likely available resources. CFE 

will, to some extent, allow nations to reduce their defense program. But 

the political dynamic set in motion by CFE may also lead governments to 

cut their defense spending in light of improved East-West relations and 

the gap between plans and realities would remain - or even be 

exacerbated, if lower requirements drive up unit costs. 

Reductions may well trigger a whole new set of burdensharing 

controversies. At a minimum, NATO will need to sort out how to allocate 

the reductions mandated by CFE. There is evidence that some NATO 

members, anticipating t~e outcome of the negotiations, have already 

begun to reduce their planned procurement of equipment likely to be 

constrained by CFE, thereby hoping to pocket for themselves some of the 

economic benefit of CFE. Different formulae for distribut·ing the cuts 

(equal percentages, oldest equipment first, perhaps followed by 

cascading) will lead to different distributions of costs and benefits. 

Up till now, NATO has been quiet on the subject of allocating 

potential CFE cuts, perhaps out of fear of reopening divisions that have 

been carefully smoothed over in the process of hammering out NATO's 

negotiating position.in Vienna. But sooner or later these issues will 

arise as national and NATO planners try to grapple with s_tructuring 

their force requirements for the coming decade. 
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·A similar problem is likely to arise for manpower (particularly if 

CFE leads to alliance-wide limits on stationed forces, as pioposed by 

the USSR, as opposed to limits only on US and Soviet forces, as 

suggested by NATO) . Demographic and cost constraints have put pressure 

on NATO governments to reduce manpower (especially active duty forces); 

governments will prefer to use CFE limits to justify manpower reductions 

rather than admit publicly (and to each other) their unwillingness to 

bear the political and economic costs of retaining current force 

structure. The manpower dimension may prove particularly important for 

the US, where the size of US forces in Europe has been the perennial 

focus of burdensharing arguments. Politicians in Washington will watch 

closely to see whether CFE results in a significant cut in US forces in 

Europe (the 30,000 proposed by President Bush is likely to be seen as 

the minimum acceptable cut); if the reductions generated by CFE appear 

insufficiently large, . there may be growing pressure for further, 

unilateral cuts, even if a second round of CFE is in the offing. 

On a more fundamental level there is a distinct possiblity that 

disagreemerlts between the US and Europe on strategy and force postl:lre 

will simply be replicated, albeit at a somewhat lower level of forces. 

The course of curre~t CFE negotiations holds out the prospect of 

establishing something resembling parity at approximately the current 

NATO force level. For those who believe, however, that the existing 

balance ·is reasonably stable (notwithstanding Warsaw Pact superiority in 

the "bean count") there is a cogent argument that NATO should be willing 

to· tolerate· similar stable asymmetries at lower level of forces 

(particulariy as the political climate between East and West becomes 

less hostile). This would provide a rationale for unilateral Western 

force reductions in response to CFE. Indeed, there is a danger that the 

level of force reductions (and associated budget savings) from CFE may 

be insufficient to meet the domestic political expectations awakened by 

recent events in Eastern Europe and the prospect of a CFE agreement. If 

for example (as noted above), CFE results in only modest reductions in 

US troop strength in Europe, the political energy in the US Congress in 
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support of additional, unilateral withrdrawals may increase. The same 

may prove true if CFE does not appear to produce sigriificant defense 

budget savings for NATO members. Of.course, as recent events have made 

clear, ·there is also a reasonable prospect that the Soviet Union and/or 

its Warsaw Pact allies will make their own unilateral cuts post-CFE, 

putting further pressure on NATO governments to show tangible benefits 

from the changing military balance in Europe. 

,These disagreements could extend not simply to the quantity of 

forces, but also to the mix of forces, as reductions begin to challenge 

NATO'S operational strategy. For example, as US forward-troops are 

reduced as part of C_FE, the question will arise as to whether NATO will 

still need to maintain the requirement of 10 US divisiqns in 10 days (or 

at least some improved strategic lift to return US troops to the 

European theater). If so, there will be new costs associated with. 

providing the ·necessary capability -- along with the inevitable question -·· 

-- who pays? The rec~nt NATO arrangements for helping to finance the 

relocation of the 401st Tactical Figher Wing from Spain to Italy -- and 

the current controv.ersy in the US Congress over footing the American 

share of the bill -- shows how complex the burdensharing dimensions of 

redeployment in light of CFE are likely to be. Similar issues will arise 

for other aspects of infrastructure (ports and landing facilities, air 

bases, l·ogistics). In addition, mo.st analyst~ believe that lower force 

levels will require new emphasis·on aspects o~ NATO operations such as 

mobility and improved c3r -- imposing new costs even as quantities of 

CFE-constrained equipment decline. Finally, at some level of force 

r.eductions, the credibility of forward defense (at least as curz::erttly 

underStood) itself will become an issue, and a new debate on strategy 

(with associated.burden all?cation issues) will emerge. 

CFE-1 by its nature means fewer troops and certain categories of 

equipment (at least within the Atlantic to Urals region) but not 

necessarily lower defense expenditures. In addition to the compensating 

costs that NATO nations might incur in order to maintain the credibility 
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of NATO strategy·at reduced force levels, several nations will continue 

to maintain-significant financial commitments for out-of-area and force 

projection actitivies and for strategic nuclear forces (France, for 

example spends around 30% of its military equipment budget on nuclear 

forces) . 1 

Finally, successful conclusion of conventional force negotiations 

is certain to re-raise the thorny problem of theater nuclear weapons -

which ones and where. Although the complex issues of TNF are beyond. the 

scope of this paper, it is important to keep in mind the important 

burdensharing dimension of theater nuclear weapons. For the United 

States, it has been particularly important that European allies share 

the political burden of flexible response. through their willingness to 

accept basing of nuclear·weapons. For Europeans (especially West 

Germany·). there is a keen <;lesire to avoid "singularity" {basing in just 

one country). These concerns shaped the exact n.ature and scope of the 

INF deployment decision in 1979 and will play an important part in 

future decisions corlcerning TN.F modernization and unilateral or 

negotiated TNF reductions. 

Ulti~ately, conventional and theater nuclear force reductions will 

go to the very heart of the trans-Atlantic.burdensharing debate-

namely, the role of the United States in Europe. Although the presence 

of US f~rces in Europe (and the extension of the nuclear umbrella that 

has been associated with them), are not the only elements of the US 

."contributionn to European security, they are the most-~isible, and most 

specifically identified with the US role in burdensharing terms. As 

forces come down on both sides, both Americans and European will need to 

address whether, and in what form the US should remain. Must the US 

maintain sizeable forces in Europe? Can the US (or should it) revert to 

its pre-WW II posture as Western Europe's strategic reserve? Is extended 

deterrence credible without US troops actually present in theater? Is a 

1 See Fontanel, Jacques. "Defence Costs and Budgeting in _France" in 
Raper, Boyer, Lell.ouche, eds. UK-French Defence Cooperation RIIA 1989 p. 
109 
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US military presence required to act as counterweight to the Soviet 

Union even in a post-Cold War era? What role does the US have to play 

in maintaining a stable Europe where the potential for conflict comes 

not primarily from the East-West fault line, but from national or ethnic 

divisions? Does a continued, albeit dramatically reduced US presence 

contribute to maintaining the broader range of trans-Atlantic ties? Who 

benefits from the US continuing to play any of these roles? and, of 

course, who should bear what costs? These questions, and many others, 

will not prove easy to answer in part because of the inherent gee

strategic differences beteween the.Soviet Union's position aS a 

continental power in Europe and the United States' more remote position 

across the Atlantic .. 

BROADENING THE AGENDA 

If (and as) the military threat from the East recedes, NATO will 

inevitably be drawn into a debate over its own future. More 

specifically, what role(s) might NATO usefully play to supplement what 

is now its dominant function, namely a complex defensive military 

alliance? How will the broadening ~f NATO's agenda affect intra-Alliance 

relations, particularly with respect, to burdensharing? 

A number of emerging issues already surface to a greater or lesser 

degree within NATO councils. They include 

• non-European ( 11 o':lt-of-area 11
) threats to·European (or Western') 

security such as the Persian Gulf, the Middle East and 

terrorism; 

• the political and economic dimensions of East·-west relations 

(which may expand to include issues such as economic and 

technical assistance to the Eastern European members of the 

Warsaw Pact; the creation of new. security institutions in 

Europe); 
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coordi~ation Of economic and development assistance to 

developing nations (North-South issues); 

• common non-military threats (environment, health, etc.) 

• West-West economic issues 

Of course, many of these issues are currently being addressed in 

other fora, ranging from the EC to CSCE to the Group of Seven. It is 

unclear how suitable a forum NATO will prove for these t'Opics, but the 

very success of NATO to date suggests that its members will not 

cavalierly abandon it, even if, in the futu~e, the need for close 

coordination of military forces in Europe diminishes. But the addition 

of new objectives to the NATO agenda (or increased attention to existing 

but secondary issues) will in itself create new sources of controversy. 

It may be useful to compare this phase of NATO's development with the 

mid-1960's, when the Harmel report revitalized the Alliance by 

redefining NATO'S mission; but in turn added added new and often 

controversial issties, such as arms control', to NATO debates. Moreover, 

to the extent that any of these issues involve financial contribution 

from members, the same basic issue of appropr~ate or "fair" shares will 

remain, with the po_sSibility that one or members of the Alliance would 

"opt out" (at least on individual issues or roles) becoming increasingly 

more likely as the NATO agenda broadens to include issues less closely 

connected with the military dimension of national security. 

1992 AND ALL THAT 

If in fact the military dimension of the trans-Atlantic 

relationship becomes less central as result of a ~iminished threat, it 

seems likely that economic issues will become even more important in 

shaping intra-Alliance relations. We have seen that in the past, 

tensions along ,the economic dimension have fue.led the burdensharing 

debate -- how are the broad forces now at work re-shaping Europe likely 

to affect burdensharing iSsues in the future? 
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CFE per se should have only a limited impact in this area. On the 

positive side, improved East-West relations are likely ·to dampen 

disagreements between the US and Western Europe over East-West trade and 

technology transfer to the East. Assuming current trends in Eastern 

Europe and the Soviet Union continue, it seems likely that the US will 

modify its rather hard line stance on both technology and credits to 

members of the Warsaw Pact (although at present the disagreements 

between the US and its European allies remain pronounced.) 

There is, however, considerable potential for new friction.in the 

area of weapons procurement in the post-CFE world. ·Reduced overall 

procurement requirements may lead to intensified competition between 

manufacturers for pieces of the smaller pie -- and a desire on the part 

of governments to maintain their industrial base (and employment) by 

supporting national procurement. This trend will be mitigated by the 

growing importance of proquction efficiency as procurement quantities 

are reduced·and budgets decline, since the need for greater efficiency· 

will lead to further consolidation of the defense industry and at least 

the potential for more trans-national cooperation. From the American 

perspective, a critical question is whether the focus of cooperative 

efforts is intra-European or whether it will extend to include US firms. 

For Europeans, conversely, the concern will be whether a declining US 

manufacturing base leads to even greater US political pressure to "buy 

American". 

Completing the market 

To some extent, the answer to these queStions may be influenced by 

the two sides' perceptions of the trans-Atlantic ramifications of 

"1992". To the extent that Americans view "1992" as the construction of 

Fortress Europe, retaliatory measures, both in defense and non-defense 

sectors, are likely; while a more open, but unified European market 

could soothe buy-domestic pressures. In general, Americans' initial 

apprehensions about the course and intent of "1992" have begun to ease, 
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but the prospect for trans-Atlantic conflict remains considerable. So 

long as the us continues to run large trade deficits, Americans will be 

highly sensitive to perceived urifair trade barriers, whether or not they 

are in fact the principal cause of those deficits. 

Although defense procurement is excluded from the 1992 mandate, the 

close association between defense and other high tech sectors that fall 

within 1992 means that there will almost certainly be a spillover into 

the defense sector. And the movement toward greater European 

consolidation is already well underway --Thomson/Philips; MBB-Daimler; 

GEC-Plessy-Siemens; the list expands virtually eac~ -month. These moVes 

enhance the ·competitiveness of European indus~ry vis a vis the US, but 

could also result in the further exclusion·of the US from European 

markets. Over the last decade, the imbalance (in the US favor) in.the 

two way street has-been reduced considerably (and in some cases 

eliminated); it is hard to imagine that Europeans would allow the 

situation to deteriote .seriously, while American concerns about 

dependence on foreign sources are again on the rise. 2 The growing 

disarray in NATO/CNAD sponsored trans-Atlantic cooperative procurement 

projects (NFR 90, MSOW, ASRAAM) is not encouraging. 

Deepening and Broadening the Community 

The impac:t of "1992" on intra-West European and trans-Atlailtic 

relations is not limited to the economic sphere. The Single European Act 

not only gave new impetus to completing the internal market, but also 

revived the effort toward greater political integration. Movement in 

this direction would affect trans-Atlantic relations in a number of 

2"The trend [toward increasii1g purchase of military parts and 
components from overseas] is intensifying concerns among Government and 
private analysts about the competitiveness of American weapons 
technology and the nation's ability to meet its military needs in 
wartime. And it has bro.ught growing objections from companies, 
politicians and workers about the loss of American jobs and profits." 
Stevenson, Richard "Foreign Role Rises in Militaiy Goods", The Ne~ York 
Times, Oct 23, 1989 p.l. 
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dimensions. For example, the movement toward cuirency union holds out 

the prospect of much closer macro-economic policy coordination within 

Europe that could prove even a more formidable interlocutor for the US 

than t·he already significant role played by German macro-economic 

policy. 

on the political side, enhancement of European Political 

Cooperation, and an emerging EC role in shaping political relations with 

Eastern Europe could lead the EC to become a competing (parallel if not 

rival) institution with NATO in the area of European security and 

foreign policy. Although the US has welcomed some enlargement of the EC 

role (as, for example, with respect to economic aid to Poland and 

Hungary)_, there is a serious, if latent potential for the two to 

diverge. All of these factors play into the long-standing dilemma 

does a stronger, more united Europe mean an effective European pillar 

within a thriving trans-Atlantic alliance? Or do they lead to a Europe 

more inclined to act independently from (and potentially at odds with) 

the United States? And to what extent will the trans-Atlantic dialogue 

of the twentY-first century consist of a bilateral discussion between 

the US and the EC, versus the multilateral forum of NATO? 

To some extent the. answer to these questions will depend on the 

course followed by the EC. To the extent that the focus of the EC's 

growth is on "deepening" ties among the Twelve, the more likely that the 

EC will take on a security dimension. To the extent that "broadening" 

occurs to increas.e the diversity of security interests within th~ 

Community (through the extension of membership to neutrals a·nd even 

members of the Warsaw Pact) the more important the "Western" dimension 

of NATO will remain. And all of this depends to some degree. on the 

evolution of other security related institutions, including the WEU and 

the CSCE. Multiple geometries seem the likely future, with considerable 

overlap and uncertainty over the defining roles of each institution. 
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III. THE SOUTHERN REGION 

Up till now, we have discuss.ed broad trends in Alliance pOlitical 

and economic relations in very general terms. But the impact of these 

forces is likely to vary for different members of the Alliance, and the 

final part of this paper we turn to consider some of the specific 

consequences for the Southern Region members of NATO. We hope that our 

·colleagues from the. Southern region can help us in furthering our own 

understanding-of how these forces are likely to affect this important 

component of the Alliance. 

In this section, we will consider in turn how force reduct~oris, 

broadening the NATO agenda, and economic integration of Europe may 

affect the Southern Region. 

CFE AND THE POLITICAL/MILITARY IMPACT ON THE SOUTHERN REGION 

CFE seems certain to have a differential impact on the .Southern 

region, one that may well enhance the importance of an area.that too 

often in NATO thinking and planning has been relegated to the status of 

a 11 flank" to the! main Central Region confrontation. If, as seems likely, 

force! reductions are structured around zones, the principal· reductiOns 

will come in the Central region, with lesser cuts in the rest of Europe, 

and even the possibility of some redeployment of forces from the Central 

region to other parts of NATO. Moreover, because naval ·forces, which are 

excluded from the current CFE "negotiations, make up such aJ?, important 

componerit of Southern reg"ion forces, the impact of the reductions will 

not be as a great, and indeed, the role of the Southern regions' naval· 

forces could be enhanced as NATO strategy is revised in light of CFE. 

This potential "les~ei:-" impact on Southern region is a double

edged sword -- potentially an increased role for Southern region 

nations, but at the same time, the prospect that there will be fewer 

_ .... 
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opportunities for reductions in defense spending by allies in this area. 

Of course, this will depend to some extent on specific NATO decisions 

(for example, in the case of Italy, the future of the redeployment of 

the 40lst air wing at Crotone post CFE), particularly as to the method 

of allocating reductions. SHAPE now is assessing a plan for "cascading" 

NATO equipment in response to CFE (to assure that the most obsolete 

equipment in NATO is reduced) . This could enhance the modernization of 

some of the older forces in the region (such as Turkey and Port~gal) 1 

but could place new burdens on 'those nations associated with operating 

the equipment. Although the outcOme of these issues is very uncertain, 

they are likely to raise important burdensharing issues, with respect 

both to roles and to costs. 

Over_the past several years, a number of the countries in the 

region have demonstrated very concret~ly their commitment to NATO and 

the importance they attach to maintaining a seat at NATO'S table. The -T 

Italian decision to accept basing of GLCM, and subsequently the 

redeployment of the 401st Tactical Fighter Wing, is a clear indication 

of the importance Italy's leadership places ·on demonstrating its 

willingness to shoulder important aspects (financial and non-financial) 

of the NATO burden. In Spain, despite the acrimony surrounding the 

renegotiating of the basing agreement with the US, Felipe Gonz_alez' 

strong support during the referendum_ on Spanish membership in NATO 

(notable in light of the PS prior opposition) was critical, and 

1see, for example the remarks of Portugal's Secretary of State for 
Defense, Eugenic Ramos: "It:istead of destroying ~ilitary equipment to 
meet the ceilings, the more modern countries' most sophisticated 
weaponry could be move to countries such as Portugal, whose Armed Forces 
are being modernized and which could in turn destroy their oldest 
weapons . .,. Diario de Noticias 14 Oct 1989· (reprinted in FBIS. West Europe, 
FBIS-WEU-89-203 23 Oct 1989 p,16). See also Istanbul Milliyet 10 oct 89 
(FBIS-WEU 89-198, 16.0ct 1989 p. 27) :"Now Turkey is making a new 
proposal to NATO: 'For us, a significant portion of the weapons you will 
destroy is new. We are spending millions of dollars to modernize our 
Army. Instead of destroying thse weapons, donate them to us or sell them 
cheaply' ..... This proposal, which originated in the General Staff,_ will 
gain Turkey billions of lira.n 
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ref-lected an awareness that full participation in "Europe 11 included 

assuming the burderis (again, fi~ancial and political) associated with 

membership in NATO. And ctespite the political "burdens" associated with 

NATO membership for Greece (e.g. association with a nuclear strategy 

whi'ch is contrary to national· policy and conflict over the role of US 

bases) and its endemic conflicts with Turkey (w~ich has once again led 

to their vetoes of each others' NATO force goals), and Turkey' own 

grievances with itthe West· .(delay in acting on Turkey's EC application, 

US statements concerning the "A~menian genocide"), neither Greece nor 

Turkey seems likely to contemplate leaving the Alliance in.the 

foreseeable future. 

NATO'S EXPANDED AGENDA AND ITS IMPACT ON THE SOUTHERN REGION 

A broadening of NATO's agenda, if it occurs·along the lines 

discussed in part II is likely to enhance the importance Of the Southern 

region within NATO. To a considerable extent, this is due to the special 

relationships between Southern region members of NATO and potential 

sources of instability that could affect Western Europe in the poSt

Cold War .era. It·aly and Yugoslavia, Greece and the Balkans, TurkeY and 

the Arab World, Spain_ and the Mahgreb, Portugal ·and Africa, France and 

her ~ormer ·colonies -- the range of contacts and influ_ence are broad and 

potentially critica~ if NATO'S attention turns more and more to these 

potential hotspots. 

The recent meeting in Budapest of deputy prime ministers and 

foreign ministers of Italy, Hungary, Austria and Yugoslavia is an 

indication .of the kind of role that southern region countries might play 

in a Europe where problems, sources of instability and solutions are no 

longer seen primarily through an East-West prism. As Italian Foreign 

Minister Gianni de Michelis wrote: "It is in every'?ne' s int_erest to find 

ways to contain the centrifugal forces of disorder in Central Europe. 

The region must become a place of economic, social and cultUral 
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cohesion .... And Italy has a special role to play-- a contribution to 

make in staBilizing a part of Europe that politically _has been called 

the East, that geographically is in the center but culturally is part of 

the west. " 2 De Michelis made a special point of noting "[s] ignificantly,· 

Italy's European Community and NATO partners have encourag~d Italy to 

proceed" with the Budapest meeting. 

How these relationships will evolve within NATO also remains 

uncertain. In the past, Southern region members have become 

increasingly reluctant to assist the United States in conducting 

military activities out-of-area. But if NATO itself becomes the auspices 

under Which such activities are undertaken, there may well be a gr~ater 

willingness to play a role. And certainly in the.non-military realm 

(such as· assistance to the developing world) the special relationships 

such as Spain with Latin America could prove vital. 

The future of US bases in the Southern region is closely tied to 

the evolution of attitudes in NATO toward out-of~area activities. The 

bases are an important element in the burdensharing calculation for the 

·region, because. base payments are an important source of financial 

assiStance to a number of countries in the region, and the economic 

activity generated by the bases is important to local economies. As 

East-West tens·ions ease, and force Cuts are implemented, the continued 

utility of the base may depend on the extent to which they are available 

for out of area contingencies. If countries in_ the region continue to 

impose greater and greater restrictions on permissable activities, the 

high cost of maintaining the bases (as well as the political conflict 

that often goes hand in hand with over~eas basing) may lead the US to 

scale back or even abandon some of the bases in the region .. This is turn 

could affect the level of security assistance provided by the United 

States to count.ries such as Greece. and Turkey. 

2Gianni de Michelis, "A Hasburg 'Reunion'", The New York Times_, 
November, 10, 1989 p. Al9. 
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THE ECONOMIC DIMENSION 

The ·expansion of the EC to include Spain and Portugal, and the 

movement t'oward a more complete ·market, has significantlY inc-reased the 

importance of the Southern Region in the new European thinking. Although 

there is much discussion of the economic power of the Federal Republic 

of Germany, Italy .'s recent economic perfornance has been even more 

impressive, and Spain's and Portugal's economic growth seems likely to 

be give a particularly sharp impetus by the disciplines of "1992." And 

Italy is alsq increasingly playing a important role in the intra

European cooperation in defense procurement, .a process likely to 

accelerate in the post "1992" world. 

Conversely, the future of Turkey's application for EC meinbership is 

likely to have a profound impact on Turkey's role in Europe, not only 

from the perspective of the. prospects of Turkish economic modernization, 

but also in the political sphere, as the EC takes on a broader range of 

functions as a result of the Single European Act. There appears to be a 

growing fear in Turkey that the movement to expand the "Europeann' 

membership of the EC {beginning with Austria) could come at the expense 

of Turkey's application: Up till now, EC membership· has been seen by 

some as an appropriate "reward" for Turkey's loyal membership in NAT0. 3 

If Turkey's importance as the southeastern anchor of NATO is seen to be 

in decline as result of improved East~West relations, Turkey's EC 

prospects may suffer; conversely, if Turkey is viewed as an increasingly 

important democratic bridge to the Middle East and Moslem world, the 

likelihood that its application will be approved will be enhanced. 

3see, e.g. Dr. Haluk Ulrnan, "Turkey Is Now Isolated" IStanbul 
Gunaydin 5 Oct 1989 (FBIS-WEU-89-194, 10 Oct 89 p. 26): "Those 
formulating Turkey's foreign policy .... could tell their Western 
friends, 'Our position within our joint defense system is very 
important, therefore you have to support· us. Otherwise .-... 'It is clear 
that as long as the winds of the 'Cold War' were blowing, this was a 
Strong trump card." 
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The EC's growing interest in Eastern Europe could have important 

consequenceS fOr Community's poorer members, such as Greece and 

Portugal. As th~ level of economic assistance· to Eastern Europe is 

increased, the funds available for development assistance to the 

existing members may dec~ine. The economic cost of assiSting.Eastern 

Europe could also affe~t· the Comm~nity's willingness to inclu4e Turkey; 

since the successful incorporation of Turkey into the Community could 

require· economic aid at least on the scale of that made available t9 

Portugal and Greece. 
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CONCLUSION 

Iri this papt?r, w·e have surveyed a number of the 'possible implications of 

changes in East-West and West-West relations and their impact on the 

burdensharing debate. It is important to keep in mind that some of these 

factO_rs are likely to come into play in the relatively "short run -- e.g. 

allocating the reductions.in forces among Allies; while others-- the 

emergence of the EC as an alternative security forum to NATO -- are more 

long range and speculative. 

It is worth noting that those who have predicted doom for_ NATO to 

date have been wrong. At the same time, the current pace of change· both 

in the East and in· Western Europe seems to guarantee that the security 

landscape in Europe will look very different ten years from-now and 

consequently NATO's future role is more uncertain. 

We hope that this dis.cussion will help stimulate further research into 

areas that are likely to be affected by this changed security landscape, 

particularly as it affects the Southern region.· Analysts both in the US 

and Europe have a real opportunity to help inform the debate during this 

time of great fluidity in the future of trans-Atlantic relations. 
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SOVIBT PBRSPBCTIVBS ON THB WBSTBRN ALLIANC:B: THB PLAC:B OF THH 
MBDlTBJlRANBAN 

1 

This paper provide• an overall assess.me11t or how lhe Soviet analy1.e and understand 

how to deal with the Western Alliance, with special eaaphaai& on the Mediterranean element or 
the Alliance. I The: rirst &eetlon examiDca general Soviet perspectives oa lhe evolution olthc: 

Western Alliaace. The second examiaes tbe impact of these perspectives on the Soviet 

approach to military strategy ill the European !beater. The third section. identifies the range 

of elemcnl5 in what I call the Gorbachc:v 'mutation' of the fundamental Soviet approach. The 

final sectiou details tbe place of the Mcditerraucan Alliance member states in the general 

Soviet approach to the Alli.aJlcc ud in the Gorbacbev 'mutation. • 

/, Genttrlll Soviell'ersputives on the Alli1111U 

'Atlanticism,' in the Soviet view, has allowed the United States to exercise 

considerable innuence over political and economic development& within Western Europe.2 

Prom the Soviet perspective, an Atlanticized Europe is one in which American definitions of 

Western security needs dominate Westetll Europe's security latere•ts and politicill and 

ecottomic rclatiuuahips with the Soviet Union. Such an Atlanticized Europe was able to exist 

only under lhc spc:citie conditioas m Americaa predominaace over Western Burupe that 

existed in lhe late: 19401 and early 19.SOS. 

This type of Atllllticism bas been seriously undercut by the cban1in1 balance of power 

(or,ln Soviet termiilology,lhc 'shift in the correlation of forces') between the United States 

and Westc:ra Europe.. The arowlh of West Buropeaa economic power h_as led to lhe 

emergence of the West Europe.n 'power ccntcr' in lhc capitalist world, a power ccntcr that 

has exercised growiaa assertiveacaa and even indc:pcodencc from the Uaited States. 

I Tbis paper rtrlerta lbe ua••eatdcvelopcdla Rol>l>la Leird aad s .. aa Ctart, no S..lot Ualoa aad lh 
WaataraAJIIaa .. (lloetoa: Ulhrio·HJmaa.I9t9). . 

2 l'or culler ttCiliDCBIA bj lite eutllior ot the aeaeial Soriet apptottll to tile AUiaaee aee the followina: .,... 
SclcaUflc·TccllaoloaJcaiR-I•tlea• ••• S..iot Perelp PoiiCJ (New York: Peraamoa r ... u, 1982) 
(eonlbor l!llk llolrmaaa) oad fte s-lot Uaioa, t•o WNI ... Nact .. r Araa (New Yon: New Yurk 
Ualvcnl'J Prcu,l916). · · 

QUEST.A PUBBLICAZ:ONE E Dl PROPRIETA 
DELl'ISTITUTO AFFARI INfERNAZIONAU . 
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The resurgence oC the Weot European power eenter has occurred most dramatically in 

the political-economic realm. Economically, Western Europe has become a serious economic 

competitor as well as collaborator with the Uaited States. West European scientific and 

technological capability is a ugnificaat factor in European economic development and 

provides the baai• for sianificaat progress in Clltling edge lndustric• as well. The West 

Europeans have become maji>r players la trade and capital transfer relations with the Third 

World, ia maay ways evea more diveuified thaa U .S. cc011omlc relations with the Third 

World. Politically,lhe West Europeans have collaborated to aa uapreccdented extent in the 

crcatioa aad development ol intra-Europeaa economic relation&. Strong Soviet skepticism 

about the EuroJ>Cllll &onomlc Community (EEC) has slowly given way to recognition ollhe 

significance ol trans·aational European cooperation as well. Notably, the Soviets are paying 

incrcauag attention to the process ol economic transformatiOII ol European markets 

associated with the 1992 target dale for elimlaating the remainin1 economic barriers ia tbe 

Common Market. 

The emergence of tbe West European power center has led to in~reaslna asscrtiveaess 

withia West-West military·seeurity relatio11s as well. The West Europcus have iPcrcased the 

scope ud extcat cl intra-Europcan security coopc:ratioa, most noticeably in armaments 

development and product loP. Cooperation haa occurred among the major players in European 

security (e.g., Franco-German cooperati011) in attempts to iacrease Europe's weight in 

Alliance policy. This weight is manifested in the dcvelopDlent of the West Europeans' own 

policies and relations toward Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. The West Europeans 

deploy the bulk cl NATO'a peacetime conventional foreea i11 the European !heater and a 

aignificant component of NATO's European tbeater-based nuclear forcca. 'The European 

nuclear powers •• Britain and Praacc •• are undergoing a sipificaat modernization of their 

r orces and the Soviet a have been paying increasiag atteadoa to those forcea. 

Nonetheleu, the Wcat European effort to shift mllitary-sccurity relations with the 

Uaited Statea in their favor ialimited by the fact that We&tern Europo Is only a "quasi" power 
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ccntcr ia military relations. The United States continues to pouesa by far and away the moll 

significant nuclear component ol. Alliance forces. The United States continues io be the 

criticMI re•erve ol. the Alliance, which is vital to the reinr orcemeau o1. NATO' a f urcc• in times 

or crisis. The United States possc.sses the Weal'• major out-of-area military capability (only 

France and Britain remain key playc:ra with Italy playing a growing role). 11 is simply not the 

case that West Europeans believe they can go it alone. Rather, they seek to define more . . 

effectively what is in their interest to do both within Europe and within the: U.S.-Europcan 

relationship. 

In other words, a major shift has occurred within the Alliance. Although America 

remain• the most significant military power, the West European powers have an increasingly 

critical role in the evolution oi..Western security policy. America may Initiate, but Europe can 

veto change& in Western policy. la this Cl>llllectioa, the West European economic and p<>litical 

development is a critical determinant in what the West can do militarily. 

Soviet analysts ellpress ·c:oncera, however, that a stronger Western Europe, more 

independent and more capable ol. defending itself, might well be emc:rafng. The Soviets hope 

to promote, or at least. contribute to, a crisis or statecraft In the West aad thereby impede the 

developmcat ol. 1 more •mature• partnership between Western Europe and the United Stales. 

They arc especially conccraed to impede the emergence ol. a better divisioa or labor bctweea 

Western Europe and the Ualted States ia the security area, a division that would allow the: 

Amerinns to co.Crontthe Soviet Union more effectively botll within a ad outside Europe. 

Espeeially significant to Soviet peacetime strategy toward tile AUiaacc has been the 

need to lallu~~~~ee the .shape and direction rl. Weal European foreign policy as the West 

5truggle• to defloe Its policy in East-West relations. The increasc.d assertiveness ol. Western 

Europe haa provided the Soviets with opportlinltlea to undercut American i.Ciuence in 

Western Europe and to try to hinder the developmoat ol. varloas kinds rl. Western 

relationships (c.J., the atrcnglheaing rl. lbe Bona·Paris relationship) which the Soviets rind 

damaaina to their latereau. 
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In addition, a basic challeage for the Soviets is to manage as succc .. rully as. po&aible 

the •mediated nature:• ol their relatioaohip with Wcstera Europe. The Soviet-West European 

relationship is shaped la part by the attempt to influence one aaother's allies. The Soviet 

llniuo has made a $igaificaat effort to influence American policy toward the Soviet Union aad 

to limit American foreign policy capabilities by aucmpliag tu shape West European foreign 

policy bchavior. The West E.uropea.i powers, in tum, have made a sigaificant effort to shape 

Soviet forcip policy bchavior by Increasing West European tics with E.astem Europe. The 

Wcot Europeans have used trade and various forms cl commercial rclatioas as a key means to 

expand their inOucnce la the Eastern bloc.3 

Also, S<Wiet asse&amenta cl the evolutioa cl sceu.rity policy ia the key West European 

countries rellects a lteea awareness cl the shifting •cnrrelatioa cl forces• ia Wc&lera 

relationships a ad the increasingly assertive role cl Western Europe within the Alliance. These · 

assessments uudersc:ore the uece&aity !or craCtina a more effective policy toward Westera 

Europe: both to influence the ladependent evolutioa cl Western Europe and to shape 

American optio11o aad opportu11ities. 

1/. Tlt•ltliliter;y Strellgy Dim•ruion 

The Soviet approach to the AUia11ce allempta to combille a political-military and 

military-technical atralc:fiY. The political military strategy revolves aro11nd an anti-coalition 

approach. The military-technical policy emphasizes the need to be able to prevail if war comes 

in Europe through the use ~ conventional forces and the threat cl immediate escalation la 

the event cl auclcer use by NAT0.4 The political-military .rrategy underscores the salience 

cl the: pollticalaapects cl military competition with the Welt a11d the need to better leverage 

the Allia11ce ia timea cl eriais and war. 

Marsllal Akhromeyov's formulatioa cl the impacl cl coalitioaal strategy is to argue 

for the importaiiCe cl the leuoas cl World War ll for Soviet poliey today. 'The mala le .. on ol 

) Seolhc ehoptor 11)' Cloarlea OaU lal.alrd aod Clort, Tile S.let U•'- ... thew ...... Allla• ... 
• Sec tile chap&cr bJ Pelenc• ••d TtuloP la Lai141 aad Cllrk. edl., ne la.i•t Vai011 ••• llllc Wetlera 

Alii-. Aloo MC t~e -•Krlpt 11)' Jobo YurerUo, Tile -• Ua'-... llllltarJ Ctlaio. 
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, World War 11, namely that war must be combated before it has begun therefore as•umes 

special topicality today. Historical experience indicates that joint, concerted, and vi11orous 

acliou oa the part of all peacc-lovin& forces against the agressive actions of imperialism is 

necessary in order to defend peace."S 

Central to Sovietthinkias is the need to prcvaU In the Initial period of any future: war 

and the salience of the political factors to such an effort. Amoaa the critical political factot5 

affc:ctins succ:c:u ia tht initial period of war arc the foil-ing: the ability of the Alliance to 

mobilize forces, the ability of the Alliance to transition generally from a crisis to armed 

conflic:t, and the ability to deal with nuclear escalation. 

With rcsard to mobilization, the Alliance will undoublcdly sec conflict over whether 

or ao.t tu mobilize forces, over which forces to mobilize and over whether the Soviet Union is 

really prepared to go to war. During the crisis period, the mobilization decision will become 

tantamount to tbe sbift to war. Oaryccv, for cumple, has ar&ued that there is aa almost 

irreversible nature of the mobilization process and that this process will be deploy affected by 

the political environment. "U a war generally is politics through and through, on the eve and at 

the stari of a war ito political aspects are even more prevalcat:6 

The general transition from peuctime to wartime will be: deeply affected by political 

conflict within the Western Alliance. Diffcrin1 natiuaallnterests may well come to tbe fore 

which the Soviets would seek to exploit. A si&nificant dislnformation effort will be made In the 

political arena to compound NATO's difficulties. Soviet military analysts refer to NAZI 

efforts as models for success la the phalll of transition from erisia to war. According to 

Matsuleako 

The NAZllcadcrship carried out a large ranac t:l. measures involvlas virtually 
all the bodies t:1. state and military admiaillratiou, aU means fl mass 
information and the diplomatic corps. Here the maia goals of the political 
actions waa to concoal the very hetur of the agre11ioa beiag prepared and to 
prcvcal the aati011 whlda was to be attacked from promptly discovering the 

5 Nonbol AUroaiiJOY ill PBI •• NOJI3, 1916, p. 8. 
6eotoael Gcacrol N. a • ..., .. , M. V. Pr•ae- VDJoa&JIT-ail.(M- Vorealzdot,l985), p. 242. 
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danger threatenina it. The surprise and deception were aimed at concealing 
the very measures related to organi1.iag tbe all&reuion, and in particular the 
strategic deployment cl tbe armed forces, tbe ues cl the main thrusts and tbe 
time ot atlack. The most limited number of persoas was iavolved ia workiag 
out the operatioaal-strategie plaaaing documents aad measures were taken to 
mislead tbe eaemy about the place, lime and metbocS. cl aclions.7 

6 

After ho~tilities have begun, the Soviets will acelr. lo prevail at the eoaventionallevel. 

Noaclhclc&•, the campaian would be fought under the constant threat cl nuclear """· The 

political dimcasiuns cl th11 nuclear decisioa are very siflaificaat in Sovictthiakina. la spite ot 

Soviet claims cl aa all or nothina stratell)' for nuclear detcneaec, Soviet aaalysts have 

contemplated the use cl limited nuclear atrikes for political purpoaea.S Accordiag to lectures 

given at the Soviet General Staff Academy ill tbe mid·l970a, students were: laupl that 

'political actioas may affect tbe selectioa oC tbe TVD for actioa, the selection of the countries 

to be hit by auclear strikes, or tbe aatioas not be atlacked by nuclear weapoaa.•9 

From the staDdpoint cl aa aati-coalitioa political-military stratcll)', the: Soviets miaht 

conduct their military carnpaisn in such a manner as to put primary pressure OD those states 

with forward deployed forces ill West Oermaay. They would pick on what they perceive to be 

the weal. lint& (Nctberlaads, Bclaium aad Caaada) aad eacouraac: tbc:ae slates to withdraw 

from German soli. The Soviets misht well dcfiae the tbrcat as American 'militarism" aad 

West Germ&~~ 'revaachiam,' the threat& asaiaot which they 'must' act. Soviet leaders would 

coavcy tbrouah diplomatic and propaaaada chaaaela tbat they have ao ho•lile iatealioa• 

against other European •tates, especially those Europcaa states with forward deployed force•. 

If the Soviets could get oae state to withdraw its forward deployed forces, tbcy would bopc to 

set elf a chain reaction cl withdrawal. They would especially hope by mcau of sucb a chain 

rc:aclioato pressure the Britisb ID wltbdraw. Oivea tbc U.S.-Britlsh 'special relationship,' a 

British withdrawal fl forward deployed forces miabt well be perceived to have a siaaificaat 

. 1 V. Nataule .. o, 'Ne•DlOIJC VJYOd7i iz o"&.a aacllai"IOICJ perioU VeHkoi O'eth:al\"t.BfiOi voinyi: Vora•ao
laiOrickoUJ za.no1, No. 3,1914, p. 38. 

8 Sec tbc author'• booa: eoeuttaore4 with Dale Jlcnptiaa. ne lowlot Ualo8 ••• l&r•t.eale Ar•• (JICIIuldcr, 
Coloroclo: WooiYicw Preu, 1914). 

9 'Ptledplc:l ol SUatc&lc Acdoa ol the Armed rOI'tea•' Ler&an Nalerlall ol tlte VOJ'OIIIilcw Oeaeral Shff 
AcodeiiJ. 
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effect on U.S. attitudes and policic•. Tbc Sovi~ll could more; credibly offer "non-intervention" 

pledges to the British than to any other major Europeaa Alliaace power. 

7 

The key Soviet objective would be to isolate to u great extent as possible the Federal 

Republic r:J Germany. If some forward deployed forces could be pressured diplomatically to 

be removed, all isolation proeeu would be started. The Soviets would bope to freeze West

German mobili•-ation and West German wiUiagaess to support rclaforcement efforts as long 

as possible. The Soviets will coavc;y 11> the German Chancellor that siga.ificant mobilization 

will be coasidercd an act r:J war, thereby raising the risk rJ mobili7-ation from the outset. 

The Soviets would alao seek to preaaurc France to follow the "traditional" strategy of 

protecting Preach territory. The Soviet leaden would clearly encourage the French to keep 

the Force Actioa Rapidc ia French territory aad would encourage the French to remove 

French forces from Germany In exchange for a non·assreaaion pledae. A key question for 

Soviet leaders would be whether or not to beaia allackiag French nuclear forces. Would 

frontal allad:s or restraint be more effective in eneourasi11g French acquiescence in West 

German Dcutrality? • 
As the Soviets began military operations against NATOforeea ia West Germ111y, they 

would hope to encourage lr.e)' Alliance states to fall back UJIOII solely national strategies. They 

might declare from the outset limited objcctivesapiaat NATO forces in Germany and, it they 

were IWcceaaful ill capturing specific conccntratioDI rJ aatloaal ·forces, might exchange 

prisoners for plec!Jes rJ neutrality by the specific eo~ try. 

Throushout the Oermaa campaip, the Soviets would ICCk to influence· American 

policy and actions by Soviet successes on the battlefielcl. The Soviets would seek to destroy or 

isolate U.S. rorces, aad tltea perhaps seek U.S. pledaes I or West German demilitarization as 

well. 

/11. Tit• Gor/locltet~ Nut11llon 
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Much ot Oorbachcv'a approach toward Weotera Europe can be asocsli<:d ao a mutation 

or the more fundamental Soviet policy toward Wcatc:ra !!.urope. What are the fundamental 

elements or that mutation? 

A Djrcst Becnaqhigg et the Sqyjet Drc;a& lp WeMc;rp Rprgp; 

Unlike Soviet leaden in the past, Gorbachcv and his adviaors have explicitly 

rccogaizcd the existeacc of a Soviet threat to Western Europe. ID the past, Soviet analysts 

would rc:fc:r to the sigaificaat role the 'myth' or the Soviet threat played ill justifying Western 

dcfenoc c:fCort•. Now a more open discu55ion ol the tbrcateaias aopeets ol Soviet conventional 

forces is undcrway. The Soviets have·limhed this discussi011, but a fundamental undcrstaadiag 

ol the threat which a surprise attack scenario poses for the West underlay Gorbachev's 

proposccl unilateral reduction& . 

. ' B Explicjt RuapiJiM gC. sgmmQp "Eprgpc;•n" gjyUiqtjgp 

Like many of his concepts, Oorbachev hu adopted the common 'European home" 

theme from his prcdc:ceo&oro. He aad his closest advisou 011 Europe have frequently pushed 

the notion of· a common European civilization cuttins acrou the ldeoloaical divide of East and 

West. To Americana, the Soviet• uaderscore that the common'Europcaa home theme does aot 

exclude: Amcrlcaas; but In private di&Cussions with Europeaas they certainly underscore: the 

common intcrew bctweca Europe and the Soviet Unioa, at the e~<pease of the United States. 

Gorbachev'a recent apeceh io Strauobours before the Cou~~ell of Europe provided the 

moll explicit aad widc·rausios preseatatloa .-the commoa Europeaa home theme. Notably; 

the catire scope a~d awccp ot the security dimensioa• ollbia theme h>oks suspiciously similar 

to the notlona of 'aii·Europcaa' security coopcratioa developed under Bre7.hncv. The basic 

aotion la that the Europe .- the blocs should be replaced by a cooperati~e .sceurity 

eeviroamcnt with 110 lllilltary alll&Dcca witbia Europe. 

What la aew Is the Cltplieit rccogailiOD of the dynamica aad legitimacy of West 

Europcaa economic aacl pOlitical cooperation. la the past, Soviet analysts as well •• 

polieymaiLen were considerably skeptlcal o( the value aad v.lidlty of tbc European ielegration 
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process. lncrcaalnlly, Soviet analysis and leaders recoinizc the realil)' ol these processes aad 

the aeed to come to tcrma with West European cooperatioa. 

C. Co;piqp wjtb EurgQMpjratiop 

To deal with the Europeui~atlon process, the Soviets have beea arguiag that there is a 

good and bad form ol Europeani1.ation. The good form ol Europeani7.ation occ.urs in tbc 

economic domain. Ecunomic integration and economic cooperatio11 across the ideological 

divide are supported. Tbe bad form rl Europeuwtioa li West European military 

integration. Soviet a~~alysll .have beea especially coaccracd that European military 

intcsratioa would allow the United states to remain in Europe but at a mucb lower cost. The 

military 'confr011tat!oa' would continue; but with the dynamic rl a Europeaa integrative 

process as its atimulnt. 

D. Pu'luit of Dlflcrulillt~d BiltiiUIIIism V/1111"Soft~r· Touclt 

Tu abort &uch Europcaniution; a srlter toucla Is required. Tbe policy of threat 

reduction will uadercut European military lntegratioa efforts. Tbe notion is that West 

European elites and publics will be much more Interested ill the proccoo ol mUitary intcsratiOII 

if there is a perception of a serious Soviet threat. 11 the Soviets alter threat perceptions, the 

West European intesratioa proccn will be delleclcd.lO 

Al•o, critical to deal with the Europcaniz.otiOD process has been the coatlnucd pursuit 

of a policy of differentiated bilateralism. For c:umple, the Soviet approacla toward France 

plays 011 conc:ens the French have vis·a·vis other West SurOJI!'UII, aotably the French concern 

over the reaalricatioa eUIJenae posed by GctiiWiy. 

E Nyslyr Djyfm••cn• Paraw;d Vi• c 00gptiMel agycJiM• 

Tbe Soviet campaiJD againll nuclear weap0111 is 11 old •• nuclear weapons themselves. 

Uildcr Gorbachcv, the Soviet leadership has punuQII tills campaip witb new vlgor and new 

enerJY. Notably, the Soviet leader has Introduced algairicant coavcational reduction& as a 

10 SeeiiiJ •••pur 0111he Scwlcllaad r.uropeaa ...,.riiJ eaapcralloa la Praacc, Wn& Ou-•r aadlloa 
Baropeaalaa& ... c ......... (Ca•brldae: CaiDbridiC Ualoenil1 ,,_,ort ...... IDJI990). 
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mens to achieve the eliminatioa ol auclear weapoas fro in Europe. The Soviet leadership has 

proposed bilateral discuooioas with the European nuclear powers, multilateral discussion&, 

and the elimination ol every category uC nuclear weapoa• withia Burope (moot recen!ly the 

SNF weapons). 

f Cooyr.stjnnel ByrmS'»tips Via Qrlgsjyo Moo¥ 

The Soviet leaders and security analy&ls have also introduced diKusoions of new 

altcraativcs to the curreat structures ol delense. They have drawn on the auessmea" of the 

European left la developiag a1tc111ativc dcfcasc eoacepta. Evca the Soviet General Starr has 

been drawn into discnasioas of alteraative dcfeasc concepts with Europeans (as well •• 

Americans). Although it seems the General Staff concepti foc:uiCa mon' a restructuriag for 

manoeuvre warfare than on rcatructuring to etimiaate an ability to allack. 

IV. Tll~ Rol~ oftlttt lllttdlterrlllleall 111 tile Sovi.t App;oaclt to tilt! Wtsttrll 

A lliOIICI 

'the Mccliterraacaa rcaioa ia aecn to be a mosaic d. otateo affecting Soviet interest•. 

Accordiaato A. o; Chubar'ian,' Italy, France aad aow Spaia are NATO members; thercis 

alsu aociali•t Yuao&lavia here, oecupyillg a leadiaa posilioa la the nonaligned ruovcmcnt; 

Greece, althoup beloaaina to the North A!lanlic bloc, io playiaa an ever greater ilad more 

constructive role ia the &lrugle (or peace aad ICCUrity ia Europe; Turkey il alao a member of 

NATO with all tile caaariD& eouequencea ... •11 

The Mcclitcrraacaa regio11 ia adjudaccl to be particularly volatile requiriag &erinus 

efforts atltabili7.atioa. Aecordiaato L. Medvedlr.o, 'lt la ao ICCret that not only the interests 

ol the Meditcrraaeaa couatrles aad their aeipborina atatca t:Oilide aod intertwine here, but 

alto those ol the great powor~.•l2 

11 A. o. Cubar'loo. cdilor, Tk No41torr••••• ••• Buope: 11-lc .... le ... t!IIU 1-n•••IIJ• 
......... _, (N.......r: Na.U.I986), p. 7. 
U 1 •. Nc,;,od-v, 'Pall Wloda old DeoJUOul Reefo: Problc .. ol Ncdloe-• Sototi"',' Prw .. (31 hoe 1989), 
p. 4, uoalaled 11 JPU (S...Icl Uololl), 2' JuiJ 1989. p 2t. 
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In the Oorbaebcv period, sume Sovic:t policymakers have even Doted that the 

traditional anti-coalition atrategy pursued by tbc Soviet Uaioa haa contributed to instability iD 

the regioD. According to one Soviet foreign ministry official, 

Uatil quite rccc:ntly the: Soviet side: saw iu some of the reaion's crisis oituatioas 
a factor weateniDg NATO's southera flank. For example, the differences 
between the Greeks aDd Turks were Iona scea iu Ibis light. Attention wu 
coaceatrated oa their role as a factor destabilizina NATO. la the meaD time 
tbe adverse effect of tbe animosity between the Greeks and Turk& OD the whole 
or the situatiOD In the MediterraaeaD was uaderestimatcd, •• well •• the use of 
this animooity by the US to build up its military presence and boost its 
influeDce on both parties. The danacr was underestimated that the USSR 
should be drawn, evea if iadirectly iDto a coaflict betwceD Greece and Turkey, 
as well u the CJ<trt difficulties for the Soriet side in acaotiatina with tbe 
Grew aad Turb.ll 

11 

Soviet perspectives OD tbe MediterraacaD me111bers cl NATO do aot focus on tbe 

rcgioa as a whole but rather on specific roles those countries play ia the Western Alliance.14 

The level of coopcratioD amona tbe EuropeaD states and the US iu tbe regloa was seen to rise 

in lhe early 1980s. As Major General L. Nikilin noted, "TTie 1980s are characterized by the: 

further dcvelopmcat of the iDI'rastructure of the McditerraneaD zone in tbe interests of 

national armed C orccs u wellaa NATO .. Beiua interested in the utilization of clctncuts of the 
I 

iDI'rastructure for its own ar111ed forces, the Uaited State• ia actively asslstina ita partner~ in its 

lmprovelllCJit, •lS 

Prom a military opcratioaal point cl view, the Swiets divide stalc:a in tbc region into 

occupaats cl tile Weaicm or the Southwestcra TVo.t6 The WesterD TVD include• Belgium 

Czechoslovakia, Dcamark, East Germany, Prance, Great Brltalu, Jrelaad, Luxemboura. tbe 

Nctbcrlanda, Poland, PortuaaJ, Spaiu, Switzerland, West Germaay, Wcstem Alaerla, northcm 

Morocco, the aouthera part of tbe Baltic Sea and tbe weatera part cl tbe Meditcl'l'aacan Sea. 

13 SerJel Scndti, •A Search for w.,. to Red.ate 1'eaaioa la tH Medilerraacaa,• U•ortitiaJl'raucript. 
14 See copedaiiJ lbo two boolo by V. S. Sbela, 81•• I NATO: fltoolatalla lapulal•ll•••akop pallacntoo 
(MoO<OW: Nau,a.l985) and lOA llu•aala wropa: lltrldo allaa&.ic•cakoao par&Mnt'fa (N-: Nouka, 
1919). 
151\hj. Oca. I. Nlloltlll, "Tiul Meditottaacaa ia US and NATO Plau," :r..-_, • ...., ••• ..,. obodoaiJc, 
oo.9 (Sopto•bcr 19A),troulated lttiPRS (5o¥ict Ualoo), Wore• 9,1tl9,p. 6. 
16 SH PkJUi, Pctcrse11 811Ht Notta Trulotk UJ, 'Soviet \flan aad Policiu1'011JU'd nea&er Wu ia ltu1'ope, • ia 

Laird aad Clark, Tk -let Ua ... •" &M Woa&en AIU..O. 
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Thus, !he Alliance: state• with Mediterranean interests involved in the Western TVD are 

Prance, Spain, and Portupl. 

1'he Southwestera TVO includes the territoriea ol Albania, eastera Algeria, Austria, 

Bulgaria, Cyprus, northem Jl:sypt, Greece, Hunl!,l)', Italy, Libya, Malta, Monaco, Romania, 

San Marino, Tunisia, weatem Turkey, Yugoalavia, the Odcsu and Kiev Military Districts cl 

the Soviet Union, the we~ten1 part ol the Azov ancl Black Seas, the Marmara, Adriatic and 

Aegean Seas anclthe eastern part ol the Mediterranean. The key Alliance states in this nexus 

are Italy, Greece and Turkey. 

Prom the staodpoillt ol military operations in a future war, the key tasks for the 

Soviet• arc to prevail in the Central Front and to prevent the possibilities cl continued action& 

by Alliance stales outside ol this region contributing tu the battle. ill the ceutral region. The 

Mediterraneau stales in the Wc•tcru TVD are perceived to play roles critical to potential 

rcinforcemeats. 

The Preach arc sccu as the ctitlcallogiatical rear to the Alliance. Their U.crcasing 

Involvement In the military activities ol the alliance arc olarowiq conc«n to the Sovieu.17 

The Spanish arc acCD aloo ill the lisht ol poteotial cootribntora ol geographical space 

for the reillforc:cment ol the Ceotral Front. The Spanish arc seea as providinathc potential 

unsinkable carrier on the South which the Britlah provide ill the North.18 The Portogucsc are 

seen as contributors to Naval operations ill the Atlantic aod as adjullcts to the war at sea 

supportins the rcauppiJ dforts oil lud.l!l 

The Southwoatera TVD is a swiog thcater ,largely importallt tor oaval operations. The 

abilitJ ol the NATO uvles, locl.by the Americalls, to carry out opeutiona diP"upting Soviet 

actions on the Southera uaderbclly ol Europe is Important in Soviet thillkiog, but derivative ol 

the major taska ia Central Proal operationa. 

17 Sec Robblol.alrd, Pr .. cc,- S....lea Ual-. ••• Ilia NMicar wea,....l- (Rooldcr, Colorado• 
Wootvlew Preu, 1915). 
18. P~illlp Petoroea, 'TU lbcrlao Peal ... lalo Sooiet lllilltaty S1rat"".' rortllcomaal• our-oolbcrlan• 
.... rtly pOiicJ. 
19 See Suau Clarll. 'Soolot Penpo<tlvu oa Portoa,..oc SccorliJ l'oliCJ.' iJo .. W. 
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The Italian contribution cuts across both naval and Central Front req11irements. The 

Italian, American and Allied. aaval operations procecdiag hono ltaliaa baac:s arc critical 

compoaent• to the Noval resupply aDd ASW operations.20 The Italian contribution to 

opcratloaa on the CcDtral Froat arc also recognized, but in the conteltt cl. potential actions by 

the Soviets iD time cl. war against West Germaay, Swit7.erlaDd alld Austria. 

The Turkish aad Greek cases provide special ill~aces cl. the military &ipiCicance cl. 

the aali·coalitioa strategy. As mcatloncd ·aboYe, oae cl. the key dimenaiona cl. the Soviet 

approach to a future war in Europe Is to try to draw upoa fisaares in the Alliaace. The Greek

Turkish cooflict has been seen almost as a paradlplatic ca.cfor SovlOtactivity. 

The Mediterranean "llleater" as such is sabordillate to Ceatral Front· rcquircmeat• In 

Soviet general staff thillkioa. But fro111 uotber staadpoillt, political developmeats ia the 

region arc cl. increasina salicace to the "political" approach the Soviets are taking toward the 

Alliaace. I will focus here briefly apoa Soviet treat111.eata cl. the political dynamic& l'l Spain, 

. Italy aad Praace ia the Mecliterraneaa regioa. · 

Por Soviet ualysts rl the region, as the Sovlcl·Americaa cquflict aueauates more 

traditioaal cleavaaes cume to the forefront for rosobatloa. Al.o, North·SOlllh or at leaol issues 

not easily reduced to East·West one~ become 1110tc lmportaal in ohapiag the tone and 

dynamics l'l Welllern Alliuce politics. la other words, in a posl·CFB Europe more traditional 

cleavaaeaamoas states •ust be examined as causes rl teaaioaa ia the reaioa, especially within 

tbe AUiaaco. 

Also aiplficaat to the Soviets ia the attempt to abort doe Europcaa security 

coaaultatlvc procesa ia the Southern rogioa. The Spaalala·Preach·ltalian effort to coordinate 

policy lto the Mecliterrancu is rl increaslas aalicace to the Soviets u oae 111.easure r:J how 

likely a Europcul7.cd Alllaace m.lgbt be in the yearsahcte~.ll 

20 $oe A. N. Vlo"'fl.,..,, 'ltoUilv pl.,.ok) •••~lo"""".'IIAA. 110 U (1'1116),pp. »-:r7. 
at For 1 eo•prolletdlvo tnolOOeat oltlle t!.....,.ool&oll<ia llle .. - B. Q, ....-u, ~ .. daalll ..,,..,., 
VoeaM-,..UliciKikalalai.palalla (N-: No&W-....,c -loo·ilto,1981). . 
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The Italian& are a<:en to .have been important e<>ntributon to the cohesion of tbe 

We&tcrn alliance. Of'tea, they have been liCCn as playing too ol'tcn into tbe American hands, 

rather than asoerting national interests.ll But Soviet analy&ts arc well aware of the trend 

toward greater national assertiveness in llaly and with it a 1rowing emphasis on the 

Meditcrrancaa dimension of Italian ..:curity policy.23 For some Soviet a atlea&t, the ability of 

Italy to combine efforts to contribute toward Alliance cohe&ioa and central front defense with 

greater ability to influence Mediterruean events will be an important litmus test of change 

within the Alliance as a whole. 

The Spanish are treated uan interestiDg case of tbe general dynamics of tbe European 

idea as a whole. 24 Soviet aaalysts ISCC them as captured by a European idea chat is leading the 

Spanish to nepte traditioaal intereots. The concern is that tbe Spanish will become modern by 

becoming full-fledge participants in a Europeaa inte1ration process which will include a 

European pillar in the Alliuce. In tbis regard, tbe close rclatloasllip between Spain and 

France Is of great intereat.to the Soviets, the Preach being perceived to be generating a 

perniciou& iaflueace OD Spanisll thinking aboui the future of the Alliance. 

The French are seen to be the bulwark state trying to Europeanize the Alliance. Tbc 

French arc seeD to be tryin1to cooperate with key MediterraneaD states, C$peclally Italy and 

SpaiD, in trano(ormiag the Alliance into a more politically oriented Alliance scekiag to sprc1d 

We$1era (especially Weat European inrlueace) In the Third World. 

As such, the Soviets bavc becD quite co11ccrned with what is perceived to be tbc 

potential COIIVCrgeacc of three !rends. First, the Preach have become much more actively 

Involved in Alllaace military activities, including in the Medlterra•eaa. Second, the Spanisll 

are actively rcatruclariaBtlteir mUilary forces to play a broader role. Third, .the Italian• arc 

U kc, foreuaple, N.llt. An.t..,a, v .... aala polltl•altalll (N-: Naolra,t984), pari tow. 
23 Sec N.lt. AJbs-a, 'llallla- koauepUila aallioaal._l buOFIIII''OII,IIBIIO. pp. 121-1211. 
24 Seo S..Ua Clarl, 'SO.IctPcnpociWuoa Spaailll s. .. riiJ Pollcy,'to.,.., la oer ,.......,•laabool< oa 
Iberia• IOCllriiJ policy. -
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scclr.icggreatcr lndcpcadcncc: by acting toward the South aDd pursuiag cooperation with other 

Europc811 states wherever posaible. 

In short, the evolution d the policies . d the Europcaa Alliaace states in the 

Mc:ditcrraaeaa is ICCn by Soviet analyst• to be aa hnportaat dimension d the cmergiDg 

politkal and milital')' enviroameat iD a post·CFE E11tope. lt is especially seeD as part and· 

parcel ol' the poteDtial theater emergent from integratioDist pressures within Europe as a 

whole. This ehalleDge will grow in tbc ycara ahead and will be closely monitored by Soviet 

analyst$ and will reed into Soviet policy makers iDitiatives, sucll as the developmeat a navel 

arms control agrcemeDt iD the Mediterraeeae zonc.ZS . 

The daager as well as the objective has beea well atated by V. Stupi$hia d the Soviet 

Foreip MiDi511')'. 

The growth d military iDtcgration ia Westera Surope ... may provide Westera 
Europe with yet another iastrumeat for illl"lucacing the Ualaed Statea. But a 
Car more DUCDtial aad .really negative reauh ol tbls wut be that tile split ol 
Europe iato opposed blocs wut be consolidated aDd aew obstac:lca will be put 
up ID the geDeral l!uropeaa procesa and tbo coastnclioa d a common 
Earopeaa home will be Impeded, to the detrilliCll.t ol oar int<~rests a& well. 
This ia why we are so coacernod over the mUitaty·iDtesratloa lendeacies in 
Wcllera Earope.26 . 

; ,. . 

as o .... s ...... •Utreplolllo ......,.._V IIUdtzOIIIIIOIIIOI'O: Voe•-•-..1 upok&,"IAA, pp. M-43. 
J6 V. S&ujiblue. "1-••· Not•t•al• e.....,. il Slmpto,"la&uutloul Anatn, ao. $ (t9a), p. 73. 
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SOVIET PERSPECTIVES ON THE WESTERN 
ALLIANCE: THE PLACE OF THE 

MEDITERRANEAN 
(OXNARD. CALIF. NOVEMBER 20-21. 1989l 

DRAFT PAPER 

<CoM~IENTS ON THE PAPER OF RoBBIN LAIRD BY MARio ARPINO. MAJOR 

GENERAL, ITALIAN AIR FoRcE. RoME- ITALY) 

THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT, IN THE LIGHT OF THE SERIES OF 

DEVELOPMENTS AND CHANGES WHICH VERY RECENTLY OCCURRED. AND STILL 

OCCUR IN THE SOVIET UNION AND .IN ITS EAST EuROPEAN ALLIES. THE 

INTEREST IN OBSERVING SOVIET BEHAVIOUR INCREASES EVERY DAY, 

EVERYBODY RH1EMBER THE SO CALLED "DON j NO LAW" WHICH 

YEARS AGO' SO BADLY AFFECTED THE SOUTH EAST As I A COUNTRIES IN 

FAVOUR OF' INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM. WELL. AS A RETALIATION OF 

HISTORY, WE OBSERVE NOW A SORT OF NEW GENERATION "DONI NO LAWR 

AFFECTING DAY BY DAY THE COMMUNIST COUNTRIES IN FAVOUR OF THE 

FREE WORLD. 

So, IN THIS EVER-CHANGING FRAMEWORK, l _FEEL . THAT I 
MUST JUMP VERY QUICKLY OVER THE FIRST SECTION OF THE PAPER, WHERE 

MR, LAIRD EXAMINIES GENERAL SOVIET PERSPECTIVES ON_ THE EVOLUTION 

OF THE WESTERN ALLIANCE, AND OVER THE SECOND ONE, DEAL!.NG WITH 

THE SOVIET APPROACH TO MILITARY STRATEGY IN THE EuROPEAN THEATERo 

IN MY VIEW, SoVIET ANALYSTS' PERSPECTIVES IN THESE TOPICS ARE 

SIMPLY CORRECT, A STRONGER WESTERN EUROPE MIGHT WELL BE EMERGING 

AND PROVIDE MORE. EFFECTIVELY TO ITS DEFENSE, BUT. AT THE SAME 
QUESTA PUBWCAZJONE E Dl PROPRIET! 
DEll'ISTITUTO AFFARI INlERNAZIONAL\ 
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TIME, WEST EUROPEANS ARE REALISTIC ENOUGH TO UNDERSTAND THAT THEY 

CANNOT FOLLOW THEIR WAY ALONE, WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES, AND 

THIS FOR THE SOVIETS IS A FRUSTRATING FEELING, BECAUSE, DESPITE 

THEIR EFFORT FOR "DECOUPL I NG", A STRONGER. WESTERN EUROPE HELPS 

THE U.S. TO DEVOTE MORE RESOURCES " OUT OF AREA", JEOPARDISING 

SOVIET INTERESTS IN OTHER REGIONS OF THE WORLD, 

So, THEY UNDERSTAND THAT DIFFERENT STRATEGIES ARE TO 

BE SOUGHT, AS ADVERTISING THE "ALTERNATIVE DEFENSES 11 OR OTHER 

ISSUES, AIMED TO DIVERSIFICATE WEST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES POLICiEs 

IN TERMS OF DEFENCE, LIKE FOR THE ROMANS. THE MOTTO IS "DIVIDE ET 

IMPERA", THAT MEANS ISOLATE AT MAXIMUM EXTENT WEST GERMANY, 

ISOLATE THE MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES, LET FRANCE FOLLOW HER 

OCEANIC INTERESTS, LET GREEKS ARGUE WITH TURKISH, LET SPAIN DEAL 

WITH THE F, 16 ISSUE, LET THE PACIFISTS AND THE GREENS DO THEIR 

JOB 1 • ' I • l I 

, As FAR AS THE GORBACHEV 1 S MUTATION IS CONCERNED, I 

AGREE uPoN THE FUNDAMENTAL POINTS TAKEN BY MR. LAIRD. Bur. 
DESPITE 60RBACHEV'S POSSIBLE PERSONAL INCLINATIONS AND ALL THE 

INDICATIONS OF HiS "NEW POLITICAL THINKING". I SHARE THE OPINION 
~-· . 

_WITH PEOPLE BELIEVING THAT THE SOVIET UNION IS "OBJECTIVELY" NOT 

YET PREPARED f"OR A MOVE IN THE-- GLOBAL COMPETITION FROM THE 

MILITARY FIELD TO POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, THECHNOLOGICAL AND 

CULTURAL AREAS, ALTHOUGH THE PROCESS OF DISINTEGRATION OF 

COMMUNISM SEEMS TO BE FAST, MUCH MORE TIME IS REQUIRED AND, IN 

THE MEANTIME• SOVIET MILITARY POWER STILL. MUST BE CONSIDERED A 

THREAT TO BE COUNTERED, 
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No OTHER REMARKS ON THE FIRST THREE POINTS; BUT I 
WOULD LIKI'- IU ui:AL 11 LITTLE DIT IIOf!F IN DHP WITI'I THf FOIIRTH ONE, 

THE ROLE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN IN THE SOVIET APPROACII TO THE 

ALLIANCE, 

To DO THIS, I NEED TO EXPLAIN WHAT IS, ACCORDING TO 

MY OPINION. THt ~t'tLIAL ROLE CURRCNTLV nETAINED BY MY LOUNTRY, 

ITALY, IN THE MARITIME SUB-REGION. 

NORMALLY. IN THE INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL AND MILITARY 

RELATIONSHIPS ITALY ANU MtiJIIE~~AN~AN ARE 91MPLV CON~IDERED AS A 

SouTHERN FLANK oF THE CENTRAL REGION oF NATO. FRoM THE PAPER oF 

MR. LAIRD. I llt:ALIZE THAT THE SoviEn sFFM TO HAVE AN IDENTICAL 

APPROACH, I WOULD LIKE TO POINT OUT THAT ITALY ALSO HAS A PRECISE 

IDENliiY 11'1 ITSELf', hALV IG NOT ONLY 1\ THIN APPENnTX OF THE 

CONTINENTAL MASS,· IT HAS ALSO TO BE CONSIDERED AS A DEEP LINK IN 

THE MEDITERRANEAN BETWEEN EuROPE, CoNTINENTAL AFRICA AND M I DOLE 

EAST, THIS'"DOUBLE SOUL• OF OUR COUNTRY •. THAT IS BOTH CONTINENTAL 

AND MARITIME, PUTS FORWARD THE REQUIREM!NT TO MATCH OUR SECURITY 

IN THE NATQ FRAMEWORK WITH THE DEMANDING PROBLEM OF OUR SECURITY 

ACROSS THE ENTIRE MEDITERRANEAN BASIN. AND BEYOND, 

lT IS TRUE, AS IHt SOVIETS AND .M~VBE ALGO THE 

AMtKIGANs ~~~L. THAT KcrriNc ETABILITY IN THE ARFA ~~ A NATO JOB, 

AND THAT THt MtUI iEI'<RANEAN AND !TAL V CAN DE CON81DillED AT THIS 

REGARD AS A COMMUNICATION AND. RESUPPLY CORRIDOR TO THE CENTRAL 

REGION. 

141001 
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BuT IT IS ALSO TRUE THAT ITALY, AS A MEDIUM POWt~ IN 

JTGCLr, P1U£T VEflV OI'HN COI'Ii. 1\S IN THE RI;CENT PAST, WITH ARFA 

CRISIS AFFECTING NATIONAL OR MULTINATIONAL NON NATO INTERESTS, OR 

PERFORM PEACEKEEPING DEPLOYMENT$ AS WE DID IN LEBANON, IN SINAl 

(AQUABA) AND IN THE GULF, 

JN IHl:i WAY• Wl:. u~AL WITH AN AR~A THAT 13 OIILV IN 
··"···---.; 

PART OF INTEREST OF NATQ, BUT FROM WHICH'NATQ COUNTRIES AND THE 

WEST CAN BE INDIRECTLY THREATENED •. THAT's WHY ITALY MUST FIND OUT 
-AN OWN AREA POL I CV, IN SUPPORT TO ITS PE CULl AR INTERESTS AND TO 

THOSE WHICH ITALY SHARES WITH THE ALLIANCE, 

THAT'S WHY IN THE MOST RECENT YEARS OUR FOREIGN 

POLICY HAS BEEN MUCH MORE ACTIVE IN THE AREA, AT THE POINT THAT, 

ACCORDING TO MR. LAIRD's PAPER. THE SoviET UNION GIVES TO ITALY. 

TOGETHER WITH t-RANCE AND SPAIN, AND, FOR Dlt-ftKtNI KtoMUN:;, .IU 

6RttCt AND. Tut<l'.t:Y• A :'.r-ECIAL ATT~NTI6N IN THC COPITC)(T. Or TIIC 

WESTERN AND SoUTHWESTERN .TVD NATIONS. 

THIS VIEW DESERVES AN INUJVJUUAL COMMENT, WITH R~GARD 

TO BOTH ITS POLITICAL AND MILITARY MEANINGS, THE ROLE OF ITALY 

WILL POP UP IN J\ VERY CLEAR WAY. 

I 

IN MY VIEW. IN SPITE OF THE ANTI-COALITION STRATEGY 

PUT FORWARD BY THE SOVIET UNION IN OUR AREA FOR MANY YEARS LONG. 

THE RESULTS APPEAR TO BE VERY POOR, AND SoVIETS KNOW THAT ITALY 

HAS BEEN AND PRESENTLY STILL IS A GOOD WEAVER IN PREPARING THE 

FAILURE OF THEIR STRATEGY, EVERYWHERE THERE IS A POSSIBILITY. TO 

LINK IU6t IHtl< NAIIUN:; UIVJUI:U "' Ulrrt:r<~NT INT~III!:3T~. I TAL JAil 

FOREIGN POLICY ArTJVATFS TO ~OFTFN THE SITUATION; 

@002 
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WHERt:: THI::. SIRAII::l:iY u~ IHt: Suv1t:1 UNIO:,N IS TO DIVIDI!! 

NATIONS. THE STRATEGY OF fTAI Y I~ Tn FASTEN THEM TOGt;TH!iR 1!'1 

;vuv wh't'. ~FtUIIIll FH THFTII Rrt nNfilNii rn mr All r&NfT nil NnT. 

WHERE THE STRATEGY OF THE SOVIET UNION IS TO PROVOKE 

A DECOUPLING OF THE SOUTHEilN REGION FROM THE CENTRAL ONE. ITALY 

HAS WELL UNDERSTOOD THAT THE SO CALLED ZERO-ZERO OPTION DECREASES 

THE STRATEGIC COHESION OF THE ALLIANCE, AND THAT THE EQUATION HAS 

A . ClUALI TAT I VF NATIIRF, WH I C:H REQUIRES ~IEASURES OTHER THAN" 

MILITARY, BUT ALSO MILITARY, 

THE RESULT IS THAT. ON THE POLITICAL SIDE, ITALY IS 

STRENGHTENING RELATIONSHIPS WITH MALTA, TUNISIA, EGIYPT, MAROCCO 

AND ALGERIA. THE LATTER VISITED BY MR. COSSIGA. OUR PRESIDENT OF 

THE REPUBLIC, FEW DAYS AGO, ON THE MILITARY SIDE, WE HAVE SPECIAL 

AGREEriENTS,.FOR AIR AND NAVAL COOPERATION WITH FRANCE AND SPAIN 

FOR BETTER, JOINT TRAINING IN THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN AREA, As 

FAR AS THE EAST MEDITERRANEAN IS CONCERNED, MAY. OCCUR THAT THE 

ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ITALIAN FOUR STARS AIR FORCE GENERAL IN THE 

NEW NATO POSITION OF DEPUTY OF THE U.S, NAVY ADMIRAL COMMANDING 

SOUTHERN EUROPE ALLIED FORCE MAY HELP TO SOFTEN THE PROBLEM OF 

TuP!KI~H-f.RFFK .lllTHT AIR ANO. NAVAl TRAININ(I, 

THE FAILURE OF THEIR AGING ANTI-COALITION STRATEGY 

URGES THE SOVIET . UNION TO STRESS THE UTILIZATION OF THE 

PLAYING-CARD OF nARMS CONTROL" ALSO FOR THE SOUTHERN REGION, FoR 

THE SOVIET LEADERSHIP, IN FACT. ARMS CONTROL HAS ALWAYS BEEN A 

POTENTIALLY HRTILI! GROUND. HERE WE MUST PAY ATTENTION, RFrAIISF 

l)uft I'UIIL!G OI'INIOIO 13 I:XTIU~I·II:L.'f ~I:N~I'f!Yt: TO IIC.LL AD'o'C.nTIZCO 

li!i003 
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ISSUES AS "ARMS CONTROL" OR "DENUCLEARIZATION", Bur. ACCORDINGLY 

WITH AMBASSADOR HENNING WEGENER. ASSISTANT SFCRETARY GENERAL FOR 

POLITICAL AFFAIRS IN BRUSSELS, THERE IS GOOD ARMS CONTROL AND BAD 

ARMS CONTROL .. INTO THE LATTER CATEGORY FALLS THE SOVIET PLAN FOR 

TURNING THE MEDITERRANEAN INTO "A ZONE OF STABLE PEACE, GOOD 

NEIGHBOURLINESS AND COOPERATION", ALREADY LAUNCHED BY BREZHNEV. 

REPEATED BY GORBACHEV, AND RECENTLY REITRATED AT THE VIENNA 

FOLLOW-UP MEETING, THE BULK OF. THE PROPOSAL IS FOR THE 

DENUCLEARIZATION OF THE MEDITERRANEAN, THE REMOVAL OF BOTH THE 

U,$, AND THE SOVIET FLEETS AND RELATED BASE FACILITIES, AND THS 

ESTABLISHMENT OF A SPECIAL FORUM FOR MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES, WE 

DEEM ALL THIS CONTRARY TO OUR STRATEGY OF NUCLEAR DETERRENCE, 

CQj'lTRARY TO OUR COMMON DEFENCE NEEDS, CONTRARY TO THE CONCEPT OF 

RISK-SHARING WHICH IS ONE OF THE ALLIANCE FUNDAMENT$, 

CoMING BACK ro MR. LAIRD's PAPER wHEN DEALING wiTH 

THE POLITI,CAL DYNAMICS OF JTALY. FRANCE AND SPAIN. J FEEL THAT 

ANTI-tUALIJION POLICY OF THE SovrcT UNION IS GOING TO FACE A NFW 

SET-BACK IN THE NEAR FUTURE, JN FACT, MANY OBSERVERS ARE IN THE 

OPINION THAT THE INTERESTS WHICH THE THREE NATIONS SHARE WITH THE 

NON-ALIGNED STATES OF THE REGION ARE AT LEAST SO DEMANDING OF 

CREATIVE DIPLOMACY AS IHt Al.IUAL [IIFI'I'!I'I!!NCES WH!t;ll CCr•AnATES 

THEM, IT SE; EMS TO ME THAT MY .COUNTRY HAS WELL UNDERSTOOD THIS, 
. ' AND THAT IT IS PREPARING TO TAKE THE LEAD IN WORKING TO ENSURE 

THAT EUROPEAN COMMUNITY. AS IT MOVE~ TOWARD AN UNIFIED MARKET IN 

1992. WILL PROMOTE ECONOMIC GROWTH, MORE SOCIAL JUSTICE AND, 

DEFINITLY, MORE REGIONAL COHESION AND STABILITY TO THE SOUTH AND 

THE EAST OF THE MEDITERRANEAN. 

~004 
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THE LAST COMMENT ON THE FINAL SECTION OF MR. LAIRD 

PAPER IS RELATED TO CONSIDERATIONS OF MILITARY NATURE WHERE ITALY 

IS CITED SEVERAL tiMES, I MUST ONLY NOTE THAT, MOST LIKELY. WITH 

THE ADHERENCE OF SPAIN TO THE ATLANTIC ALLIANCE AND THE 

"RAPPROCHEMENT" OF FRANCE, THE INTEREST OF THE,SOVIET UNION FOR 

MY COUNTRY SIEMS TO BE INCREASINGLY HIGHER, MAYBE THEY SEE A NEW 

SET-BACK IN THEIR ANTI-COAL! T I ON STRATEGY AND HAVE UNDERSTOOD THE 

ACTIVE ROLE OF. ITALY, MATTER OF CONCERN FOR ITALY AND FOR THE 

SOUTHERN REGION COULD BE THE RECENT ESTABLISHMENT OF THE 

SOUTHWESTERN TVD. WHICH MIGHT INDICATE THE PLANNING OF SOVIET AIR 

AND NAVAL OPERATIONS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN APART FROM SIMULTANEOUS 

OPERATIONS.TN THE CENTRAL EUROPE. 

I HAVE NO OTHER COMMENTS ON MR. LAIRD~PAPER. WHICH IS 

CLEAR, CHALLENGING AND COIIPREHENS I YE, I HAVE NOW REMAINED ONLY 

FEW REMARKS OF MORE GENERAL INTEREST, 

; PERSONALLY, J FEEL VERY UNCONFORTABLE DISCUSSING AND 

DEALING WITH SOVIET PERSPECTIVES AND POLICY IN A MOMENT IN WHICH 

EVERYTHING CHANGES AND EVOLVES EVERY DAY, THE "DOMINO-LAW" J 
MENTIONED AT THE BEGINNING IS STILL OPERATING AND IT WILL 

CONTINUE TO OPERATE FOR A LONG TIME, UNDER MANY ASPECTS, EUROPE 

OF TWO WEEKS AGO WAS COMPLETELY DIFFERENT FROM EUROPE OF TO-DAY, 

WHICH IN TURN DEEPLY DIFFERS FROM. EUROPE OF NEXT dECEMBER, 

THE EVOLUTION IS VERY FAST, AND THIS MEANS THAT 

-TO-DAY WE LACK OF THOSE WELL CONSOLIDATED REFERENCE POINTS WE HAD 

UNTIL FEW DAYS AGO. OR MAYBE THEY HAVE REMAINED THE SAME, BUT WE 

CANNOT TRUST ON THEM ANYMORE. 

.I. 

~002 
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ANYWAY, WE CANNOT STOP OUR THI~KING AND, WH~N DEALING 

WITH SOVIET SECURITY POLICY AND WAITING FOR A STABILIZATION. WE 

MUST ASSUME INTERIM REFERENCE LINES. 

WHATEVER MAY HAPPEN, BY SURE WE HAVE AT LEAST TWO 

INVARIANTS: THE FIRST ONE IS GEOGRAPHY, THE SECOND ONE IS THE 

CHARACTER OF PEOPLE, WE LEARNED FROM GEOPOLITIC THEORIES THAT 

THESE TWO INGREDIENTS ALONE ARE ABLE TO DINAHICIZE THE WORLD. 

IN THE CASE OF SOVIET UNION, DISREGARDING IF THE. 

POWER IN RUSSIA WAS RETAINED BY !VAN THE GREAT, !VAN THE. 

TERRIBLE. ZAR PETRUS THE GREAT. CATERINE. STALIN. BREZNHEV OR 

GORBACHEVo THE INHERENT EXPANSIVE FORCE OF THE PEOPLE LIVING. IN 

THAT COUNTRY HI STOR I CLLY DEVELOPED ALONG THREE LINES OF 

REFERENCE, HEADING SEPARATELY FROI4 MosCOW TOWARD THE BALTIC 

REGION, THE FAR EAsT. THE BLAK SEA AND THE STRAITS, 

• I ' 

~· WE MUST ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT MEDITERRANEAN IS JUST 

BEYOND THEM, 

~003 
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NORl'll··SOUTll REI..Al'IONS SOUTH Of' \ll£S'l'l£RN EUROPE: 

IMPLICATIONS f'OR THE ALLIANCE 

by Roberto Aliboni, Director of $tudie~ 

Joint IAl'"RAND Workshop: 

"The southern Region and the Atlantic Alliance 

in ~ Changing Strategic L~ndsc~pe" 

Oxnard, California, November 20-Zl, 1989 

For many years instability in the southern approaches to 

Western Burope arose •ssentlally from the Arab-lsr~eli conflict 

and it<! main components: r.~<Hcal ant1-.Western Arab natLonaiism, 

inter-Arab rivalries, the emergence of Palestinian natianaliHm 

the threat!! emanating from the .region were tac.kled by t.he USA 

after it had displaced Britain and f'rance as a result of the SIH!l:: 

war in 1956. 

In the seventies this picture changed sharply. As 

anti-Western ao .it may. be, n.\tion,,lism in thP. Middle 1£1"'1t is ii. 

secular anci' modernizir1g movement, stemming from the Western 

revolut1ona or the end of the XVIII century. The tinal goal of 

the Middle EasLetn ndtiandl teyim~s is ta onter the Western 

community. The t·eason they .ue anti-Vestern is that the WeB); did 

nat integrate them as ~~ickly and easily aa they bad expected, 

-···-~------------------------·-··--·-·--------------~-------------------------·--·-
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given the equality (or ~uperiority) of tl•e>r clvlll~allon Wl1-h 

r~npuct to the jewis~-chris·ttan one. Th~ae reqimes ·· from th0 

Shah to S~dat ·· had promlned their people a full integration onto 

the international stage w\th Etlll political dignity and economic 

welfare. In the seventies lt became quite clear that they were 

unable to deliver eltbet lnte~natlonal dignity or the ctvillan 

and econ6mic standards of Western democracies. The revlval of 

Islam, against the West as a difterent c1vll1~at1on and against 

secularization and Weetern modernization, resulted from the 

failure of the national Middl~ Eastern regimes to ensure 

political succel!s, human und civil rights and economic welfare. 

The nature of the threat to sectlrtty in the areas ~outh of 

Western Europe therefore chang~G: it became harder, 6Ubtler and 

persistent because the I~l•mlc radicals, ~nlike the naticnali~ts, 

are struggling to destroy the West und its values. furtllermor~. 

the ability of the USA to cope with these threatd alon~ had 

ch~ngod too. More and more, ~e~tern European countries are now 

being associated to th~ USA in all the most important operations 

out c•f the NATO area. 

/). What. one 11hould not overlook In the new situaticm i.s th .. ~ 

thr·eats which come today from the SouthP.rn ·•pproaches atem 

pr~murily tra~ 'he fatlure ~£ the Middle Cant&rn e~unt~ten to 

become integrated Into the Western, aecular, modernized circle. 

In this event the failure to modernize their economies plays a 

crucial role. Hence the importance u! Nurth-Sauth cuoperaticn for 

development for the sake of regional fltahilll:y aml WeHtern 

secur-ity. 

IAI69.23 NovembBt" 1969 p. % 



This pape~ deals primarily with North-&ouLh relatiou~ i11 Lhe 

reqions South of 'Western EuLope (Med1tf!rr-anenn 'ind the (iult - dS 

de£1ned 1n the notes to TabYe 1- and Africa South ot Sahara). 

The effectiveness. and directiona of this cooperation are assumed 0 

to be important factors influencing the threats Lo the Alliance 

from the Southern appro,,chca to Western Europe. Implications Cot· 4 
the Alliance, however, require a more elaborated approach because 

there is no direct relatioriahip between it and North-south 

development cooperation in two important respects. First, the 

Alliance as such is not engaged in development coopero~tion In the 

regions South of Europe. Such cooperation is carried out by 

western national agencies, on bilate~al grounds, and especially 

by the European Community {EC), on multilateral grounds. The only 

coordination that might nctu~lly take plac~ is at the level oE 

the Group of Seven. Second, the Allidnce Is not competent with 

~espect to threats coming from out of the NATO area and,actually 

rebuffed a number of attempts at getting involved. with them. The 

out-of-area operations which ctict tctke place in the regions South 

of Europe were inte~national in character and did not involve the 

Alliance. Implications for the Alliance are by definition I 
··indirect both In effecting development cooperation and in 

considering the threat. 

b However indirect, implications are important. The decision 

not to extend the Alliance beyond i t.s present area, thou<;~h quite 

rea$onable, does not mean the West can neglect threats coming 

f~om the South. Western lntervention will probably continue. In. 

the recent past, intervention that took place outside the 

--------~------··-······~----·---------------------------------··~·-· ... 
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multilateral frame of the Alliance stirred d1Vis1on" among the 

allies and probably will continue to do 50 also in the tutu~e. To 

this divisive effect of the southern threats, the southern 

European countri.ea are the mo:ot exposed. The implication for the 

Alliance is that an unsuccesaful North-South cooperation in the 

Southern approaches to Western Europe may weaken the .cohesion oC 

the.Alliance, particularly thal of the Southern European 

countries. This means, in turn, that auccessful North-South 

coc>peratior• South of 'olestern Europe is a collective interest. 

consequently, the Alliance should support the eftort made by the 

individual We9tern Eut·opean countrles, other Western countriea 

and the EC to evolve "n efficient rlevelopment. programme. lt 

should also. plan ·to coordina~e Lhe flows o£ resources to 

different underdevP.!loped reqions tn <nder to enfoJ:"ce dll 

appre>priate division of labour cunonq the mai.n Jndu~;trii•lized 

countries "nd areas. This means that subjects like protectionism 

and regionalization in economic Jnternational relations - to~ay 

widely disCU!!Sed in the Atlantic .framework - should also take 

into account constraints deriving from security. 

To look at these problems this paper is divided into three 

sections: 1) an outline o! the relations between the North and 

South in the regions of the Mediterranean and the Gult; l) an 

examination of the main I!C policJes in its SoUU1ern approaches 

and of the transfer of resources from tb~ North on bilaterdl 

qrounds; 3) an evaluation oi: the consistency between tt•e 

development cooperation euf:un:ed by the westet·n countries in the 

Gulf and the Hediterranedn and their security requirements, with 

lAI8923 November 1989 p. 4 
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the ;ll,m of al!certaininq the implJ.cat.ioru; (or the Alliance o1· t.t1e 

North··South rel'ations Sot>th of .lolestoH·n r:uropP.. 

As indicated in thP. preceding section, ln this paper 

. Nc•r th·-South n,J <•t ions south of.· Western Europe reter to three· main 
I 

.ueas: the Medt~-errnnean, the Gulf and Afric<t south of Sahotrit 

(ASD). I will concentrate on ~he Mediterranean, however, and will 

consider the Gulf and ASS only when appropriate in relation to· 

our argument. 

~t;!_!!_!_ picture -. Vhen considered from an economic angle, the 

three reqion" south of Western Europe look very ditterent. 

According to the lolorlcl Bank ranking, based on income, the ASS 

countries (with few exceptions) are included among the low-income 

economies. In contrast, the Gulf countries are either high-income 

or upper-·middle-income economiea. The most wealthy of them, 

however, are categorized as such only In financial terms. They 

very often are almost completely dependent on oil, sparsely 

populated and largely unden1eveloped. Finally, the Meditet·ranean 

area, unlike the other two, la neatly divided between 

economically developed and underdeveloped countries, respectively 

·in the north and the south of the basin respectively. The 

1 underdeveloped Mediterrane•u• countries, however, <tre included 

aJQonq ·the JQiddle-income economiea. Tt>ey ate relatively 

fast-dev~lopinq countries, with considerable ln~ustrial 

structures. They fared fairly well hetween·l96!'> and 1980 (see 

Table 1) and, despitl! the early '80s contraction in the Ariib 

oil-producing countries and the alow down of Lhe Western 

IAI8923 November 1989 
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economies thej continue to show rat~H of growth higher th~n those 

recorded on the. averi\ge by othet· lower·· and upper- llliddlo-income 

countries !n the world. 

If industry is considered, the Southern Medi~err-anean 

countries seem fairly succes_sful. According to the lJNEP's "Blue 

Plan" (1): "Alors que vers 1950 les pays riveralns de la 

mcd1terran~e assuraient un pour<:entaqe (.l\) de la production 

inf~rieur a celul de 1929 et qu'on croyalt dbfinitif le d6clin du 

bassln m6diterran6en, ces pays ant connu, apr~s 1950, une 

crolssance supl!>rteure & la moyenne mondtale et certalna d'entre 

eux ont meme connu une croissance spectaculaire. La valeur 

ajout6e des industries manufacturi6res du hassin 1116diterran6en 

(sup6rieure a 200 milliards de dollars en 1983), accuse cependant 

encore un fort d6s~qutlibre entre les r6giona m~diterraneennes de 

la rive Nord et celles des rlves Sud et Est (envlron 80' et 20' 

reopecttvement)". Fd>Ht!t· dev .. \opments ln the heavy induat.:rie,; 

(steel, fertil!~ers, petrochemicals, etc.) have been prevented by 

European -especially South-Ettrop~an- policies destined to slow 

down their decl l.ne for social tea sons. On the <>ther hand a atrong 

development in light 1ndusti tea is being encour,~qed by l;he 

gradual enlargement of their internal market ... Thi5 internal 

evolutio-n, however, ts in ll.o;elf in:;ufftcient to allow for· 

SU5tain·cd groWUJ. Policies of expurt. promot.ion have proved at 

least ;us impor~ant and wer-e stlmul,~t::ed by the •>pportnnit.y offered 

by the access to the large market o[ the EC. This ~ccess is 

curtailed by the app)ication of ~esltlcttve policies on textile 

and petrochemical producto. 

IAI8923 November 1989 p. 6 
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Food and agriculture, together wi t.h demograt:i.c t.endcncies, 

•re definitely less favourable factor-a in the Mediterranean 

gro-wth equation. Demographic tendencies will be t.aken up later. 

As for food and agrtcul ture, despt te remarkable _pro<Jress in 

domestic production (see Table 1), the overall ~ituati.on is 

unsatlsCactory and probably will even get worse. Again it is 

worth quoting the "Blue Plan": "DAjb avanlages par leur niveau de 

deve 1 oppem•!n t, 1 es pays les p luos <I eve 1 oppes de 1 a r 1 ve Nord on vu 

leurs productions crottre ·•vec la t·ealis.•tion de L• Communaut~ 

Economique Europeenne, au point d'atteindre largement, voire de 

depasser, 1 eur_ auto-suff i sance d,tns 1 a pl uspart des denrees de 

base. Dans le m~me temps, les pays du Sud et de l'Est du bassin, 

malgre des tentc\llves de nH<>rme>< aqt·.ttres et de modernisation a 

l'echelle nationale, oous l~ contralnte de leur manque de moyena 

et de leur press ion demoqraphique. p,H is sent <I· une product 1 vi te 

1nsuff1sante et d'un deficit alimentaire structurel, et uouvent 

croissant•. 

Aa for the Gulf countries, Table 1 very clearly shows the 

effect of the contractlon prompted by the fall of the oil prices 

in 1979. To the contraction one has to add the effect of the Gulf 

war (data for Iran and Iraq are unavailable thr·ouqh the World 

Bank). ·The income reduction resulting from the contraction and 

the war, however, cannot necessarily be interpreted as a 

downgrading of the Gulf economiea ._ The atron9 policie" of 

auster 1 ty illlplemented by the GCC countries becaus_e of the 

contraction did not comproml.se anyway the huqe capital already 

inutalled. Furthermore, by takinq il<lv«ntaqe of the contrAction, 

these counlr 1es have demonst.rated a remarkable flexibl.lity iri 

IAI8923 November 1969 p. 'l 
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st~eaml1ning the economy and cuLtinq expcnaes without incurr>ng 

social instability. Partly, these considerations apply t<) lr .. <l ds 

well, though the reconst~uction poses very difficult prriblem~ for 

both Iraq and Iran. 

Oil will remain an immense source ot weiil th tor all the ~;ulf 

countries. At the same time, thei~ recent untavourable political 

and economic evolution may have taught them how to manaqc Uteir 

economies better. With less waste, the diversification ot their 

economies, as slow as it miqht tu~n out to be, will proceed, 

supported by significant resources. In this process the BC lfi 

involved as the "natural", nearest market (or the petrochemical, 

aluminiUIII and chemical industries that these countr1es ar•) 

relentlessly and successfully developing according to their 

comparative international advantage. 

As for ASS it will be sutticient to recall that its twpes tor:

development are rather mor:-e distant than.those of the 

Mediterranean and the Gult. ASS will remain a mere recipient ot 

aid for a long while. For historical, geograpbtc <111<1 e<.:uuvtu.i.:: 

reasons, however, the EC will maintain d special responsibility 

towards it and ties closer to it thdn other industrialized arnas. 

Dependence and trade relations - Though dependence is a 

general fact of life 111 the North-South relations, the dependuncu 

of the reqions south of the EC must be strestsed. 'fable l. r;hows 

that the E~.accounts for 48.6\ 1n the l9UJ total .trade (exportB + 

imports) of the Mediterranean area: lt accounts tor :wa ot .the 

Gulf countrtes' total trade and for 43,3\ ot that ot ASS. Only 

the importance the USA has tor J:.at1n Amer1co can c:ompan: •ntt• the 

IAI8923 .November 15189 p. 8 
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European pattern of relations with its southern room. It may be 

1nterest:in9 t:o note that Asia 1s .not nependent on Japan· t.o a 

similar degree. This conelderation reinforces the conclusion 

already mentioned above that growth prospects tor the regions 

under consi.aeration are tied to EC pollcies and development 

cooperation, though the ext:ent to which they depend on the USA 111 

not negligible. In the case of the Gulf, one has also to note how 

. important a mar.ket Japan is tor the Gulf countr1es. 

Nevertheless, the areas in question could not be lees 

unimportant in the. total trade of the indu5tt·ia1i~eci countries 

shown in Table 3. The Mediterranean accounts fo1 3.8\ In the 

total trade of the EC. It mttst be noted, however, that. it 

accounts for as much dB the whole of ABHl ·(3.9~) and more than 

the other .developing areas ~tncludlnq ASS (2.J\) ~nd the Gult 

(2.11)- and the European socialist countries (2.6\). 

Inter-reqional Nor.th-South relations 11eem more lmpot·tant tor the 

USA (to whom Asia accounts for 12,8\ and Latin Alllenca tor 12.4')' 

and Japan (to whom Atsta accounts Cor 23.8\ and the Gult '1\) than 

for the EC. 

Acc:ordinq to these Cigures, first of all one can say that 

NOt'th-South inter-regional relations between the USA an•1 l.at1n 

' America, on the one hand, and Japan and Asia, on the other, 

appear more balanced than those between the EC and its Southern 

approaches. Second, as imbalanced as they may be, 

EC··Mediterranean t"elation:; are mot"e important (and less 

imbalanced,·I would dare say) to the ~c than are any other 

1nter-req1onal relations of the EC. Third, the EC is only 

1Al892l November 1969 p. 9 
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modestly "dependent" on <~11 the req;.onD cnnside•red in Table 3, 

but those regions are remark,lbly dependent on it. On the whole, 

this means that the EC ls the most important outlet for the 

developing areas {especially the Mediterranean and the R11ropnfn 

socialist countries), while the most important outlet tor the EC 

is the industrial1~ed world. 

§.~l}thern Europe and the.~J.!~.!.!:..SIP...<:'.!E. - A more deta i1 ed I ook 

at the shares of the EC. three of its members {~'t·ance, the ¥U<1 

and Italy) and the USA in the total trade of tho individual 

Mediterranean countries gives further insights into the structure 

of the region. 

Table 4 gives a view which cuts across North-South relatJon~. 

In addition to the individual Southern Meditet·r.tnean countri<HI, 

it takes into consideration the individual Southern European 

countries. These countries ~re divided into four groups, 

~ { according to the dominance ot the tour industrialized countries 

shown in each column: France, FRG, Italy and USA. Fr~nce is the 

most important partner ot the three Maqhreb countries and Spain. 

Italy ls by far the most important par-tner of Libya, in addition 

to a heterogeneous group including Syria, Lebanon and Cypru~ (one 

would say that curiously enough Italy is a partner to moat of th~ 

for Spain) plus Ttirkey, 'luqoslavia and Ml\1 ta. Moreover, in ~v•n·y 

group 1t is very often second to the dominant Western partner. 

One still has to note that the FRG shows 4 surplus in its tr.lde 

IAI8923 NoVelllber 1989 p. 10 
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balance in relation to all the EC and nun-EC countries lt~ted in 

Table 4 (with the notable exceptions ot Algeria and Libya). ~he 

Southern t:uropean countries 5how surpluaea in relation to oUter 

Mediterranean countries, but not in relation to the FRG. 

~hat is outstanding (though not very surprising) in this 

picture is that a central role in Mediterranean trade reiatlonn 

is played by two non-Mediterr~nean countries, FR~ and partly the 
~-------·-.-,_ __ ,...~~o-.=..:,-,~,,-.,-_.,~,...._..,._-,~~--=«'~_,.~,=,:--~;::'-"=-.~·; ---c-,.:_~,...,.,......,.-~ 

USA, t"ather than by most tradition a 1 Medi terr<~nean powet·s, l1 ke 
-- --~"'--'---....._.,~ .. ----- -~-"' ___ .__,, ..• -·:;.•_•,- --,~.- ·::>;·:;;;;.,.,-;-;.-~~-. 

France and Italy. A second remarkable feature is the parallel 
>--"''-""'·~----""""~' 

--~-·-~'--" 
between tt"ade relations <~nd <~ctu<~l political links. The 

conclusion is that the Southern European countries, thouqh highly 

1nteqrated into the Meditet"ranean economic environment, do not 

dominate it. Beyond the· f. act tt1at the llC is the moat important 

partner of the southern Medlterranean countries, there is the 

fact that their most i~portant and significant partner is the 

FRG. Despite the overwhelming role played by the EC in the 

Meditert"anean trade, the special relationship between the USA and 

the Eastern Med1 terrauean qroup composed of lst·ael, Eqypt ~nd 

Jordan indicates that economic t"esponsibilitles in the Southern 

approaches to Vestern Europe are shared by the USA. If. we 

consider the spec tal re la t 1 onsh1 p between ~·ranee and the M&gt.reb 

countries from a different anqle, we can also conclude that there 

1s a stronq correlation between political and economic factors in 

the area. 

Demoqraf_t~ trends an.~. 1ntet"nation~.! .• m1g!"atio!_l~ - As has just 

been noted, the FRG shows surpluses in relation to almost all the 

~c and non-EC Mediterranean countt"ies and the south European 

IAI8923 November 19851 p. ll 
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count~ies, in cont~ast; sh6w su~pluses in rel~tion to other 

Mediterranean count~les (though less re~ularly than FRG's) but 

not in relation to the t'RG. lt is interesting to wonder how 

deficits are pai4. The way they ate g1ves a Very clear p1cture of .... ~~~""1-~-~~,.~-----
-the Mediterranean economy and its pattern of integratton. In 

fact, they are offset by tourism and labour. While tourism is 

exported by all the EC and non~EC Mediterranean countries, labour 

today is 1111111igrating mostly Cro1n the non-EC Mediterranean 

count~ies (thou9h 1t.ha:5 not ceased to move from Southern to 

Northern members of the EC). 

The basis of North-South relations 1n the Mediterranean is 

the intensity of the regional economy of services· (transport, 

labour, tourism) in addition to trade, together w1th the 

necessity to preserve Lh" se" ilnd the envu·onment as the .most: 

impor.tant medium of this ~conomy. A tull consideration of 

Mediterranean intc<J~dtion <ind its prol5pects would n>quu·c ~n 

indepth analysis of the balance ~f curre~t accounts as well aa 

the balance of trade. The present consideration w1&l be limited 

to a factor· wbid1 is· ot crucial importance to esecur1ty; 

demoqrafic trends and internationdl miqrdtion~. 

Migration in the Mediterranean is going to increase sharply 

because of ·growinq demoqr,,pJtic dlffP.rentials between the ~~c 

countries and the non-&C regional countries. 

Acc~rdin<J to sevei·ctl !itU<lieB, particulat·ly, the "B.lue PLrtn", 

the demog~aphic structure of the Mediterranean is undergoirtg a 

sweeping change. In 1960; the Northt:tu shore accounted for ::i61 ot 
the overall Mec1iterranean population. In :tOZO it wilf account fur. 

no mo~e than one third of lt. 

-------------·---------------·--··--·-··---------------~------···---------~--
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This tendency i~ coupled with a growing proport•un of youn9 

people in the non-EC Mediterranean countries. The slow growth 

foreseen in these countries will not allow for younger 

generations to be fully employed. Pr<>spe<!ts tor· a persu>t<mt 

growth differential with respect to the EC wjtJ induce a large 

number of pP.ople to mtgratP. to the gc. As a r .. sult, the mlgr<ttton 

pattern already inherent 1n the Med;terranean econollly will be 

markedly emphasized. Moreover, one has to think of the f~ct th~t 

the end of the boom undergone by t.he Arah world during the 

seventie& put &trong limitations to inter-Arab migration. 

As a consequence of these developments, growing pressure on 
---------=""---=---"'""~='=·>~'<: .. "'--<~-;-=---~-,..-;~->4=_,~,...,----,-~- _-=,;,.'""'O•~=~""C'",..--.---- •-o:-c;~~=~ 

the EC is expected, sim.ilttr to thHt put on the USA by Mt!IIL<:<In 

immigration. What ia new is th~t countries like Italy and Spain, 

which had previously been countries of emi<JI:"<ltion, ttre rdpi<1ly 

translating into receiving countries of imm19ration. 

According to Massimo Livi Bacci (2), the work Coc·ce thdt will 

\ 

not be available because of the demographic trends prevailing in 

vestern Europe will amount to an avera<Je 10'11 <>f the tc)tal ..,estt~rn 

Europ•an work force. This would imply more or less 7.50,000 

immiqrants per yeftr. However, it cctnnot be tit ken £oc '1l'•liiLed l;hdt 

this wi 11 actually be the case in t.he near tuture nor immi9rants 

will come from or mainly from the 11editerr .. nean. Anothet· ltdll .. n 
----~-~~---~~-_ ... __ . __ ·----~••<>•····----~-~--~---·-···•">-~·-· 
demographer, Antonio Golini (3), points out the posa1bil1ty that 

the hiqh unemployment rilte prevallinq amonq the Europeitn youth 
___ ,..."""'-" ..... '<>';~-:::~ 

"''"Y prompt "protectionist• policies bY t.he EC Governments. 
-=-"""="",·-'-=~:.=·,.,~-,.~-c-;"""""'-'<~<•'·:•·c·--c·;o~...,.,_~:;-;"""o-c<:oc--.,-..-_ .,..,.--_-""-~-"'""~'"-o-~ c···t.''<;= ·''"'"''' ~--·-;·,.~-""~-""'"---""' 

Furthermore a somewhat decltntnq economic scenario, together with 

economic •tert1ar1zation" and technological advancements in 

IAI8923 November 1969 p. u 
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Western EUI:'ope mi<]ht well comblue with " decn,a•nnq !about 
'------~~"~"-"'"--'--'·'·-:--o ~,,""--::-.,-.,.:,..: . .:...·c~. ---·''~'-.---••• ., ' .-• ~-~--

- - -- ~ ~-- - .. , --~--:_x-:. 

demand. Stronq constrdilltS on immi.gt<J~i.on may al:~o come from 
··- .•• .- o;ot ..,_-o,,._.....--"-' . ..-,~•·"'-'~·, __ ,, -"'-'"~-0<-~·-•-•-··•·-·'--"- ·• '•'' ""·'" --'--·""'--""' 

security policies and tear of aoc1al and racial contll<::t". 
- ... ' 

Finally, there are new and considerable extra-Mediterranean tloWR 
'<==-'· _.;:._;::;·.:_...._:.--' ·-·-- ----- ·-
of migrants already competinq with old and new Meditet·r<>ne<tn - -- .. -- -· '" . ---.----- -_- -- -

·- ~ ·---

flows. They come from ASS, south-westenl Asia ana E«Btern Europe. 

In Italy, even in the absence ot deliberate policies, "" 

important part of: immigrated people t1ave a Christian background 

(people from the Philippines, Ethiopia, Eitrea, Cape Verde, 

etc.). 

Only part of the 250,000 Jobs calculated by LJvi uacci will 
-~=-,""'~~"'''-"""--:- -,.._-~,..-~-'~~·e<cc•...-r_:- -""""'--- v•-:<:_-; __ ·-· ~ .•,;"'-~'"~--- ·. ,_._ --,,_.,, .•. - .·:-,_. -.,._ ,-~:·e-.,""=0'1-~·. 

be available to people cominq from the non-I>C Mediten·.meo~n 

countries. Nevertheless, pressure is already strong ~nd the 

Mediterranean fl:'ontier, because of the sea, the lung co•atltne 

and the intensity of tourism and travel will remain to some 

extent permeable. On North-South qrouudtl the pt·oblem c<>nno t b-. 

solved by the closure oi the frontier. In <>.ny ca5e, demographic: 

trends at work in the Mediterranean tequire more resources to be 

invested from the EC and the 'West into the non-f:C Medtterranen 

countries. If the EC is not be able or willing to host people 

seekinq jobs from abroad, this tequirement will increase <>.nd 

become iDiper·ative. 

Rec~~1 economic developmen~ - "ecent developments did not 

make thinqs easier. As already ind1Cdted, the tall 1n the oil 

prices at the end of the '"10s and ttae alow down of the 'We!<tern 

economies increased the Mediterranean countr·ies indebtednet~s •nd 

required governments to enforce policies of strict austertty and 

IAI8923 November 1989 p. 14 
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;/ lastrictiona.~presents element .. l:hdt may be used t<> 

dsses" .(h., intenoi ty. of t.he,_e developments. 

la! 003 

11. n\llllber:- ·af obse[·vntions <:an be drawn fn>m lh!:; t.1blc. ln th<> 

Mediterranean, all the countries (with the exception of Algeria 

and Libya) show a deficit in thei[ bnlnnce at trade. Thin lR 

Inherent to the economic slru~ture and not merely the result ot 

business cycles. lJh<tL i<; n~lllilrkdble, however, is the l:a<:t: th<1t 

all these countries -with the exception of Israel, that 

increased its de(lcll considerably - hiive either largely 

contained thei1 deficit or even reduced it (sometime ~harply, as 

in the case of Syria. Thia same considetdtion applieG in the Gulf 

to Bahrein and Iraq, both of whJch 5hltted trom a deficit to ~ 

surplus positton. As (or Lhe other Gult countries, (with the 

exception of Iran) wha~ js shown by the balance of trade 

(significdJtt reductions of their ~urpluses) is less the re3ult of 

restrictive policies than that of the tall ut Lhe oil pr1ces. 

That there are restrictive pul1ci~s at work, howeve~. Is :;hown by 

the fiqutes reporting the variation in exports and imports. This 

variation is intended to expl,.in the t·eason for the vari .. tion tn 

the balance o! trade. ln the. Gulf count.r1es, changes in the 

biil<tnce o.C Lca<le very often combined with a more aubst,.ntial 

reduction in impur l!J than l.n exports: In any case • w1 th the 

exception of the UAE, imports h,\ve been t·educed eve[·ywher·P-. W1th 

few exceptions , all the countries cc>ncerned relltricted import:;; 

while 1ncrea:Hng expor:-ts <H iuctensed exports _more th<tn imporl;s, 

Lhua setting in motion a consider~ble transfer of real resources 

abroad. This has had a greater impa~t in the Mediterr~neiin th~n 

IAI892J November 1989 p. 15 
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in the Gulf 

Alger-ia, to 

countries. Jt explains recurrent popular· ri.ot:;, trom 

Tunisia, Jord.~n and J;qypt. 

An aspect of what. we have just seen is the growing d<>bt ot 

the Mediterranean countries, wh.t<:h unlike the Gule countrteR had 

to tackle the situation with different tinancial resources. 

Tables b and 7 give some debt indicators. They allow that the 

Mediterranean is considerably lells· in debt tllan Asia and Latin 

America -though more than E.~stt~rn Europe. Six countt·ies arc 

primarily responsible for the Mediterranean debt (1987 figures): 

Algeria (22,881), Egypt (40,264), lsrael (26,332), Morocco 

(20,706), Turkey (40,818) and Yugoslavia (23,518). The 

Debt/Expor-ts ratio (Tab. 7) says that the Mediterranean i~ doang 

less well than Asia and Latin Alnerica, whe,eas East.err. Europe and 

ASS are increasinq the ratio vefy quickly (data on E .. stern r:urope 

are overevalu~ted in relation to other areas: see note 2 on the 

'fable). This qr-owinq, thouqh not cctLristrophic, debt is the result 

ot the tendencies we have just observed. l::xternal debt, to the 

extent it feeds development, may be an opportunity and is 

consistent with a virtuo.us l.nternatio'nal coope'!"ation. However, 

mot·e 1nternattonal development aid i,; required in addition to th<> 

reforms these countries have adopted, for this Mediterranean debt 

to turn into in ctn opportunity for development. 

EC Development and Coope_r;:,i'.!,ion_.!'E.!.L£-.. ~~ 

Different sets of •association aqt·eements" and cooper.ttion 

relat1onsh1ps have been :;et in motion since the birth of the EC. 

They ref.lect different trends. A. fin<t trend results from the 

necessity tor some members t.o settle their special economic 

. . 
------~---------···-·--------~·-----------··· - -·---------------------··-·-
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relations with the former colonies at the ve~y moment they 

entered t.he EC customs area. This led to the association 

agt·eements with the ACP countries (Africdn, l'acitlc <>n<l 

Caribbean) and with the thr eo. M<HJhr eh count.r i ef'l. A 5econd trer.d 

is motivated put·ely by economic .>nd commercial fac::tat·s: the 

e~tension of the EC's agricultural protectionism t.o the 

Me\li ten.:me<tn pr·ortucts and the proximity of the large EC m<lrkec 

to economies committed to export led development policies. ·rhis 

br·ought <1bout a proliferation of agreements and later on the 

attempt to organize them with the so called "overall 

Mediterranean policy". Today, the association agreements req~rd 

li!I005 

all the Mediterranean countries except Alhanla and Libya. A third 

trend arose as a consequence of the first oil crisi~; in 1973·-74 

and gave way to the Euro--Arab Dialo<Jue (EAD). The E:AD, Uwuqb 

officially extant still today, has never ~edlly tdken off. and it 

is being replaced hy more fruitful relati.<ml< belwe .. n the EC and 

sub-regional entities, like the GCC (Gulf Cooperation council). 

The renewal o! the EC relations with the newly-born Union du 

Maqhreb Arabe (UAM) may .follow this sub-regional tnmd in EC···At"db 

relations and, 11t the siOme time, replace the old Mediterranean 

association agreements wlth the three Maqhrebian countries. 

Hediter r;uu•an associ.ation agreement:s p_rovide col!unerc:ial 

preferences and concessianal aid. The Europedn Investment Bank 

has a special project-loans programme for the most important 

aqreemenltl. A UWllber of agreements are in fact nothing mor .. than 

traditional agreements far trade and economic cooperation. The 

. IA18923 November 1989 p. 1'1 
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difference lie5 in the fact that the as~oc1ation agr~ements 

proper are endowed with "omcwhat elabo.rutcd in:;;titutions (wh}ch 

in the case of the ACP inclu<le .HI Inter -PeH llauotmtcttlnu 

delegation). These institutions can be con~idercd the politlc~l 

structure dealing with inter-regional relations in the same way 

the OAS does for the Western hemisphere. 

Whethrir these agreements worked satisfactorily ts a very 

controversial question. Multilateral aid extended by the EC is 

definitely insufficient, as. is especially evident in the case ot 

A55 and ius pre::sent debt.. The most of off. le ia l resources, e 1 ther. 

concessiondl ot· not, re,,ch the ''ountr leB South of Weatern Eou·ov" 

through bil~ter~l channels. The Mediterranean t:ountrics are able 

t<> attr.dct private funds to an extent tile ASS cannot. The 

cooperaiion that is deemed mo~t important, however, is the 

commerci,\ 1 one. Pt'efei ences are· extended to all manu:t .. ctut-t>d 

prodticts, except textiles'ond petrochemicals. They ~re somewhat 

greater than those extended by the General System of 

non-Reciprocal Preferences for ManufacturtJd Pn><lU<.:L,. provided 

within the GATT to dll the LOCs. Preferences and other facilities 

are extended to aqr I cul tu.ral products as well. However, a<.:cesM 

given to the l<ttter is very selective and limited bec<tuse o! the 

irtternal preference en5ured by the EC • s Aqr icul tural Collllllon 

Policy to its members. 

Iu the EC market ~ n•~l opportunity for the associated 

countrieB in the Mediterranean? Limitations to agricultural 

products, petrochemic.als and textiles definitely limited exports 

\1 and development of the a~Jsociate<l count< i"". However, much has 

IAI6923 November 1989 p. 18 
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depended on their policies as well. Countries l.ik.e Turkey. which 

adopted policies of lndu~trialization associated to policlcc of 

export promotion managed to take the opportunity of£ered by t.he 

£C. In contrast. those countcies which ndopted inwnrd-.\ookin<J 

policies of industrialization, lik.e Algeria ·that today is 

rapidly trying tu change its course- did not manage to do the 

same. 

The most serious problem is agriculture, For a number of 

products, 1 ik.e oliVe oil, vegetdble", tomatoe5 and citrus fnd ts. 

access has gradu~lly been provlded by the EC regulations. This 

access. det.et"mined impot"t<'lnt investment in the countr· ies concet·ned ----·--
to promote export. To sume, t.hts must be interpreted as a 

diversion of resour·ces fr·om food production, an event definitely ----------------·-.. -· 
negative in view of the almost structural deficit of these 

\1.1 countries in producinq·food. 

In any case, the~ond'~:;:;;~::~ the EC to Greece, 
_...:,~-= "~,-==::::::::::-_:.::=-=-· 

Portugal and Spain has put in qu~stion the access of the 

Mediterranean aqrl.cultural as well. as manutactured exports .to the 

EC. Georqe N. Yannopoulos, who «nalyzedthe trade eftects of the 

eecond EC enlargement, had some reeervations about the ability of. 

Spain to supply all the more industrial producta the EC 

preference would permit, whereas he had no doubt about 

agricultural products - as already witness.ect by the early oreek 

case (4). Thus he seemed to imply that some room was left !or the 

non-EC Meditet"ranean countries. In a seminar given later at 

Wiston House (5), however, he was more explicit about the adverse 

consequences affect1n<) Lbe southern Mediterranean countries, 

IA1892J NoveiiLber 1989 p. 19 
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especially the Maghreb countries: "lt may be argued that entry 

has undermined the EC"s system ot preferences for ~ssociated 

ntin-EC Mediterranean countries .... Although agreement has been 

reached that their exports will be maintained at 1986 levels ... 

the expanding EC market has been denied tc> the Maghreb states .... 

ln response to this situation a nwnber of countries (Cyprus, 

Malta, Morocco and Turkey) have applied for EC metabership or 

requested closer links." 

As for the implementation of the Single Market at the end ot 

1992, it .does not seem it will negatively affect exports coming 

from the LDCs in general nor those of the Mediterl:'anean and 

African countries. The harmonisation of services (which include 

tourism) may affect the Mediterranean countl:'ies, though it may 

also offer them new opportunities in case EC-Mediterranean joint 

ventures are encouraqed. 

Where the Single Market is going to create special problems 

for North-South relations ts in currents of migrations. After 

1992 people will be able to move freely within the EC terr.itory 

and it will be easier. for people entering from the southern EC 

frontier on the Mediterranean to look for jobs throughout the EC. 

This possibility is seen as both <In economic and a security 

problem. Presently, the attitudes of the individual EC countl:'1es 

are vary. The Schengen Oroup and Britain carry out more precise 

and. restrictive policies, whereas a debate is uni:le!l:'way in tt1e 

South European countries which are inclined toward more open 

policies. The question definitely de~erveu ne9otiatlons among the 

EC members. That the South Europe<~n countries will act as " gt·oup 

1AI8923 November 1989 p. zo 
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in the negotiation is not improbable. This is a point which might-

h<~ve " direct impac l QU security and. some implications f. or the 

Alliance. 

On the whole, the EC hiUI been carrying out, from its 

inception, an _1mport.1nt programme o[ developmental cooperation 

with the main areas lying souLh of Western Europe. This policy 

must be adapted to allow more opportunities for food and 

agricultural development in the countries concerned. Furthermore,

the enlargement of_ the EC to the Southern European countrl."'" ;,; 

now putting into question the effectiveness of the overall 

programme. The programme must be profoundly riconsidered and 

probably it must be bas!ld less on trade preferences and more on 

direct economic cooperation and foreign investment. The Single 

Market may have an impact on services _and miqration. 'these 

special files must definitely be included in the re~odelling of 

the cooperation policies of the EC. Thia adds to the need of 

r.evamp1n<J the overall ptvgr<~mme with fresh ideas and new qQals. 

Bilateral aid-~.!'}~.!.~~-~.!!.~.£~ of r-eso':'.r:.C:.!:'.!:'. 

Tables 8 and 9 show some fiqurea for the distribution of 

bilateral resources to the main developing areas. Table 8 showa 

transfers defined by the OCOE's Development Aid Committee ~Net 

Total Receipts" of the receiving countries. These flows are net 

(disbunsements ·less reimbursements on non-concessional 

component:~) and include t>oth official and private componentu. 

Table 9 gives "Total Official Flow:~• addressed by donor countries 

to the receiving countriea. These flows are expresaed in gross 

IAI8923 November 1989 p. 21 
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whereas net total receipts give the !inal result ot the policie!l 

of cooperation tollowed by a qiven country, total official l:lows 

give a view of the policy goals wished by governments. 

Results expressed·by the two tables are not very different, 

however. In both cases the Mediterranean receives considerably 

less frolll the EC.tban Latin Amer-ica and Asia. It receives more 

from the USA, which allocates similar amounts of reaources to the 

l'!edi terranean and La.i:in America. This is because of the 

importance of the USA f.lows towards k.ey-Meditel'"ranean countries, 

like Egypt and Israel (about 11,500 mtlliuns dollars in the 

period to which the table r-eters). ASS is definitely receiving 

the bulk Of the EC transfer and seems to be the main focus of its 

attention. 

The directions of bilateral resources -like those of. 

bilateral trade {see first section)- suggest that in the 

l'!edite~ranean a strong us presence combines with the overwhelming 

EC commercial and economic relations. This may not be without 

political str-ateqic consequences. 

Conclusions 

Prospects for g~owth in the Mediterranean area and the Gult 

depend to a not negligible extent on the overall international 

environment. Proximity and the present pat tern of economic .md 

commercial relations suggest that these prospects depend mainly 

on the EC, especially in the case oC the Mediterranean count.ries. 

The Ec definitely has a special responsanility in helping U1ese 

areas to develop. 
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This seems particularly true if we consider that the 

Mediterranean economy is in fact even more integrated has be era 

demonstrated within the limits of this paper, because of the 

import~nce of services, transport (including gas and oil 

li!i003 

tr~nsport), tourism and labour movements (remittancea). Mot·e thctn 

trade, it would be important to take into consideration currerot 

accounts (for which·data are more ditficulL to gather). Moreover, 

cUI has been said, the Mediterranean Sea is the medium where this 

integration takes place and 1 ts protec~:ton ad<l:o ~u ~h .. sule.111!aneu 

of Mediterranean inter-regional integration. Geography and the 

"tertictrization" of the econCJmy compel the t::C and the southern 

Mediterranean countries to increase their cooperation and asll. for 

reinforcement of the development an<\ cooper·ation policies o&lro>Rd'( 

implemented by the EC and ! t.s mellll>er countr iea. In the second 

section of this paper I suqqested some directions for reeho&pinq 

and strengthening these polici~s. 

( If the EC development policies mus1: be reinforced <lnd 

renovated, one important questio~ arising on politi~al and 

economic grounds concerns the role the Southern European 

countries expect or are expected to play. Their special position 

as· far as out-of··area security is concerned is in some •·espect 

parallel to their perceived or actual interest in a special 

economic cooperation with the countries south of the EC. 

A special role of the southern European countries ln relation 

to the economic development of the southern LDCs is quite natural 

and should be welcomed. However, a reinforcement of their 

bilateral· cooperation only, at the expense of that of the t:C, 

IA18923 November 1989 p. 23 
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could be inconvenient for the wider interest~ ot the West and the 

Alliance. It would pose, on economic grounds, the u~mu rlak of 

isolation that the out-of-area intervention poses on the grounds 

of security, and would c:r e.~te risks of more OJ:' less creepin•J 

splits in the tabrlc o( the Atlantic and Eurppe~n organizations. 

As special and helpCul ~s it may be, the rol~ the Southern 

·European countrie!l are expected to play must take place within a 

reinforce~ EC development cooper .. tion. 'thil!l is of crucial 

interest to the Alliance. 

In there any serious pos!libility that a South Europe~n 

solidarity would cut across the Eul:'opean and Atlantic solidarity? 

I said that aome split may occur within the Ec l.n relation to 

migl:'ation P"licies. Il ueems improb,\b.le that this would occut· on 

{ more genetal 9rounds. However, one has to take note of the tact 

that the f"rench qovernment haB proposed the ~ettinq up ot o1 

Weate::ru Mediterranean Communl.t.y to Sp._in, Italy and Portugal. 

Diplomatic cont<lcts on this subject are in motion, though f'rench 

f>outh-we!lt.ern European memben• seem to accept the exerci11e lens 

for the sake ot implementing the proposed plan than fol:' th..: sake 

of checking France and limitiw:j damages. Whatever succe:ss this 

pt·oject may have, one has to stress !:hat it showa the tension 

between North and South regarding the role of Southern F.urupe. At 

·g the :Jallle tUae it sheds liqht on anol:her neqative trend, that 1s 

l 
the idea u£ separating the ~healthy" sector of the Mediterranean 

ft·om the unstable Eastel:'n one. Such an event would isolate Urt~ece 

and Turkey, add vulnerability in the Eastern wtnq ut the Alliance 

and put Italy on a dangerous frontier. If this is happenlnq, lt 
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is because o( latent tensions and rivalries within the Alliance, 

that is the e<:onomic and political role of USA an<1 FRG in the 

Easter~ Mediterranean illustrated by this paper. In this senoe, 

again, the contirruatton and reinforcement of unitarian IC 

development policy ls a atrong interest of the Alliance, 

A further conclusion is that economic roles of the EC, the 

USA and Japan are less regional than conventional wisdom 

suggests. The evidence shown by this paper suggests that the EC 

is very active in Latin America and, i.n turn, USA is very ac:tive 

in the Mediterranean. There ts no sul.Hltitute for geographical 

proximity. However, this pattern can be helpful in avoiding 

segmentation {regionalization) within the wider circle of the 

international economy and smooth ~rilateral competition. A better 

coordination and distribution of wet~lern aid policies must be 

pursued because.1t 1a an interest of the Alliance. OCDE is 

already there and make a good work. More coordination at the 

seven level is probably needed. 

Finally, one has to underline t.be prospect of a competition 

between the need to develop the Sou~h afld now the East. Relation" 

with the Eastern countries, as demonstrated by this paper .. are 

important. They are perhaps more attractive to the Western 

European countries than are. relations with the Southern 

countries. Both sides imply security problems for the Alliance. 

It seems to this author, however, that it would be a mistake to 

divert resources from the south to help the East. Additional 

resources amst be foundional and/or ther manaqement of exist:inq 

resources must be improved. 

IAI8923 November !989 p. 1.5 
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GDP Agriculture 

A B A B 

Hiddle-lncome economies 6.2 2.8 3.4 2.5 

62!!!:l!l!;R!!l!.-!£ .. 
. ii.:.Z: 2 1 3 ... ;1 ~ ... 3 _ .. _ .• 

" 
Egypt 6.8 .. 6.3 2.7 2,7 
Jordan n.a 4.3 n.a 4.1 
Lebanon (1) -'1.2 n.:"a .r . n .-a n.a 
Horoc:co C1) 5.4 3.2. . 2.2 3.6 
Syrie (1) 8.7 0.3 .. ~.8 -1.1 
Tuniala 6.4 3.6 5.5 ~-2 
T•Jrkey 6.3 5.2 3.2 3.3 

- Yea!c_ml~~l!_ln£Rm!._c& .. LZ ih.~ 3 ... ~ !1.:.~ 

AlQerla C1) 7.5 3.8 5.6 6.0 
Greece Sr6 1,1o 2.3 -0.1 
Iran 6.2 n.a 4.5 n .a 
Iraq n.a n.a n.a n.a 
Lybia 4.2 n.a 10.7 n.a 
Onnan (1) '1:5.2 12.7 n.a 9.4 
Portu9al n.a 1.1, n.a -0.9 
Yugoslavia 6.0 1.5 3.1 1.1o 

High I ncoour economies 3.7 2.6 0.8 2.8 
Fr-ance (1) 1,.3 1 .6 1.0 2.6 
lBrael ( 1) . 6.8 2.2 n.a n.a 
Italy <1l 3.8 2~1 0,8 0.8 
K>Jwa·i t 1.3 -1.1 n.a 23.6 
Saudi Arabia <1> 11.3 -5.3 4.1 10.3 
Spain t1l 

. 
4.6 2.1 2.6 0.9 

· llAE n .a- -4.3 n.a 11.6 

Source& Uorld Bank, W9cl~-ll!~ll22m!nl_R~2Cl_12ft!, Wa~hlngton DC 

Note ... : (1) GDP and Its c:omponent s are at p•.trchaser valu"'!i 

TAiAO;~-iAit~a----:--;-

Industry 

A B 

6.0 2.9 

~ ... ll 1...11 

6.9 s.s 
n.a 4. '5 
n.a n.a 
6.1 1.2 

11.8 1.5 
7.4 2.7 
7.2 . 4.7 

:!.a. !I ih.Z 

8.1 lo.3 
7.1 0.4 
2.4 n.a 
n.a n.a 
1.2 n.a 
n.a 15.1 
n.a 1.0 
7.8 1.4 

3.2 2.3 
4.3 -0.1, 
n.a n.a. 
4.0 o.s 
n.a -2.3 

11.& -10.1, 
S.1 O,.t, 
n.a. -8.4 
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!!!!!Lli!l!£1 a 1l~L1!!:!1!2L_:t2!1Z · . . . . 

EC JAPAN USA FRANCE FRG ITALY UK 

Mediterranean (1) 48.6 . 2,8 10,2 a,7 13,2 11,3 4,7 
Gulf (2) 30,0 18,7 10;3 4,3 5,3 5,9 5,9 
Afric:a South of Sahara 43,6 7,0 11,0 10,7 8,9 '5,8 7,0 
Asia 15,5 18,9 18,0 2,0 4,6 1,5 3,4 
Latin Am~<rica 22,5 6,1 41,1 ~3,9. 6,1 2,6 2,6 
Eastern Europe (3)· 26,9 3,4 2,5 4,_0 10,1 4,7 2,5 

.., " . ~ , 
Sourc:e1 elaboration on IMF, ~!C€~tle!l_Qf_Ic~~~-Qt!tl~1l~~L-!I!!:~Qgk_1~§g 
Notes : (1) Al ger la, Cypr•~s, Egypt, lt;rael, Jordan, LRbancn, L 1 bya, Halt a, Hcrccco, SyrIa, 

TIJnlsia, Turkey, Yugoslavia 
(2) Bahrein, ·tran, Iraq, Kuoealt, Oman, Qatar, Sao,tdl Arab I_ a, United Arab E•iratRs 
(3) Bulgaria, C:tec:hoslo~o~akla, GDR , Hungary, Poland, Romania, USSR 

I!~"-~-=-~~ln_Q~~~!g~lag_~n!!._!lQ£l!ll§t_~!:l!iL_ll!l.stl§_ln_ibc_!eisl_lr.ml!.!_Qf_!l£!!l:£il~ 
!!!2Y§1!:.l!l_£l!Y!!it:li~~-12DZ 

MEDITERRANEAN GULF AF"RICA S. of' S. ASIA LATIN AMERICA EASTERN EUROPE 

rr~n ce 'i,2 1,9 3,.5 3,7 2,7 2,4 
FRG 3,8 1,3 1,7 4,5 2,'i 3,6 
Italy . 6,9 2,9 2.5 3,2 2,3 3,6 
UK 2,5 2,7 2,4 5,9 1. 9 1,6 
USA 2,4 2,1 1~9 •12,8 12,4 0,6 
Japan 1,0 

. 
7,0 23.8 3,7 1,6 1.8 

EC 3,8 2,1 2,3 3,9 2,3 2,6 

Source: ·see Tab. 2 

-----------------------IAIB923 TABLES P•,2 
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EC Franca FRG Italy USA 

Grorece 64.0 8.1 22.9 14.0 4.0 
Halt a 68.0 3.0 22.1 17.3 V , 9.6 
TIJr-key 46.4 4.9 20.1 8.4 ,.. 9.6 
Italy 56.3 15.4 19.8 / ' •7.3 
Yugoslavia 41.0 3.8 19.2 11.2 4.3 
France 59.5 / 17. 9" .,r. 11.6 7.0 
Portugal . 66.5 13.0 14.9 6.7 5.5 

Spain 58.3 15.2 14./t 8.8 8.2 
llor-occo 56.0 25.3 5.8 5.5 6.1 
TunIsia 71.9 0!5.0 15.5 13.6 -lt.1 
Algeria 65.7 21.5 10.6 15.4. 15.0 

l ibya 71.2 6.0 13.9 29.3 ... 
Syr-ia 49.1 9.2 8.5 17.6 4.7 
Lebanon 34.5 7.0 4.8 9.2 5.4 

.. Cyprus 52.8 3.7 7.5 8.7 3.7 

I&rael 38.8 4.0 8.5 . 4.5 19.7 
E:Qypt 41.0 8.0 9.5 10.3 16.9 
Jordan 23.2 3.0 5.2. .4.5 6.9 

Sourcea see Tab. 2 
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Y!!!:ll!t!en~~ln <1) !iml!oss_gf_!c.!!d~ 

·E><port s Imports 1981t 1987 
<Index numbers) CUS$ mi lllons> 

....:· - . 
Algeria 11t 69 +:1,379 +1,530 
Cyprus 103 108 - 790 - BBB 
Egypt 146 . 115 -7,626 -7,805 
·Israel 141t 1.47/ ' -3,991 -6,030 
Jordan ·125 107 -2,090 -2,128 
Lebanon 198 53 -1,860 - 862 Libya 62 70 +3,590 +1,643 
Malta 153 159 - 322 - 533 Horocco 131 111 -1.741 -1,501t 
Syria 65 38 -2,124 - 305 Tunisia 118 95 -1,389 - 897 T•Jrkey 143 120 -3,538 -2,673 Yugoslavia 128 119 -1,71t6 -1,158· 

Bahrein 89 76 - 385 + 91t Iran 1'0 60 + 812 +1 '919 Iraq 98 71 - 662 + 359 Kuwait BO 75 +5.372 +4,611 Oman 80 87 +1,184 + 766 Qatar 45 98 +3,453 + 964 Saucll Arabia 63 73 -+B, 751 +2,345 .UAE 72 112 +11,299 +5,241 

So•Jrce: see Tab. 2 

Note:· 

(1) The ratio.(1987~1984) indicates by an Index number (base 1987) variations 
in exports and imports <e.g.• Al9er ia shows a decrease in 1987 e>cport with 
respect ta 1984 of 26%r Cypr•Js an increatu• of 3%; etc.) 
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tUSt. millions) < Shants) 

1984 1985 1996 1987. 1984 19115 ·1986 1987 . 
Hed lterranean 135,077 1s1·,o6a 171,952 193.477' 15.3 15.6 ·16 .2 16.3 

Africa South o# Sahara 81,713 93,216 1 09; 399 128,.779 9.3 9.6 10.3 10.9 

Asia '205,616 235,267 261,783 28&,653 23.3 24.3 24.6 24.4 

lat in Ant~r i ea 377,1t29 ~Et8,.595 406,031 4'-2,491 42.7 40.2 38 .. 2 37.3 

E~.'itern Europe 82,097 97,744 113,249 131,335 9.3. 10.·1 10.6 11.1 

Developing count~ieg 
•nd Eastern E~rope 081,'12~- 9~5,Aet5 1 ,OC.2, 41~ ·1.·184, 725 ·100.0 100.0 1(10.0 100.0 

Se.•.• re; 1!!5; see T:aib. 7 
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1994 

Al9er ia 99.6 

Cypr•.1s 73.6 

Egypt 230,3 

IsraE!'l 226.5 

Jordan 96.7 

Lebanon (2) . 114.91 

Malta 24.9 

l'loroc:cc 259.3 

Syria 101.6 

1•Jn•sia 130.6 

Tur· key ·1Bl •• 5 

Yugo'i!avia 117.5 

Ked it erra•u~an 160.3. 

A.f",.- i ea Sou.th oT Sah~ra ~09.9 

A5la. /12:.3 

lat n AnMtr i ea 28~.9 

East ern Eu1~ ope ( 2) 2·10.5 

1985 

108.7 

100.8 

.296.7 

221.2 

120.9 

119.3) 

24.8 

3?4.1 

1 29 .1 . 

162.8 

198.3 

119.8 

179.1 

:?.41. 4 

133 .. S 

308.9 

271.& 

1986 

210.3 

103.8 

347.2 

:11~.0 

139.9. 

121.:11 

23.0 

379.9 

232 .1· 

189.0 

263.0 

·11·1 ;3 

210.0 

329.7 

1-'1.1 .3 

369.0 

325.1 

Soo"r«s• World Bank. \!QU~-Ilii<L!ill!l!!:L.l!lll:!l!• f'~r Eutern Ellropu OCDE 

NotR"tU <1) EHt1i'rna1 OF:bt Total/E:<pol""ts of' Good• and S~rvice~ 
(2) do~s not incl•.Jd~t e:xports of servi.C:E!:$ 
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1997 

217.7 

103.8 

3.1o3 •. , 

·191.1 

141.6 

125.71 

22.0 

381 .s 
11>0.4 

·182,1 

248 .. 1 

147.3 

:!·~9.5 

362.3 

125.0 

359.5 

333.!; 
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EC-+MeQ)erti U S A JPPAH f'RANCE f R G ITALY 

HErd it err anean 9,9<3.0 . 11,,015.0 1,779.3 4,465.7 2,999;1 -51.9 

Gulf 2.7~9.9 . ~1.0 -554.4 934.:5 789.8 -0.5 

A¥rlca So~tt. o~ Sahara 26,487.6 4.,616.0 1,071.2 9,.~0~.4 3. 951 • .(, 3,273.8 

Asia ·t4.251."B -•81.0 21,987.~ &!,865 .. 7 3,623.1 595.6 

La.t in Acterica. 017,8':15.9 14_,399 .. 0 18,.952 .. 1 .t,,7<49.:5 7,565.7 1,373. 9 

-Central A~. a C~ribbeans 7,794;8 10,9ss;o 1:5,322.1 2,266.1 2,6:58.:5 139.2 
-South A• .. rica 10,061.1 3,414.0 3,630.0 2. 483 .. 4 4,907.2 1,234.7 

Sourc•o OCDE, ~~2B~~ahl~•l-fl~1Ll~Ytl2~_gf_£lU!D£!~l-El2•~-le-~€~~!2alU9-~2~t~!~· Paris 1989 

Not•• Total R•ceipt-s.. Nett In a.ddition to Of'f'ictal De-vE'lop•er.t A~sistancl' .. this. tu1a.d•r.g ilitJ.u.des. lr. particular: 
other official bilateral transact ions which are not concessio~al or whic~. even though th«Y have concesfiiDnal 
elc,.€'nt'i, c,,.-£ priPtou•·ily trade f;ocllitatJng in character Ci.e., '"'Othet' Official Flows•)J changes In bilateral 
long-terlh assets- of thr prlvat~ .nun-monl!ftary and l»onetary '!lec:tor'!i. in pikrtlcular .guaranteed export credilst 
prlvat€' ~ir£ct inve~t·~~t. portfolio investmP.nt a~d, to th~ ~xt~nt they a~c hot cov~r«d in th~ (otn~r> hP.a41ng~, 
Jo .. n"S by privr.te bank9. Flows from the fllUltilateral 'Sector whic:h ar-e not t:,a'Dsi-fied :av conCE>iisional ;,rE> al-ao 
I ne: l b.cied here. 

Tit.b. 9- Hc.in [)~yctoping .~.re-eo.!>J Total Ofi"ic,al F1o.,s <Grot.s) ·.from Selected Western Industrial Count'ries, 198~-·1_987 ~llllilllons of :$) _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

EC .. HembP.r'lio U S A .J~PAN FRANCE f R G rTALY 

Hed It erranean 9,163.0 f3.S52.0 ·1, 8b7. 7 ~ ,881 .4 3,144.3 ·1,:!60.1 

G-el f 360. 1 e9.o 10~ •.. 6 32.3 104.9 218 .. 0 . 

Af'r i'Ci. South of Sahar-a 29,173 .. '5 5~:30:.8 .. 0 1. 750.2 10,.776.2 4r895.8 3,6:)3.4 

Asia 10,234.6 5, 897. Cl 14,727.4 939.1 3,931.4 6·17.6 

Lilt ih Am.2"t''ica 10.596.0 11.101.C 3;084.1 2,283 .. 6 4,802 .o 1.72~ .. 0 

2,447 .. 3 !,964 .. 0 1. :".i~S.4 500.7 6111.3 293,7 
9,"11.&.7. 3,237.0 1,S28.7 ·1.792.9 4,1G3.7 1,430.3 

- Central AM. & Caribbesns 
- s~~th ~htrlca . 

Sou-r-ce.2 see Tab. 8 
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THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA IN PERSPECTIVE AS SEEN 
FROM THE UNITED STATES AND FROM ITALY 

by MAURIZIO CREMASCO. 

1. The Mediterranean area as seen from a NATO vantage 
point.· 

NATO'S Southern Region was often dubbed in the past as the 
"soft underbelly" of the Atlantic Alliance. There were reasons for 
such a definition: the endemic instability of the political 
institutions of the Southern Region countries and their poor 
economic situations; the shaky relationship between Greece and 
Turkey, characterized by sudden bursts of bilateral crisis up to 
the brink of open hostility; the slower pace of modernization of 
Southern Region armed forces. Year after year, NATO concern was 
officially voiced. With the deployment of a Soviet Mediterranean 
Fleet starting in the mid-sixties and reaching its peak in the mid
seventies, NATO added a new term to its military glossary: the 
"threat from the South". Thus NATO was explicitly admitting that 
the Alliance had lost its naval supremacy, and that the 
Mediterranean Sea was not an "American lake" anymore. Official 
concerns notwithstanding, NATO consistently adopted an attitude 
towards its Southern Region which I would like to.call "rational 
neglect". Neglect, because NATO was never able, nor really willing, 
to organize a coh·erent, Alliance-wide effort to strengthen its 
defense posture in the South, leaving the task of helping Greece 
and Turkey militarly and economically to the United States and West 
Germany. Rational, because, in the South, NATO still enjoyed 
important geostrategic and military advantages; because the Soviet 
naval presence was certainly limiting the American peacetime 
politico-military options in the Mediterranean, but was no match 
for the U.S Six Fleet supported by other allied navies (French Navy 
included) in case of war; because the threat against North and 
Central Europe was larger in quantitative terms, more ominous 
because of a higher possibility for a Warsaw Pact short warning 
attack, and more devastating because it was pointed at the core of 
the European continent; and because Soviet military exercises 
clearly indicated the lower priority of the Southern Front within 
Soviet planning for a war in Europe. 

Is the present Southern Region picture so different from the 
~ast as to justify a change in NATO's attitude ? Are there elements 
l.n this picture that may act as a cure for NATO' s so-called 
"Central Front syndrome" ? I do not think so. Actually, I would 
argue that the present picture is bound to reinforce that attitude, 
even though NATO has not ended its official concern about the need 
to involve the entire Alliance in helping the LDDI (Less Developed 
Defense Industry) countries. 
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The threat from the East in the Southern Region actually 
appears to be even less today than it was in the past. 

Hungary is on the path of internal liberalization, following 
the Polish model, and appears set for a peaceful transition to 
democracy. A national election will be probably held not later than 
next spring and a victory of the reformist forces is expected. A 
striking example of the political change in that country has been 
the dismantling of its part of the "iron curtain" and the attitude 
taken by the Hungarian government, in the face of sharp criticism 
from some of its allies on the exodus of East German citizens to 
the West across its Austrian border. In 1988, Budapest announced 
a 14% reduction in its defense budget for 1989 (1), a 40% decrease 
in the number of conscripts and the conduct of fewer military 
manoeuvers. Furthermore, at least one-fourth of the 65.000 Soviet 
troops stationed in Hungary will be withdrawn by 1991, (2) in the 
framework of the unilateral reduction plan outlined by Gorbachev 
in December 1988. This plan provides for the withdrawal of six 
Soviet tank divisions from East Germany, Czechoslovakia and 
Hungary, for a total cut of 5.000 tanks and 50.000 men (3). 
Finally, the deterioration of the Hungarian-Romanian political 
relationship to a "bottom point" -- as stated by the Hungarian 
Foreign Minister Gyula Horn in July 1989 -- and the emergence of 
official concerns for an alleged Romanian "military threat" 
underlines the present precarious state of cohesion of the Warsaw 
Pact in the Southern Region (4). 

Bulgaria's communist regime has not changed its very 
conservative political character, while erraticaly trying to 
emulate some of the econom~c policies adopted by the Soviet 
leadership (5). However, Sofia joined the other Warsaw Pact allies 
in disarmament moves, and announced a 12% reduction in the defense 
budget, plus a cut of its armed forces amounting to 10.000 men, 200 
tanks, 200 artilley pieces, 20 aircraft and 5 naval units (6). 

Romania has always been, and still is, a case "per se". 
Segretary Ceausescu holds the country in a tight grip and no 
liberalization moves can be expected from the Romanian regime. 
Bucarest, which had cut its defense budget by 5% in 1986, has not 
followed the wake of unilateral reductions started by the Soviet 
Union. But the country is in a very deep economic crisis. Thus, it 
appears unlikely that Ceausescu would be in a position to devote 
a great amount of resources to future military budgets. 

Hungarian, Bulgarian and Romanian armed forces are still 
largely equipped with old weapons systems -- T-54/-55 main battle 
tanks (MBTs), BTR-50/-60 armoured personnel carriers (APCs), FROG 
and SCUD surface-to-surface missiles (SSMs), AT-3 anti-tank 
missiles, SA-4 and SA-6 surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) and Mig-17 
amd Mig-21 combat aircraft) ( 7) appear to be lagging behind 
their modernization programs, and are considered to be at an 
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average level of operational readiness. 

No Soviet forces are deployed in Bulgaria and Romania. The 
hypothesis that Bucarest would accept such. a deployment, even in 
a scenario of an East-West crisis in Europe, has always been 
considered unlikely. Today, this hypothesis appears even more 
remote. 

Furthermore, the manning of the Soviet divisions located in 
the three Military Districts of Odessa, North-Caucasus and Trans
Caucasus is between 50% and 75%. This means that these divisions 
need to be brought up to 100% manpower and provided with 
additional armaments and equipment before being employed. This 
improvement in operational readiness would constitute an element 
of warning which might be lacking in Central Europe where the 
Soviet divisions are considered to be combat ready. 

Even the implementation of the INF treaty tends to favor the 
Southern Region. In fact, the elimination of Soviet SS-12 and SS-
23 short range missiles has left the SS-21 as the only tactical 
missile system which could be effectively used in a conventional 
role due to its high accuracy (estimated CEP of 50 meters). 
However, because of their range ( 120 Km.) and their actual 
deployment the SS-21s pose a greater threat of preemptive attack 
against the northern and central European territory, in a short 
warning attack scenario, than against the Southern Region. 

Finally, the "threat from the South", represented mainly by 
the Soviet aeronaval presence in the Mediterranean, has also shown 
a downward trend in terms of yearly ship-days and average daily 
strength. However, the reported expansion of the facilities that 
the Soviet Navy uses in the Syrian port of Tartus (8) is a clear 
confirmation that the Soviets still have the same special interest 
for the Mediterranean. 

NATO Southern Region armed forces on the other hand have 
undergone a significant modernization, with further steps to be 
taken in the current procurement programs. 

The Greek Army has acquired AMX-30 and Leopard-1A3 MBTs, and 
is upgrading its old M-48s, which still constitute the bulk of its 
armoured divisions. The anti-tank capability of the ground forces 
have been strengthened with the procurement of Improved TOW and 
MILAN missiles. The anti-aircraft defense has been improved with 
the acquisition of ARTEMIS-30 systems and Improved HAWK and STINGER 
missiles. The Air Force is now flying F-16 and Mirage 2000 combat 
aircraft. The Navy will be modernized with the acquisition of MEKO 
200 frigates. 

Italy intends to spend 5430 billion 
billion Lira in 1991 in procurement. The 
tanks and new armoured fighting vehicles. 
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capability will be upgraded with the CATRIN C3I system. Multi
Launchers Rocket System (MRLS) and FIROS-30, MILAN anti-tank 
missiles, STINGER surface-to-air missiles, ASPIDE-SPADA air defense 
system, KORMORAN and MAVERICK air-to-surface missiles are currently 
in service. The Air Force has acquired the long-range, all-weather 
TORNADO aircraft, is receiving the new AMX fighter-bomber, is 
converting 4 B-707 to tanker aircraft, is participating in the 
development of the EFA (European Fighter Aircraft), and is planning 
the procurement of AWACS type radar aircraft. The Navy has acquired 
its first aircraft carrier and has signed the contract for the 
development of the EH-101 naval helicopter and the procurement of 
HARRIER aircraft. Moreover, new ships -- ANIMOSO class destroyers 
and MINERVA class corvettes -- are entering into service, while the 
production of the LERICI class minehunters and SAURO class 
submarines is continuing. 

Turkey has undertaken a 10 year 10 billion dollar plan to 
modernize its armed forces. The programs to start over the next 
few years include: armoured combat vehicles, MLRS, mobil radars, 
light transport aircraft, basic training aircraft, low-level air 
defense system, helicopters, minehunting ships, electronic warfare 
equipment. Currently underway are the coproduction of the F-16C/D 
aircraft, the procurement of STINGER missiles, the participation 
in the MEKO 200 class frigate international program and in the 
MAVERICK air-to-surface missile joint venture, the acquisition of 
more LEOPARD-1A3 tanks from West Germany, the further construction 
under licence of German submarines and DOGAN class fast patrol 
boats. 

Furthermore, even European countries not belonging to the 
Southern Region have recently taken a new interest in the area. 

In 1987, West Germany sent some frigates to the Mediterranean 
as its contribution to the partial fullfilment of the naval forces 
gap produced by the re-deployment of American and Italian ships to 
the Persian Gulf to conduct mine clearing operations and protect 
the freedom of navigation in that area. 

In 1989, Belgian and West German naval units, and Dutch 
aircraft participated in the NATO exercise '"Dragon Hammer'" together 
with American, British, French, Italian, Spanish (the first large
scale participation of Spanish air and naval forces in a major 
Mediterranean exercise) and Turkish air and naval forces (9). 

There has also been an expansion in the size of the bilateral 
French-U.S. naval exercises conducted in the Mediterranean Sea. 
The 1989 exercise "Phinia'" involved three aircraft carriers, two 
amphibious assault ships and 15 other combat vessels operating 
under French command. 

All this, however, is not sufficient to indicate that NATO is 
suddenly '"re-discovering'" and re-evaluating the importance of its 
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Southern Flank. 

In fact, the political developments in the Soviet Union, 
Poland and Hungary, and the gradual resurgence of the "German 
question" under the impact of the massive exodus of East Germans 
and the unwillingness of the DDR regime to adopt the necessary 
economic and political reforms, are pointing towards a period of 
instability in central Europe. It is very unlikely that the Soviet 
Union, after having accepted the anti-communist evolution in Poland 
and the prospect of a similar process in Hungary, would be willing 
to accept the possibility of "losing" the German Democratic 
Republic as well. In regard to this problem, the Soviet Foreign 
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze issued a very strong warning during 
his speech at the United Nations in September 1989 (11). 

If the present tendency of Eastern Europe to leave the 
framework of Yalta continues, then Central Europe could again 
become an area of instability and risk. NATO appears to be fully 
aware that a crisis in the East will have a profound effect on the 
security of Western Europe and jeopardize the ongoing arms control 
effort for the reduction of the two military alliances' 
conventional forces from the Atlantic to the Urals. In this 
perspective, the security problems of the Southern Region seem more 
marginal than ever. 

On the other hand, while a crisis in Eastern Europe falls 
directly within the NATO's area of responsibility, the crisis-prone 
areas of the Southern Region are all outside of this area of 
responsibility which extends only to the limits of the territorial 
waters of the Mediterranean littoral countries. 

In conclusion, it is difficult to see how NATO could be more 
worried about the military balance and the security problems of 
its Southern Flank now than it has been .in the past. One could even 
argue that if the Vienna CFE negotiations result in a conventional 
forces reduction treaty, NATO would tend to privilege the north
central front when deciding where the armaments cuts should be 
made. 

2. The Mediterranean area as seen. from a U.S. vantage point. 

The Unites States has always considered the Mediterranean area 
both as the Southern Flank of NATO and as the arena in which to 
engage ·and confront the Soviet Union in the complex play of 
international competition and regional influence. 

Therefore, the Sixth Fl.eet has always . been given two 
responsibilities: in case of a NATO-Warsaw Pact confrontation, it 
is the aeronaval force earmarked for assignment under the 
operational command of CINCSOUTH; in peacetime, it is the military 
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instrument of U.S. foreign policy in the Mediterranean. 

Thus, the American naval presence has a very high symbolic 
political value as the element of reassurance and support for the 
American friends in the area and as the long arm of the American 
military power for the potential adversary. 

The United States is aware that the SOVMEDRON (Soviet 
Mediterranean Squadron) has changed the naval military balance in 
the Mediterranean. However, not to the point of jeopardizing the 
military, and in particular the political, missions of the Sixth 
Fleet. 

Basically, in the scenario of a NATO-Warsaw Pact war in the 
Southern Region, the SOVMEDRON would not be able to perform a sea
denial mission, but rather a mission-denial mission -- that is a 
mission intended to make more difficult, if not impossible, the 
accomplishment of the typical tasks of the Sisth Fleet -- and only 
for a limited period of time. Without fully endorsing the 
definition of the Soviet Fleet as a "one-shot Navy", it is clear 
that this period of time will shrink in proportion to any Soviet 
inability to exploit the element of surprise to the maximum by 
mounting a pre-emptive missile attack against the Sixth Fleet, 
coordinating, as much as possible, aircraft, surface units and 
submarines. 

Even the peacetime mission of the Soviet Mediterranean Fleet, 
that is acting as a counterbalance for the American naval presence, 
reassuring and supporting the countries of the Mediterranean with 
whom Moscow has special politico-military links, and conditioning 
the Sixth Fleet's political mission has its own limits. In fact, 
the constraints the SOVMEDRON would like to impose on the 
employment of the Sixth Fleet in missions of political pressure and 
intimidation, or in missions of "naval suasion" in accordance with 
Edward Luttwak's definition (12), are somewhat weakened by the lack 
of a widespread network of support facilities in the Mediterranean, 
by the lack of land-based air support and by the overall American 
aeronaval superiority in the area. 

The Soviet Mediterranean Fleet has never constituted an 
element of superpower confrontation or a factor of further 
complication or destabilization in the North-South or South-South 
er ises of the past -- the only exception being the 19 7 3 Arab
Israeli war when, after the Israeli encirclement of t~he Egyptian 
Third Army and alleged preparations for the use of Soviet airborne 
forces in the Sinai, the Soviet naval units were deployed between 
the Egyptian coast and the American Sixth Fleet in a clearly 
confrontational move. 

In the most recent case in which American forces were used as 
an instrument of political coercion (the attack against Libya in 
April 1986), the Soviet naval presence did not influence the 
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American course of action during either deployment or engagement. 
Nor did the Soviet naval units even remotely try to interfere with 
the American aeronaval forces deployed in the Central Mediterranean 
supporting and carrying out the attack on Libyan targets together 
with UK-based F-111 fighter-bombers. 

In reality, the true interests of the United States in the 
Southern Region are related only partially to the East-West balance 
of power, the security problems of NATO's Southern Flank, and the 
activities of the Soviet Fleet in the Mediterranean. Washington is 
more concerned with the situation in those littoral regions which 
are outside of NATO's area of responsibility (the Middle East and 
North Africa), and with the geopolitical and geostrategic links 
connecting the Mediterranean area to the Red Sea and the Persian 
Gulf. This means that while NATO necessarily has an in-area 
projection, the United States is projected more towards the out
of-area by virtue of its foreign policy interests. 

This projection had at least two consequences: since .the end 
of the seventies, NATO's military posture in the South was weakened 
by the periodic re-deployments to the Indian Ocean and the Arabian 
Sea of one of the two Sixth Fleet's carrier battle groups supposed 
to be regularly stationed in the Mediterranean. European allies 
often reacted to the American foreign policy actions in the out
of-area with attitudes ranging from uncommitted to critical and 
with responses ranging from uncooperative to negative, opening 
serious rifts in the European-American relationship. 

On the other hand, when a basic consensus was reached among 
the allies, the collective actions were often paramount in defusing 
the crisis situation and in showing the substantial coincidence of 
Western interests and concerns, even though each European country 
was ready to underline the "national" character of its decisions, 
i.e. the fact that its actions were outside of the framework of the 
Atlantic Alliance and were not to be interpreted as following the 
American lead. 

The out-of-area policy of the United States in the Southern 
region is characterized and influenced by several factors: the 
continuation of the economic and military aid to the friendly 
nations of the area (Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia); the "special" 
relationship with Israel; the confrontational attitude towards the 
Libyan regime; the diplomatic effort aimed at gaining the European 
support for the American policy; and the political struggle to 
maintain the naval and air facilities essential for the conduct of 
that policy. 

The strategic importance the United States attributes to 
Israel, together with the influence of the powerful pro-Israeli 
lobby, is the main element of the position of force Tel Aviv enjoys 
vis-a-vis the American Administration. The "special" relationship 
is mainly based on the U. S. awareness that Israel is the only 
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"true" ally in the .Middle East, on the role the u.s. feels Israeli 
facilities and military support could play for the support of 
American forces in out-of-area contingencies ( 13), and on an 
expanding industrial and technological cooperation, in accordance 
with the December 1987 U.S-Israeli agreement (14). This 
relationship has consistently played a significant role in 
undermining American willingness to apply the political pressure 
needed for the success of U.S. peace initiatives. 

The U.S. hostility and its confrontational approach to Libya 
has gradually mounted with the increase of Tripoli's anti-Western 
and, more specifically, anti-Arnerican attitude; the expansion of 
Libyan destabilizing activities abroad; and its role in supporting 
international terrorism ( 15) • The recurrent Washington-Tripoli 
crises and the American military actions have been the single most 
divisive issue between the United States and its European allies 
in the framework of American Mediterranean policy. 

The Libyan-American air clash and the downing of two Libyan 
Su-22 aircraft in 1981, the sinking of Libyan patrol boats and the 
destruction of a SAM site at Sidra in March 1986, the bombing of 
Tripoli and Benghazi targets (including Col. Qaddafi residence) in 
April 1986, and, finally, the downing of two Libyan Mig-23 fighters 
in January 1989 were met with concern, ernbarassment, diplomatic 
"dissociation", cautious disagreement, and outright criticism by 
the European governments (the only exception being Britain's Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher). In this context, the Italian negative 
reaction to the April 1986 air raid was the least nuanced among 
those of key European allies. 

Only fifteen days after the air clash and the denunciation of 
the Libyan attempt to produce chemical weapons in the Rabta factory 
with the alleged help of Western firms, however, the Reagan 
Administration authorized five American oil companies ( 16) to 
resume operations in Libya. 

The u.s. diplomatic effort to rally the support of its 
European allies has very seldom had the expected results. The 
American Administrations never fully understood or accepted the 
motives behind the different positions of the European countries 
and their unwillingness to have their foreign policy identified 
(by the Arab States in particular) with that of the United States. 

Ironically, in the mine hunting operation in the Red Sea in 
1984 and the Gulf operations in 1987, even though each European 
nation deployed its naval forces solely on the basis of a national 
decision, and not within a NATO or Euro-Arnerican framework, the 
final result was a show of Western cohesion and resolve. The 
operational coordination and logistic support (e.g. English support 
for Dutch minesweepers in the Gulf) among the different national 
forces further indicated that even independent national decisions, 
when applied to the military reality of the mission, could result 
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in real cooperation (17). 

For years, the United States paid rent for the bases the 
American forces utilize in Greece, Portugal, Spain and Turkey 
through generous military and economic aid. Recently, because of 
the reduction imposed by Congress on the amount of the budget for 
foreign aid requested by the Pentagon, and the high percentages 
devoted to Egypt and Israel (65% of the$ 4.79 billion appropriated 
by Congress for FY 1988) (18), the renewal of the base agreements 
has become a difficult issue and the discussions have resulted in 
tough bargaining. 

The Southern Region countries maintain that the bases and the 
aid are separate subjects and tend to point to the domestic 
political implications of a protracted American presence. 

The re-deployment of the U.S. 401st Tactical Fighter Wing from 
Torrejon (Spain) to Crotone (Italy) removed the major obstacle for 
an agreement with Madrid. The American commitment to supply 20 F-
16 aircraft, HAWK missiles, 57 ASW, combat and utility helicopters, 
60 tanks and other military equipment, plus the promise to increase 
u.s. aid to more than $ 150 million in FY 1989, cleared the way for 
an accord with Portugal for the bases in the Azores. The withdrawal 
period for the U.S. facilities in Greece are to terminate in May, 
1990. As of October 1989, U.S.-Greece base negotiations were still 
in suspense. The talks are to continue after the November 1989 
general election in Greece. 

The United States is aware that the allies could ask in the 
near future for the re-opening of negotiations on the bases. 
Considering the prospect of negative results, the United States is 
looking for alternatives in the Mediterranean. After the failure 
of the development of extensive facilities at Ras Banas because of 
Egyptian government opposition, the Pentagon has quietly been 
upgrading facilities at Moroccan air bases to improve their 
capability to service u.s. aircraft. Moreover, joint American
Egyptian military exercises are periodically held and U.S. use of 
Egyptian bases in particular contingencies is not excluded. 

However, American use of the bases in the allied-countries 
and in the Arab countries of the Southern Region is dependent upon 
the authorization of the host country and conditional upon the type 
of contingency as in the case of the bases in Somalia, Oman and 
Kenia. NATO countries (Turkey and Italy more explicitly than 
others) have declared that the bases are for use only in declared 
NATO crises. Similarly, the other non-NATO countries have hinted 
that the authorization will be given only when specific national 
interests are at stake. 

In conclusion, the out-of-area interests of the United States 
in the Southern Region will continue to have precedence over NATO 
commitments and priority in shaping the U.S. military posture in 
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the area, if the pattern of better U.S.-Soviet relationship 
persists and if the East-West confrontation declines as the 
present, available evidence suggests -- unless Gorbachev fails. 
Thus, the North-South parameter is bound to be. the privileged 
vantage point from which the United States will look at the 
strategic and political equation of the Southern Region. But the 
North-South crises have consistently played a divisive role within 
the American Administrations and in the Euro-American relations. 
This is an element that should not be forgotten or underestimated 
when trying to assess how future American and European policies 
might interact in NATO'S Southern Flank. 

3. The Mediterranean area as seen from an Italian vantage 
point. 

Because its· geographical location, military commitments in 
NATO, and political and ecomonic relations with the riparian 
nations, Italy is "by necessity" a Mediterranean country. But in 
geosatrategic, political and economic terms, Italy is also, again 
"by necessity" a European country. In fact, the firmest and most 
irrevocable points of reference for Italian foreign policy -- NATO 
and the European Community are centered outside the 
Mediterranean region. 

Thus, the Mediterranean "vocation", which, in many respects, 
implies the maintenance of good relations with all the nations in 
the area coexists with the Euro-Atlantic role, which consists of 
active participation in the European Community striving for a full 
European political integration, and full loyalty to the Atlantic 
Alliance in the context of a special relationship with the United 
States. 

This coexistence has sometimes led to ambiguities in the 
policy formation and vacillations between the Mediterranean and 
Euro-Atlantic projections causing confusion and misinterpretation 
on the part of the United States and the NATO-European partners. 

The Italian political spectrum (but with notable differences 
between right and left wing) has long recognized the need for a 
coherent Mediterranean policy, particularly since the external 
events from the mid-l960s and the endemic North-South and South
South crises changed the geostrategic and geopolitical landscape 
of the region. 

Effort to enhance the North-South dialogue, support for the 
role of the United Nations in situations of crisis, attempts to 
play an effective and important "brokerage'" role in the area 
mediating between competing powers, effort to involve the ec'onomic 
instruments of the European Community in support of the riparian 
countries of the region were all elements of the Italian 
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Mediterranean policy. 

But the potential ambition of the Italian policy was, and 
still is, limited: by the fragmentation of the Italian political 
system, which requires a consensus from all parties forming the 
coalition government on all aspects of policy; by the instability 
of the same system, which does not allow for long-term planning, 
even though Italian foreign policy has shown remarkable 
consistency through the years; by the limited capacity of the 
Italian armed forces to act autonomously in the area; by the 
unsupportive attitude of the Italian public for any role which 
might require the deployment of Italian units outside of the 
national territory, in particular in cases of military risk and 
possible casualties among draftees. 

These weaknesses tend to undermine the 
Italian role, expecially when the country 
unilateral moves, participate in multinational 
as a "broker". 

credibility of the 
intends to adopt 

initiatives, or act 

Since mid-1979 Italy has adopted a foreign policy with a 
higher profile and has shown a clear willingness to assume larger 
political and military commitments, both within and ouside NATO's 
framework. In this context, several examples can be cited: 

- (1979) The Italian Government accepted the deployment of 
American cruise missiles in Italy. The decision was fundamental to 
the viability of the whole program aimed at the modernization of 
NATO nuclear forces in Europe. 

- (1979) An Italian Army helicopter unit was sent to Lebanon 
as part of the UNIFIL (United Nations Interim Force for Lebanon). 

( 1980) Italy signed a treaty with Malta for economic, 
technical and military assistance in which it agreed to safeguard 
the island's neutrality. 

(1982) An Italian naval force, composed of three 
minesweepers, was deployed in the Gulf of Aqaba as part of the MFO 
(Multinational Force and Observers) designated to guarantee the 
Camp David Agreement between Egypt and Israel. 

- (1982-1984) An Italian Army contingent participated in the 
MNF (Multi-National Force) in Lebanon. 

( 1984) Minehunting ships were sent to the Red Sea to 
participate in an international minehunting operation to clear the 
passage through the Suez canal. 

- (1987) A naval force composed of three minehunting ships 
and three frigates was sent to the Persian Gulf to help keep the 
Strait of Hormuz open to international shipping and to protect 
Italian tankers. 

( 1988) The Italian Government approved a NATO plan to 
redeploy the 72 F-16 fighters of the USAF's 401st Wing from Spain 
to Italy. 

These decisions contributed to the new dimension of the 
Italian foreign policy in the Mediterranean and, at the same time, 
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showed its more assertive character. On the one hand, this new 
dimension has been somewhat marred by the political difficulties 
involved in the policy making process. In fact, in all cases of 
Italian participation in multinational operations decisions have 
been made only after long and heated parlamientary debates. On the 
other hand, this new assertiveness has also affected the 
traditional Italian-American relationship somewhat, changing the 
Italian patterns of consistent and acritical adhesion to the United 
States policy lines. The 1980 refusal to join the United States in 
creating a multinational naval force in the Arabian Sea, the 
deterioration of Italian-American relations during the seizing of 
the "Achille. Lauro" liner and the Sigonella affair, the dispute 
about the use of the Italian bases in non-NATO contingencies, and 
the Italian negative reactions to the U.S. policy towards Libya are 
all good cases in point. 

NATO, and the special relationship with the United States, is 
still the cornerstone of Italian foreign policy. However, 
particularly in the Mediterranean area, European and national 
factors have assumed greater importance in the decision making 
process governing Italian policy towards North Africa and the 
Middle East. In September 1989, in presenting the foreign policy 
of the recently formed government and stressing its continuity, 
Foreign Minister Gianni De Michelis underlined four main courses 
of action: the continued effort towards the 1992 European economic 
integration, to be seen, however, as a step towards the European 
political union; the special attention to be devoted to the 
central-southern region of Europe, with the attempt of creating a 
quadrilateral relation linking Italy, Austria, Hungary and 
Yugoslavia -- the stability of the last three countries being of 
paramount importance to Italian security; the full support of the 
Mubarak plan "one of the last solutions for the Palestinian 
problem"; a renewed effort, in conjunction with the EC partners, 
towards an expanded integration with the riparian countries of the 
Mediterranean (19). 

Turning now to the military policy and the role of the armed 
forces, a series of consideration can be made. 

In the last ten years, there has been a gradual but evident 
transformation in Italian military policy. This transformation has 
not altered the basis of this policy that dates from 1949, but has 
extended its boundaries and created new prospects. Italy has been 
forced to shift from a mere "defense policy" within the framework 
of NATO planning to a more comprehensive "security policy" in which 
threats different from the traditional ones, and national-only 
contingencies, are considered. 

From the mid-sixties to 1973, Italy still evaluated the 
"threat from the South" basically in terms of increased Soviet 
capabilities in the Mediterranean and in terms of possible support 
by some ripararian country, offering the Soviet forces their naval 
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and air facilities in case of an East-West confrontation. Since the 
threat was fundamentally Soviet or pro-Soviet, in the context of 
a NATO-Warsaw Pact conflict, it could be dealt with through NATO. 

The Yarn Kippur war, with the barely avoided confrontation 
between u.s. and Soviet forces in the Eastern Mediterranean, the 
Arab use of oil as an instrument of political blackmail, and the 
events of the late-seventies (the Islamic revolution in Iran, the 
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the Iraq-Iran war) were clear 
indications of the possibility of an East-West conflict stemming 
from an out-of-area crisis and the increased strategic link between 
the Gulf and the.Mediterranean regions. 

For Italy, it was no longer possible to delay a review of the 
changes in the security parameters of the Mediterranean strategic 
equation and a re-evaluation of the Italian political and military 
role. 

In 1980, Socialist Defense Minister Lelio Lagorio declared 
that it was no longer the era of the "frontal threat" in Europe, 
and it argued that the new threat emerging from the South had to 
be met with imaginative political initiatives an not with "a roar 
of weapons". In this context, Lagorio advocated a role of greater 
national commitment to a Mediterranean policy of cooperation and 
assistance, and a strengthening of Italian military capabilities 
to give credibility to that role (20). 

In 1982, Lagorio, underlining the fact that Italian military 
policy could not mirror that of NATO in all its aspects, went on 
to state that, unlike the situation in the mid-seventies, NATO no 
longer offered Italy a total defense guarantee (21). 

The statement did not imply a shift in the traditional Italian 
role and missions in NATO, but merely the recognition that the 
situation in the Southern Region could call for the defense of 
specific national interests, and the expressed awareness that there 
could be contingencies in which Alliance support would be lacking, 
or late in coming. 

In the military policy of the Republican Giovanni Spadolini, 
who replaced Lagorio as Defense Minister in 1983, there were no 
radical changes with respect to the. policy line adopted by its 
predecessor, but only adjustments in tone, emphasis, and 
priorities. Emphasis was no longer put on the defensive nature and 
the geographical lirni ts of the Atlantic Alliance. The role of 
Italian military policy was considered feasible and credible only 
"in close connection with the Western strategic plan". The 
possibility of "national", bilateral crisis in the Mediterranean 
was not ignored, but considered within a framework which excluded 
non-NATO defense requirements (22). 

The Mediterranean "dimension" and the out-of-area projection 
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of Italian military policy, . however, were not reversed. In fact, 
the higher profile of Italian foreign policy was mainly achieved 
through the employment of military forces. 

The failure of the Lebanese peacekeping mission, the mines 
threatening the merchant shipping through the Golf of Suez, the 
increase of international terrorism directed against Italy --the 
hijacking of the "Achille Lauro" liner (October 1985) and the 
massacre at Rome Fiumicino airport (December 1985) --the 1986 u.s. 
crisis, and the Libyan missile attack against Lampedusa island, 
pushed Italy to the forefront of the Mediterranean crisis line. 

Thus, the "Gorizia gap" further paled as the element by which 
Italian security and defense policies were to be determined, and 
the Mediterranean became the area which the military view as the 
most probable theatre of a North-South or South-South crisis 
possibly also involving the Italian armed forces. 

Today's threat perceptions and military scenarios also 
include: the possibility of a bilateral military confrontation 
between Italy and a Mediterranean country over a controversy 
affecting important national interests; the possibility of Italian 
involvement in a Mediterranean crisis precipitated by other actors; 
and the possibility of hit-and run military actions conducted by 
small scale terrorist units, blackmail by terrorist groups, and 
indirect threats to the country's political or economic system. 

Modernization of the Italian Navy and Air Force to enhance 
their capability of operating in the Mediterranean, and 
reinforcement of the military posture in the South, were initiated 
in the late seventies, together with the creation of a 10.000 man 
rapid intervention force (FIR -- Forza di Intervento Rapido), 
composed of land, sea and air components ( 23). Army units were 
redeployed to Sicily, the manning of the Army brigades stationed 
in the South was increased, and the existing facilities and the 
local technical and logistic support were improved. The Air Force 
upgraded the air defense system in the South with new ARGOS 10 
radars, reconstituted the 37th Wing at Trapani Birgi airbase with 
F-1045 aircraft in a fighter bomber/interceptor role, and improved 
its ability to conduct TASMO (Tactical Air Support of Maritime 
Operations) missions by procuring the AMX aircraft. Moreover, the 
conversion of four B-707-368C airliners into tanker aircraft will 
further expand the operational radius of action and endurance of 
TORNADO and AMX aircraft, thus improving their Mediterranean role. 
Finally, the planned acquisition of HARRIER VTOL aircraft to embark 
on the "GARIBALDI" through-deck cruiser (which in the near future 
will be joined by another sister ship), and procurement of ANIMOSO 
class destroyers, MINERVA class corvettes, and LERICI class 
minehunters will enhance the Italian Navy's capacity in in-area 
and out-of-area operations. 

Obviously, the .modernization of the Italian armed forces 
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is also improving their capability to perform NATO's military tasks 
and missions. However, it appears that there is greater Italian 
concern for extra-NATO contingencies given the more evident 
increase of the ability to fight a naval and air war in the whole 
Mediterranean area; the power projection capability provided by the 
GARIBALDI with the HARRIERs on board; the tendency to acquire 
autonomous means of intelligence and warning (the airforce 
intention to procure AWACS aircraft and acquire the capability to 
launch small intelligence-gathering satellites are good cases in 
point); the improved capability for rapid deployment of elite Army 
units. 

This concern is currently fueled by several other trends and 
developments. 

The first, is the possible proliferation of long range 
surface-to-surface missiles among the Mediterranean countries. The 
Chinese sale of CSS-2 intermediate-range (2200 miles or 3560 
kilometers) missiles to Saudi Arabia has been seen as a case which 
could be repeated in the Mediterranean area, along with the 
extension of the range of the SCUD missiles (possessed by Egypt, 
Libya and Syria) already realized by Iraq during the Gulf war (24). 

The second, closely tied to the first, is the fact that, as 
disclosed by the CIA director William Webster in April 1989, by 
the year 2000 at least fifteen nations will be producing, and 
possibly exporting, their own ballistic missiles (25). Even though 
somewhat crude and inaccurate, these systems could be employed with 
chemical, biological and nuclear warheads constituting a serious 
threat. Israel is currently developing the 500-700 Km. range JERICO 
II missile and Argentina is reportedly helping Egypt and Iraq on 
the development of the SS-1C CONDOR II missile with a maximum range 
of approximately 1000 Km. Brazil is developing two mobile missiles, 
reportedly based on the SONDA experimental rocket series, with a 
range of 350-1200 Km •• This trend is a clear indication of the 
failure of the MTCR (Missile Technology Control Regime) ( 26) 
attempt to curb the proliferation of surface-to-surface. missiles 
in the Third World. 

The third, is the proliferation of the capacity of Third World 
countries to produce chemical weapons. Apart from the countries in 
the Gulf, newcomers in the the Mediterranean area are reportedly 
Egypt (27) and Libya, whose Rabta plant has provoked another crisis 
between Washington and Tripoli. 

The fourth, is the long range ground attack capability 
acquired by Libya with the Su-24 FENCER fighter-bombers delivered 
by the Soviet Union in April 1989 (28). The FENCER sophistication 
represents a remarkable qualitative jump in the operational 
capability of the Libyan Air Force because of its high· speed 
pentration, low level navigation, all-weather delivery, and weapons 
load options. Furthermore, its combat radius of action is long 
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'' 

enough to reach I.talian territory ·with. a ·low-low-low flight 
profile • 

Lastly, Italian military are worried about the implication of 
the reductions which will have to be adopted .if a CFE treaty is 
signed -- in particular the reduction of the air forces. Actually, 
these reductions will be applied to the Italian territory, but not 
to the territories 6f those countries in the Mediterranean area 
which· could potentially ·become adversaries in one of the 
confrontational scenarios previously mentioned. 
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WHAT ARE THE LIKELY PROSPECTS FOR U.S. STRATEGY TOWARD THE 

MEDETERRANEAN REGION, AND THE PERCEIVED BALANCE BETWEEN 

NATD-RELATED AND "OUT OF AREA" CONCERNS? 

INTRODUCTION 

P.3/14 
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I deployed to the Mediterranean for the first time, as a young 22 year old 

ensign, in the year 1950. The U.S. Sixth Fleet at that time was new - and it was 

huge. Its misSion was to display peacetime naval presence in a restless theater.ln 

carrying out that mission we alternated between massive carrier battle group 

operations and dispersed single ship operations designed to display Sixth Fleet 

presence over the entire Mediterranean Basin. The ca.rt'ier battle groups consisted 

of enormous twenty ship circular screens around an aircraft carr.ier, a battleship 

and two cruisers. The alternate dispersed operations were occasionally foaused on 

a perceived vulnerability. At times, for example, we operated small detachments 

of ships in the northernmost reaches of the Adriatic Sea. On those occasions, a 

battleship or heavy cruiser would moor alongside the outer breakwater at Trieste 

with its two forward turrets pointed at the Gorizia Gap while lone· destroyers 

patrolled t~e waters along the Yugoslav coast with highly trained linguists 

listening for radio transmissions which might indicate h<J:>tile intent on the part of 

communist forces bent on expanding Soviet Influence into Greece and Northern 

Italy. President Truman's commitment to stemming the "Mongol hordes" was total. 

Vice Admiral Ballantine, the Commander of the U.S. Sixth Fleet, explained our 

role in frequent messages referring to· the Sixth Fleet as "the hinge upon which the 

door of peace swings in the Mediterranean•. 
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The United States strategy at that time was "containment". And the 

essential element of that strategy was the United States Sixth Fleet in the role of 

peacemaker. It is important to understand the significance of the word· 

"peacemaker". lt is not the same as the word "peacekeeper". "Peacemaker" 

connotes dominance. "Step out of line and we'll whip your ass".· "Peacekeeper" 

implies hostage status. "Don't shoot at each other, guys, because, if you do, you 

are going to hit~ and we do not think that Is a very good idea". 

Twenty-six years later I was, myself, to serve as the Commander of the 

U.S. Sixth Fleet. While the fleet I commanded was considerably smaller than that 

commanded by Vice AdmiraiBallantine, it was enormously powerful. And it 

continued to be the dominant force in the Mediterranean. Containment was no 

longer the essential element of U.S. strategy in the Mediterranean. But 

"peacemaking'' continued to be the primary focus of U.S. political objectives in 

the Mediterranean Basin. And so it remains to this day. But bear in mind that 

while "containment" is strategy, "peacemaking" is only 11 technique. We have, 

therefore, the problem of describing the evolution of U.S. strategy in the 

Mediterranean from "containment" of yesteryear to that which governs our 

behavior today. 

The speeter which hangs over the heads of accountable U.S. political 

leaders when thinking about continued U.S. interest in the Mediterranean is that 

of the Britil;h withdrawal from east of Suez. When does a nation decide that it can 

no longer afford to be a "peacemaker''? One can only presume that when Dennis 

Healey, the then U.K. Secretary of State for Defense, decided that the U.K. 

should withdraw trom east of Suez, it was on the basis that the U.K. no longer had 

vital interests to defend in the Indian Ocean. While this was probably true, the 

3 
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problem was tiJat the ~est of the world did have some vital interests in the Indian 

O!lean. Of these the two majo~ inte~ests were, (1) oil for the industrial nations of 

the wo~ld and, (2) regional stability. The va!luum created by U.K. with~awal from 

east of Suez has driven a major component of U.S. national strategy ever since 

Dennis Healey's mid-sixties decision. And it certainly drives U.S. strategic 

thinking when assessing likely prospects for future U.S. strategy toward the 

Mediterranean Basin, and the perceived balance between NATO-related and "out 

of area R concerns. 

TodaY's strategic appraisal is probably going to be performed against the 

backdrop of not only geopolitical developments, but also a number of immutable 

historical facts. It will also be performed with the painful truth in mind that no 

one can really predict what is going to happen in the Mediterranean. No one ever 

has. Therefore a careful assessment of current U .s. and Allied vital interests in 

the Mediterranean has to be the starting point. 

SOME RELEVANT HISTORY 

4 

The intensity of maritime conflict in the Mediterranean during World War ll 

was the product of a number of unrelated causes. Certainly the war could not have 

been won in the Mediterranean. Yet it could conceivably have been lost in the 

Mediterranean. The strategic significance of U.S. landings in North Africa 

stemmed only from a conviction by President Roosevelt that the United States 

had to engage the Germans, some where, anywhere, as early as possible. 

Mobilization had not progressed to the point where the U.S. Army could 

participate in frontal operations on the continent, so it fell to the U.S. Navy to 

bring the Army to their first; albeit limited campaign in North Africa. 
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Diverting Hitler's attention from the Central Front by engaging his Italian 

ally as vigorously as possible in the Mediterranean was probably as important in 

its own way as the commitment of the U.K. to the continuation of the war 

somewhere, anywhere after the evacuation of Dunkirk. That •somewhere" was the 

land campaign in North Africa. 

The World War n Battle of the Mediterranean was the Royal Navy's war. 

But in the post-war era, the course of politico-military history in the 

Mediterranean was determined not by what the British did, but rather by what the 

British did not do - or could not do. The most significant event was the 

emergence of the new state of Israel on May 14, 1948. The Jews had a home for 

the first time· since the Diaspora, but their hold upon it was maintained in 

succeeding years only by suCCef!SiVe wars againSt the surrounding Arab states. On 

the very day the Six-Day War broke out in June 1967 the last British Commander_: 

in-Chief of the Mediterranean left Malta. The withdrawal from East of Suez had 

now extended all the way to Gibralter. And the long Involvement of the United 

Kingdom in "the Middle Sea" had come to an end. For over a century British naval 

. power and financial strength had imposed upon the Mediterranean a level of 

politico-military calm that had not been enjoyed since the days of the Roman 

Empire. The baton was finally dropped at Gibraltar. The passing of the baton, 

which had occupied a decade and a half was consummated when it was f,ormally 

picked up by the United States. 

But the Six-Day War had several other consequences. The Suez Canal was 

closed for a sufficiently long period that the super tanker was born of desperation 

by the oil industry. The nature of one of the world's most important sea lines of 

communication was inalterably chsnged. And the Soviet Union entered the 
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Mediterranean as a major naval power. Meanwhile the situation in North Africa 

changed beyond all measure with the whole of the North African Coast split into 

. independent Arab states, often at. odds with one another, enriched by oil and 

united only in their dislike of their former colonial masters -- and Israel. 

U.S. VITAL INTERESTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN 

U.S. Commitments to NATO: In assessing U.S. vital interests in the 

Mediterranean, one must begin with its firm commitment to NATO. Other U.S. 

interests de not necessarily pale in comparison, but NATO does drive the process. 

U .S. presence in the Mediterranean anchors N A TO's southern flank. N A TO's , 

southern flank is complex both geographically and politically. Geographically the 

nations in Allied Forces Southern Europe 11re separate and connected only by 

water. Centuries old political and ethnic disputes between NATO allies on the 

southern flank dissipate allied energy and make suspect the commitment of 

several NATO nations to the defense of their political adversary. Several of the 

southern flank nations are not integrated into NATO's military structure. The 

organizational structure of Allied Forces Southern Europe is not puticularly tidy. 

The U.S. commitment to NATO on the southern flank is the constant which 

bridges a. number of these problems and preserves the deterrent posture upon 

which NATO depends. 

' There are a number of knowledgeable officials, both present and former, 

who believe that should there be a NATD-Warsaw Pact war, it will probably start 

in the Middle East. If you accept this as a possibility, it tends to influence the way 

you approach the continuous evolution of NATO strategy.:.. and U.S. strategy vis

a-vis NATO. 
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Stability in the Oil Bearing Regions of the Middle East: This vital interest 

does not require mu~h discussion. The industrial world's memory of the Arab oil 

embargo in the wake of the Yoin Kippur War has not yet faded. It might, but not 

yet. The role of "peacemaker" is Important. 

U.S. Formal Commitment to the Continued Existence of Israel as a Free 

and Independent State: This is a declaratory policy of the United States and, as 
. . 

such, is a derivative vital interest of the United States. It is also an essential 

element of U.S. pursuit of regional stability in the Mediterranean Basin. 

The Arab-Israeli Power Balance This is a companion piece to not only the 

U.S. declaratory policy regarding Israel, but also to U.S. interest in regional 

stability. 

Protection of the SLOCs to the Oil Bearing Nations of the Middle East and 

Southwest Asia: The industrial nations of the world are far too dependent upon oil 

to risk losing it either at the 50urce or enroute the factory. 

Protection of the SLOC to the Indian Ocean: IC the United States is to play 

the role of "Peacemaker'', not only in the Mediterranean but also in the Indian 

Ocean, the Suez Canal access to the Indian Ocean looms rather large in these days 

of eonstrained military budgets. The Suez Canal does not make Indian Ocean 

presence affordable per se, but it does less~n the financial burden of maintaining 

U.S. presence in the Indian Oeean. The Mediterranean-Suez Canal SLOC also 

provides important agility in the way the United States deploys and moves its 

maritime forces in response to erises- crises which, if not responded 1ll!l;could 

escalate to more serious peace-threatening proportions. 
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_ U.S. Economic 'l'ies with France and Italy: The Industrial giants of France 

and Italy are of enormous importance to the United States. The economic ties to 

these industrial giants are clearly vital interests of the United States. 

Turkish-Greek Power Balance: These two treasured friends and allies are 

both important to the United States - far too important to succumb to pressures 

intended to force the United States to choose between them. 

Containment of Soviet Naval Power: While Soviet naval capability vis-a-vis 

the U.S. Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean has diminished since the Soviet Navy's · 

halcyon years between 1967 and the early 1980's, it remains a"tatent threat which 

must be considered. The face to face confrontations between Sixth Fleet and 

Soviet Mediterranean Eskhadra during the Jordanian Crisis and the Yom Kippur 

War will probably not recur. But there is enough power in the Soviet Black Sea 

Fleet to make it felt for a short period if deployed into the Mediterranean in 

advance of a NATO-Warsaw Pact War. And Soviet Naval Aviation Oy!ng out of 

Crimea could ll mit Allied options considerably, particularly if withheld and not 

exposed to attrition during the early days of the war. 

TRADE.: The relationships between the United States and its trading 

partners in any region of the wol'ld are incredibly difficult to analyze. But the 

simplest analysis in terms of' import-export volume will reveal this as a powerful 

vital interest of the United States in the Mediterranean. And it is one which will 

In all likelihood grow larger over the years. 
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LIKELY PROSPECTS FOR U.S. STRATEGY TOWARDS THE MEDITERRANEAN 

REGION 

It is quite likely ihat the United States will assess the family of vital 

interests discussed above as sufficiently important to warrant its col)tinued 

adherence to both coalition strategy and maritime strategy. Forward based land 

and land based tactical air forces will likely remain at current levels in NATO's 

southern region. And the Spain to Southern Italy shift of land based tactical air 

will play out .ss the hand which was dealt by Spain several years ago. Meanwhile, 

the basic principles of the U.S. maritime strategy will continue to serve U.S. 

strategic needs in the Mediterranean. But since these principles are not generally 

understood it might be useful to discuss them here. 

The U.S. maritime strategy is not a competitor of coalition strategy. It is 

an essential element of coalition strategy. 

The principles of U.S. maritime strategy are: 

o Deploy early 

o Defend forward 

o Take the wlU' to the enemy 

o Place his forces at risk 

This oversimplification will anguish some purists, but 1 will exercise a four 

9 

star's prerogative and Indulge in oversimplification for the sake of communicating 

with the unwashed masses. In treatments ranging from Tom Clancy's excellent 

novels to serious U.S. Secretary of the Navy speeches. these principles have been 

associated primarily to the U.S. and Allied approach to fighting the first maritime 

campaign of a \t(orld War Ill in the Atlantic- the campaign for control of the 

Norwegian Sea. This, however, is the real oversimplification. 'rhe absolutely -- . 
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consistent counterpart to the U.S. maritime strategy is the ''Tri-MNC Concept of 

Maritime Operations". (MNC is the NATO term for the three NATO Major 

Commanders- Supreme Allied Commander Europe, Supreme Allied Commander 

Atlantic and Commander-in-Chief Channel. A Tri-MNC document is one prepared 

by and approved by all three NATO Major Commanders). The Tri-MNC of 

Maritime Operations treats forward deployed operations in a highly balanced way, 

not only in the Norwegian Sea, but also, in the Mediterranean, the Shallow Seas, 

and in the economic arc around Africa. The U.S. maritime strategy is similarly 

balanced, but has not been "marketed" as a balanced approach to the deployment 

and employment of U.S. naval forces • 

lO 

. While NATO, however, tends to think of about and discuss the 

Mediterranean as NATO southern fiank, the United States, while steadfastly 

adhering to its NATO commitments, thinks of the Mediterranean and the Middle 

East and Southwest Asia as a continuum of U.S. vital interests. In other words, 

what the organi2ers of this symposium refer to as "out of area" interests are an 

essential element of U.S. strategic thinking. But the term "out of area" is a 

political "cop out" for a number of NATO allies wbose political balance is 

sufficiently delicate where discussion of defense commitments to anything other 

that the letter of the North Atlantic Treaty is anathema. While this is a 

conveni~t political escape, it is not supported by the actual language of the 

treaty. The famous "Tropic of Cancer" boundary of in-area versus out-of-area · 

operations is not a boundary at alL When the founding fathers of NATO drafted 

the treat"~· they were co.ncerned that the pledge, "An attack on one is an attack on 

all", contained in Article 5, might be invoked in the event of an attack on an ally's 

colonies in Afri_ca. _They, therefore, included an Article 6 which provided that, in 

applying the "pledge", an attack on one would be construed as occurring only north 
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ot the Tropic of Cancer. However, over the years, it has become by common 

usage, a boundary. But bound$ry or not, the Alliance, has interests •out-of-area" .. 

What emerges from this? The U.S. strategy towards the Mediterranean has 

a NATO focus, but does not have a NATO envelope. Peacemaking and regional 

stability are the essential elements of the strategy. If war should occur in the 

Mediterranean Basin, no matter where it starts, it will involve NATO. Should war 

start there can be no sanctuaries. Soviet Naval Aviation forces based in North 

Africa would be a NATO problem. "Out-of-Area• would become an academic 

problem, and only for those who choose to fondle academic problems. The sea 

lines of communication through the Mediterranean will remain a dominant concern 

for U.S. and NATO political and military leader:&· The Ionian Sea will remain the 

"briar patch" for U.S. forces in the Mediterranean. This basin, (and the 

Mediterranean is a· basin oriented battlefield), Is the place where geography and 

politics offer the prospects of the most stalwart defense during the early days of 

conflict. Surrounded on three sides by an interlocking structure of land based 

tactical and maritime patrol air bases and with the U.S. Sixth Fleet and NATO's 

Striking and Support Forces, Southern Europe interposed between North Africa 

and Southern Italy, no one is going to challenge the Alliance at sea there -and 

survive. France, meanwhile, will take care of the Western Mediterranean Basin in 

an effective way. NATO organizational structure is solid in both of these basins. 

The Strait of Sicily and the Strait of Gib1"3.lter will be strategically important 

choke points in the anti-submarine war. And I would not like to be the Soviet 

submarine commander faced with the challenge of transittlng those choke points. 

Soviet Naval Aviation will make the problem of controlling the Mediterranean 

east of Crete interesting for a few days and the Eastern Mediterranean Basin will 

be hotly contested for a short, but fierce campaign -if the Soviets choose to 
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commit their forces. The Soviets will not be able to win this campaign. The 

Alliance will work hlll'd. to overeome the chaotic military organizational structure 

in the Eastern Mediterranean, hut will do so because we must. The Mediterranean 

campaign will be won; the Alliance will decide, not without acrimonious debate, 

what forces will be needed to hold the Eastern Mediterranean Basin, the Aegean 

and the Dardanelles and U.S. carrier battle groups and amphibious forces will be 

redeployed, probably to the Eastern A tlantlc and Norwegian Seas - unless the 

Soviets launch a concerted attack on Qreek and Turkish Thrace. And they might. 

" If they do, the redeployments will wait until that campaign is decided. If I were a 

Soviet military leader I am not sure I would know exactly what political·military 

objective would be served by this "second front" campaign in Greek and Turkish 

Thrace other than to get their Black Sea Fleet out into the Mediterranean where 

it could be destroyed, but stranger things have happened In war. 

Would tactical nuclear weapons be used to redress the imbalance at sea in 

the Southern region? I doubt it. Why should the Soviets set the stage for a 

retaliatory tactical nuclear attack on their Crimean bases from which the attaek 

on the striking force was launehed? 

The essential element of U.S. and NATO strategy towards the 

Mediterranean is deterrence. For deterrence to be effective the U.S. and NATO 

must display both sufficient capability to demonstrate to the Soviets that they 

cannot win in the Mediterranean theater and sutricient national and allied will to 

employ that capability if challenged • 

. THE MOST LIKELY CONFLICT SCENARIOS IF DETERRENCE FAILS 

I have discussed above a conflict scenario which, in my view is the most 
' -

12 
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likely should deterrence fail. There are others. During the late 1970's when I 

commanded the O.S. Sixth Fieet I lMllieved that there were six areas in which 

Sixth Fleet forces might be called upon to fight in the Mediterranean: 

o A Soviet attack into Northern Italy's Po Valley 

o A Soviet attack into Greek and Turkish Thrace 

o A Soviet attack into Southeastern Turkey 

o A Soviet initiated war at sea in the Mediterranean without an 

associated .land war (hard to imagine now, but it was not then) 

o A genuine threat to the continued existence of Israel as a free and 

independent state 

o A serious ehallenge to U.S. interests in the oil bearing regions ot 

the Middle East. 

· Any other scenario would be a lesser included ease of one of these. The 

U.S. strategy of deterring confliet and defending its vital interests in the 

Mediterranean Basin by the peacemaking posture of the U.S. Sixth Fleet might not 

be attractive grist for the mills of polities! debate in the couneils of NATO, but it 

has been effeetive in the wake of British withdrawal from East of Suez and from 

13 

the Mediterranean. While the Falkland lsland$1 cmflii:t ms caae and jpe as a ~ 

of the pereeived lessening of British national will, the baton passing in the 

Medl terl'llllean has thus tar been suecessful. 

l In summary, the U.S. strategy towards the Mediterranean will, in all 

likelihood remain what Vice Admiral RallaoMre described in 1950: ''The U.S. Sixth 1 . 
Fleet as the hinge upon which the door of peace swings in the Mediterranean''. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It has long been axiomatic among Alliance strategists and observers 

that deterrence and defense in NATO's Southern Region is distinctive 

within the Alliance not only in terms of its role as viewed from 

Washington or Brussels, but also in terms of its character. Just as one 

has been able to speak of a European security environment, one has also 

been able to speak of a more specific security environment around the 

Mediterranean, and the differences and linkages between th.e two. The 

profound changes that have taken place and continue to take place on 

an almost daily basis in the character of the East-West strategic 

relationship as a whole, ·can have distinctive consequences for the 

Southern Region. 

The purpose of this paper is to briefly explore the implications of 

changes in the character of the East-West strategic relationship for the 

Southern Region -- its relative importance, role, linkage to Central 

Region concerns, and place within the Alliance as a whole: Will 

prospective developments contribute to a further separation of Atlantic, 

European and Mediterranean security interests, or will they contribute 

to cohesion -- and in what manner? Will political and arms control 

initiatives, and the related evolution of the Atlantic and European 

dimensions of the Alliance serve to focus attention on the Southern 

Region, or will they have precisely the opposite effect? In sum, is the 

Mediterranean dimension of the Atlantic Alliance likely to become: 1) 

more or less distinctive; and 2) more or less important in the future? 

Clearly, there are limits to the extent that broad generalizations 

can be made about five individual member-nations, all with distinctive 

foreign and security policy traditions. The issues discussed iri this 

paper will not be of equal importance to all, and there will be marked 

variation in the ability of individual countries to,play an active role 

in key debates within the Alliance. Yet there is considerable 

justification for a Southern Region perspective, however sweeping, for 

reasons that have as much to do with history and perception as with 
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Alliance relations. Indeed, alliances are ultimately about the 

.aggregation of national and regional interests. 

I 
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11. THE CHARACTER OF SECURITY IN. THE SOUTHERN REGION 

The security environment in the Southern Region is distinctive in a 

number of important respects, all of which are central to the questions 

addressed here. First, the Southern Region has long been characterized 

by a relatively diffuse perception of the Soviet.threat. While specific 

areas of threat certainly exist in the region, most notably in northeast 

Italy and in Greek and Turkish Thrace, there is no focus of 

vulnerability comparable to that which has existed in NATO's Central 

Region. The fact that the Southern Region itself comprises three 

separate land sub-theaters, and an additional maritime sub-theater in 

the Mediterranean, means that deterrence and defense in the south bring 

inherent problems of cohesion and coordination. The perceived 

remoteness·of the Soviet threat, together with the existence of diverse 

strategic traditions and concerns, has also supported the persistence of 

distinctive national approaches to security matters, and national 

assertiveness within the Alliance.' One consequence of this generally 

low perception of a direct Soviet threat has been that the symbolic 

aspects of NATO membership are of ·at least equal importance to the 

practical benefits associated with coalition deterrence and defense. 

For Portugal, Spain, Greece and Turkey -- all of which have had recent 

experience with authoritarian government -- the symbolic value of NATO 

membership is reinforced to the exte.nt tha.t it is also a hallmark of 

membership in the Western democratic "club". While this legitimizing 

function is less important in the Italian case, NATO membership 

continues to have potent symbolism in the context of the domestic 

political debate, and is an important vehicle for activism in 

international affairs beyond questions of security, narrowly-defined. 

1See Diego .A. Ruiz Palmer and A. Grant Whitley, "The Balance of 
Forces in Southern Europe: Between Uncertainty and Opportunity", The 
International Spectator, Vol.xxiii, No. 1. January-March 1988, pp. 
28-29. Distinctive national approaches are treated extensively in John 
Chipman, ed., NATO's Southern Allies: Internal and External 
Challenges(London: Routledge, 1988). 
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To be sure, NATO as a whole is as much a political '(and symbolic) as a 

strategic institution, but this aspect of the Alliance is particularly 

significant in the Southern Region. 

Second, and in strong contrast to the Central Region, strategy in 

the Southern Region is essentially non-nuclear. While it is difficult 

if not impossible to discuss deterrence and defense in the NATO ."core" 

without reference to the role of nuclear weapons, this is the norm in 

relation to the Southern Region. Hediterranean strategy has been 

characterized by an emphasis on conventional forces, traditional 

missions (e.g., sea control) and longer-war assumptions to a greater 

extent than has been typical elsewhere in NATO. This· has less to do 

with comparative levels of nuclear capable forces in central Europe and 

the Hediterranean than with the reality, noted earlier, that there is no 

comparable focus of vulnerability in defense of which the use of nuclear 

weapons can be credibly threatened.' 

Third, the scale and diversity of the Southern Region, its 

proximity to historical centers of crisis and instability in North 

Africa and the Hiddle East, and the importance of the Mediterranean to 

communications with regions of economic and strategic importance, 

including the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean, confers a significance 

that transcends the East-West competition in Europe. The security of 

the Southern Region will be at least as strongly affected by 

developments outside Europe as within; and given the difficulty of 

treating "out-of-area" problems in the NATO context, the most important 

responses are likely to be national or regional, rather than 

Alliance-wide. Indeed, the persistence of specific regional concerns 

around the Mediterranean, from Spain's relationship with Morocco, to 

Italy's concerns about Libyan capabilities and interest in the stability 

of Yugoslavia, to hostility between Greece and Turkey in the Aegean, are 

at least as important as the Warsaw Pact threat in shaping the strategic 

landscape in the Southern Region. 

2 See the author's comments on this question in NATO's Southern 
Region: Strategy and Resources for Coalition Defense.(Washington: 
Center for Strategic and International Studies, 1988), p. 5. 
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The factors that have given the Southern Region its distinctive 

political and strategic character have also given the U.S. presence in 

the region a unique importance. U.S. forces, and particularly the Sixth 

Fle.et, lend cohesion to the defense of the various· sub-theaters, 

contribute to the linkage of central and southern region security, and 

bridge (although not without friction) NATO and out-of-area needs for 

power projection' 

Both symbolically and materially, the U. S. presence serves to bind 

together a vast theater that is, for the most part, not directly 

threatened by Soviet power, less. nuclear, and equally absorbed with a 

variety of out-of•area or regional security concerns." 

'See Jed C. Snyder, Defending the Fringe: NJii'O, The /1editerranean 
and the Persian Gulf (Boulder: Westview, 1987), pp. 16-18. 

4 0ne should stress "for the most part" -- the Turkish perspective 
on the Soviet threat will naturally be very different, but in other 
respects the point remains valid.· 
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Ill. CHANGES IN THE EAST-WEST STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIP AND THEIR 
IMPLICATIONS 

The evolution of the political relationship 1:-etween East and West, 

and parallel developments in nuclear and conventional arms control, pose 

the possibility of a fundamental transformation of the security 

environment in Europe. The nature of this environment will be driven by 

the course of events in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and the 

nature of the Western response. At a minimum, the emerging strategic 

canvas is likely to be characterized by a reduction in the level and 

character of the Soviet military threat to Western Europe. These 

changes also imply certain risks, however, not least the prospect of 

growing instability in Eastern Europe including the Balkans, and most 

significantly, in the Soviet Union itself. To the state of flux in the 

East-West strategic relationship one must also add the movement towards 

European integration -~ "1992" -- the future of which may be strongly 

influenced by developments in Eastern Europe, with special significance 

for the newer members of the European Community in southern Europe (and 

Turkey as an aspiring member). 

POLITICAL DETENTE 

To the e~tent that the military component of East-West relations is 

reduced, and political detente promoted, this can be expected to 

strengthen the position of smaller and "peripheral" states within the 

Alliance, including those of the Southern Region. An atmosphere of 

political detente can also be expected to offer greater scope for 

bilateral East-West initiatives on trade and development. Italy, in 

particular, is well placed to act as a favored interlocutor in the 

dialogue with Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, and a similar if less 

active role could perhaps be foreseen for Spain. Overall, the 

improvement of East-West relations in the political sphere will have the 

effect of shifting Atlantic and European relations to areas in which the 

militarily weaker Southern Region countries ate relatively better 

equipped to play an active role. 
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While political relaxation may encourage a greater role for 

individual Southern Region countries,. this does not necessarily imply 

that the region as a whole will receive more attention within the 

Alliance on this basis. Indeed, the.developments in the Soviet Union 

and Eastern Europe that have made possible the new perception of 

opportunity (and potential risk) in East-West relations are of the most 

direct relevance to security in central rather than southern Europe. 

As a general observation, the rise of political detente may pose 

significant challenges for both the Atlantic dimension of Alliance 

relations and the movement towards European integration. For a variety 

of reasons these challenges may be especially pronounced in relation to 

the Southern Region. First, the issue of the level and character of the 

U.S. presence in Europe has particular significance for the Southern 

Region where, as noted earlier, U.S. military power plays the essential 

role in ensuring a coherent defense. Second, this presence is dependent 

upon the maintenance of increasingly strained basing accords around the 

Mediterranean. The limits placed on the use of these facilties .for 

other than NATO-related purposes, coupled with a relaxation in the 

East-West military confrontation in Europe (and associated force 

reductions) may encourage more active Congressional opposition to costly 

base and security assistance agreements. In these circumstances, and 

even in the absence of any precipitous withdrawal of American forces 

from Europe, the Atlantic dimension of Alliance relations in the 

Southern Region is likely to become more.difficult to manage. 

The tension between European and Mediterranean security interests, 

and between.the European and Atlantic dimensions of foreign and defense 

policy -- common to all of the Southern Region states in varying degrees 

--.will be complicated by a movement towards detente and 

demilitarization. The fact that it is difficult, if not impossible, to 

envision a NATO-Warsaw Pact confrontation in the Mediterranean except as 

'part of a wider European conflict, has supported the perception that 

security in the Central and Southern Regions is, ultimately, closely 

linked. As the already low perception of a direct Soviet threat recedes, 

this linkage is progressively weakened. 
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In an atmosphere of political detente, the Southern Region 

countries will also be able to devote greater energy and attention to 

European concerns, increasingly important in the context of "1992". Yet, 

over the longer-term, the changes in the European security environment 

which will make the European Community an even more attractive material 

and symbolic focus for external policy around the Mediterranean may, if 

carried far enough, complicate the integration of Portugal, Spain, 

Greece (and potentially Turkey) within the Community. The expansion of 

the Community eastwards to include Austria and in extremis East Germany, 

Poland or Hungary, against the background of an East-West strategic 

relationship which would permit this, could dilute the symbolic 

significance and potential benefits of European integration for its 

Southern Region members. 

Finally, to the extent that the NATO-Warsaw Pact military 

competition is defused, existing regional Mediterranean and out-of-

. area security concerns are likely to be given greater prominence in the 

plans and policies of Southern Region ~ountries. In a region 

characterized by formidable constraints on the resources that can be 

devoted to defense, a perceived decline in the Soviet threat, together 

with ongoing arms control initiatives, will be seen as an opportunity to 

trim defense spending and to devote more of the remaining effort to 

national rather than Alliance security concerns. There is, of course, 

no shortage of such concerns around the Mediterranean basin, including 

political instability, ballistic missile and chemical weapon 

proliferation in North Africa and the Middle East, increasing challenges 

for air defense, terrorism, and traditional and untraditional threats to 

sea lines of communication. 

For Italy, in particular, bolstering the capacity to deter or 

counter a range of threats originating to the south has been an 

increasing concern. The waning of the perceived threat from the Warsaw 

Pact can be expected to support this trend and encourage the further 

development of "rapid ac:,tion forces", on the pattern of the Force 

d'Action Rapide and the Forza d'Intervento Rapido, elsewhere in the 

Southern Region. The "Mediterraneanization" of security policy, 
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however, also brings with it the risk of a further marginalization of 

the role of Southern Region countries over the longer term -- precisely 

the condition that politicians and strategists in the region have 

decried. 1 

One way of reconciling this dilemma would be for the Alliance as a 

whole to devote more attention to t!editerranean security -- in short, 

for the strategic center of the Alliance to move southward.• This is 

most unlikely, not least because of the difficulty of orchestrating a 

NATO strategy towards out-of-area threats, and the dramatic developments 

in Central and Eastern Europe that will continue to be the focus of 

political if not military attention. Expanded cooperation among the 

Southern Region allies, along the lines already being pursued by Italy, 

France and Spain in the area of maritime surveillance, can represent a 

useful hedge against a reduction in the·u.s. presence in the 

Mediterranean or a movement towards a narrowly-based (e.g., 

Franco-German) form of European defense cooperation.' Again, the 

attractiveness of such ve.ttures is likely to be limited by a preference 

for broader European initiatives that do not foster a separate approach 

to security in NATO's south. 

The ongoing friction and risk of open conflict between Greece and 

Turkey clearly has its own dynamics. Active NATO-Warsaw Pact 

competition, and the. need to hedge against Soviet aggression, has 

provided an incentive for Greek and Turkish cooperation with the U.S. 

and within the.Alliance, and has undoubtedly served to temper relations 

in the Aegean. The improvement in East-West relations and a perceived 

decline in the Soviet threat could introduce a new element of 

uncertainty in this quarter. 

1See, for example, Clyde Haberman, "Italy Says NATO Neglects the 
Mediterranean", New York Times, February 16, 1989; and Maurizio Cremasco 
and Giacomo Luciani, "The Mediterranean Dimension of Italy's Foreign and 
Security Policy", The International Spectator, Vol. xx, No.l 
(January-March 1985). · 

1 The issue of a shift in the strategic center of Europe is raised 
in Sergio A. Rossi "NATO's Southern Flank and Mediterranean Security" 
in NATO's Maritime Flanks: Problems and Prospects (Washington: 
Pergamon-Brassey's, 1987), p.4 8. 

'Initiatives in this area include the joint Helios observation 
satellite project, and proposed cooperation on AWACS. 
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Political detente, and political and economic liberalization in 

Eastern Europe, may also pose new challenges for stability in 

Yugoslavia, with obvious implications for security in the Balkans and 

the Adriatic. More specifically, long-standing problems of ethnic 

unrest and regional separatism may well accelerate as the Yugoslav 

system begins to appear less liberal and less attractive in relation to 

rapidly reforming regimes elsewhere (e.g., in Poland or Hungary). While 

there is apparently little prospect of the current spate of 

( liberalization transforming Bulgaria or Romania anytime soon, this 

L .. cannot be ruled out in the longer-term. Again, such a development could 

have significant security implications for Greece and Turkey, and might 

seriously restrict the Soviet Union's freedom of action in The Warsaw 

Pact's own southern region. 4 

NUCLEAR AND CONVENTIONAL ARMS CONTROL 

For the Southern Region, as eleswhere within the Alliance,- nuclear 

and conventional arms control initiatives are wE-lcomed as the concrete -

expression of a general movement towards political and military detente 

in Europe and, possibly, as a means of reducing the burden of defense 

spending. If the perception of a direct Soviet threat is less keenly 

felt around the Mediterraean· than in Central Europe, the problems posed 

by changes in strategy and forces as a result of arms control or 

unilateral initiatives are of no less concern, and are in some ways even 

more complex in the Southern Region Region context. Despite the long

standing importance of conventional forces in the region, the 

possibility of a progressive "de-nuclearization" of NATO strategy will 

be greeted with reservation in some quarters because the nuclear 

dimension of flexible response is seen to have a unifying effect within 

the Alliance, binding together the security fate of Central Europe and 

the flanks. From the Southern Region perspective, it is essential not 

only to assure the strategic coupling of the U.S. and Europe -- a 

traditional NATO concern but also to maintain the coupling between 

4 See Jonathan Eyal, ed., The Warsaw Pact and the Balkans (New York: 
St. Martin's Press, 1989). 
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deterrence in the Central and Southern Regions. This is not to say that 

further reductions in nuclear forces, in particular short-range weapons 

including (perhaps) air-launched and sea-based systems will meet strong 

opposition in the Southern region -- political reality dictates 

otherwise -- but it does suggest that the problem of coupling in the 

Southern Region will become more pronounced. 5 

In a similar manner, reduced reliance on nuclear forces; together 

with improvements in the conventional balance in Europe as a result of 

CFE, unilateral withdrawals or restructuring, and modernization, could 

lead to a situation in which a NATO-Warsaw Pact conflict -- however 

unlikely -- might be longer rather than shorter, and involve more than 

one theater. A war of longer duration would, in turn, raise the 

importance of secure sea lines of.communication for reinforcement, 

resupply and access to vital resources. All of these factors would 

naturally increase the importance of NATO's flanks, and the 

Mediterranean in particular.' 

Conventional force reductions, as currently envisioned, by imposing 

significant cuts in stationed ground and air units, but not (as yet) 

embracing naval and naval air forces, could lead to an environment in 

which the Southern Region with its concentration of maritime forces 

becomes a center of substantial residual military power. 7 The extension 

of the CFE process'to naval forces, while unlikely in the near term, 

would obviously present profound problems of adjustment for NATO 

5 It is noteworthy that in the midst of the current political crisis 
in Greece, former Prime Minister Papandreou has called for the removal 
of all U.S. nuclear weapons as part of a new base accord. See The 
lfanchester Guardian; November 1, 1989, p. 13. 

'See Bruce R. Kuniholm, "CDI in NATO: The Southern Flank and 
Alliance Defense" in The Future of Conventional Defense Improvements in 
NATO: Proceedings of the Tenth NATO Symposium (Washington: National 
Defense University, 1987), p.263.] 

7An agreement based on zones would reinforce this effect, as would 
the transfer of modern aircraft or other equipment to Southern Region· 
members to maximize NATO's residual capability under a CFE agreement (a 
difficult prospect for a variety of political. and economic reasons). 
"Stationed forces" requirements proposed under CFE could also lead to a 
situation in which Hungary, Bulgaria or Romania make relatively small 
cuts in ground and air forces. 
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strategy in the Mediterranean, and could have even more far reaching 

implications for Southern Region cohesion. 

While political detente and conventional force reductions can 

substantially improve the security outlook with regard to the East-West 

relationship, they will have little effect on the range of "out-of

area" and regional security threats around the Mediterranean (the 

prospects for East-West crisis management out-of-area might perhaps be 

improved), as arsenals in North Africa and the Middle East remain 

unconstrained. This raises the question of the longer-term effect of 

negotiated conventional force reductions (especially naval and air), and 

any unilateral reductions, on capabilities for non-NATO contingencies in 

the Southern Region. In sum, the linkage between assymetrical force 

reductions and improved security may not be as automatic in the Southern 

Region as in the center or the north. 

Finally, the improvement in East-West relations and progress on 

conventional arms control can be expected to throw into sharper relief 

the problem of U.S. access to Allied facilities around the 

Mediterranean. Over the past decade, Southern Region countries have 

become.more explicit about restricting the use of bases (and overflight 

rights) to NATO-related purposes, at a time when the Warsaw Pact threat 

is widely perceived as receding and out-of-area threats expanding. 

Given this, and in a period of budgetary pressures on both sides of the 

Atlantic, the politics·· of maintaining this infrastructure will become 

more difficult (witness the current difficulty surrounding the move of 

the 40lst Tactical Fighter Wing to Crotone). 

As this brief analysis suggests, conventional force reductions in 

Europe will have a number of unique strategic and political implications 

for the Southern Region. On balance, however, these are unlikely to 

r result in any overall increase in the attention devoted to the Southern 

Region within the Alliance, at least in the near-term, since the impetus 

for and substance of current initiatives derives overwhelmingly from the 

historic imbalance of forces in the Central Region and the imperative of 

·redressing this. Having done so, it is possible that out-of-area and 

regional threats around the Mediterranean can be given more attention by 
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the U.S. and the countries of the Southern Region, although perhaps not 

in a formal NATO context. 
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IV. OVERALL OBSERVATIONS 

In sum, one may suggest that the changes currently underway in the 

East-West strategic relationship -- in particular the related phenomena 

of political detente and arms control -- are unlikely to cause the 

Alliance as a whole to devote more attention to Southern Region issues, 

however justified. Nonetheless, current and prospective developments 

will have some unique implications for NATO and the Mediterranean: 

• The traditional distinctiveness of the security environment in 

the Southern Region will persist, not least for reasons of 

geography and poltical culture, but is likely to become less 

significant over time. As the Alliance as a whole continues ·to 

view the Soviet threat in more remote terms, places less 

emphasis on the nuclear dimensions of deterrence and defense, 

and is characterized by increasing independence and 

assertiveness on regional questions, it will present less of a 

contrast to the environment in the Southern Region where these 

characteristics have long been the norm. This sugggests an 

increasing convergence of strategic perceptions, at least with 

regard to the East-West dimensions of security. 

• The problem of strateg1c coupling, always more complex in the 

~outhern Region where there is a need to maintain the linkage 

between ·security in the center and the south, as well as 

ext.ended deterrence across the Atlantic, is likely to become 

more difficult as nuclear and conventional forces are reduced, 

and the unifying perception of a Soviet threat recedes. As 

elsewhere -- but with particular importance in the Southern 

Region -- the tension between the European and Atlantic 

dimensions of security policy will persist, and perhaps deepen, 

as Europe is seen as an increasingly important vehicle for 

political-military, as well as economic assertiveness. 
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• At the same time, a waning of the Soviet threat will release 

intellectual and material resources for, and encourage a more 

active approach to, the consideration of regional and out

of-area threats around the Mediterranean. ·Because substantial 

forces in the Middle East and North Africa will be unaffected 

by CFE reductions, the linkage between assymetrical force 

reductions and improved security will be less automatic in the 

Southern Region than elsewhere in Europe. 

• Finally, the U.S. presence in the Mediterranean, which has 

traditionally lent cohesion to deterrence and defense in the 

Southern Region, may prove more difficult to sustain in an 

environment of political detente and arms control. Leaving 

aside the possibility of naval force reductions, existing 

restrictions on the use of bases around the Mediterranean 

purposes are likely to persist and solidify just as out-of

area threats begin to assume a more prominent place on the 

security agenda. This points to a pressing need for the 

Alli.ance as a whole to address the question of cooperation on 

ffediterranean security beyond its East-West dimensions, even if 

the most significant modes of action out-of-area remain 

national ones. 


